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function in it have changed. Accumulated literature arguesthat our traditional, stratified
 
m
 
the
 
educational system isto meetthis challenge. Specifically,academic dualism between the
 
foundation ofvocational students mustimprove. In addition,collaboration between
 
schoolfaculty membersand business leaders mustbe established which results in relevant
 
curriculum and work-sight learning.
 
The purpose ofthis project wasto develop a curriculum taught in collaboration
 
Mount San Antonio College.In collaboration with communityleaders and the Math
 
continuos learning in any occupational specialty.
 
'~ was written
 
m
 
Academic Senate Curriculum Committee at Mount San Antonio College. Ateam,
 
however,offaculty members crossing academic and vocational education was never
 
developed. The primary reason for this lack ofcollaboration wasthe culture ofthe
 
academic environment that keeps departments specialized and separated.
 
The project writer strongly believes that the standards at which vocational courses
 
are taught mustincrease. The project writer recommendsthat vocational instructors be
 
made responsible for increasing their own knowledge ofthe humanities, mathes and
 
sciences in order to infuse that knowledge into the vocational curriculum.
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Introduction
 
dstedirithe
 
United States. This division has resulted in different educationalst^dardsfdr those
 
a skilled
 
trade Thejustificationfor these acade^^ vocational divisions is based upon the
 
r. The
 
1^, to an
 
economy reliantpriinformation(Berryman&Baily, 1992;Camevale,1991).Theoutcome
 
Ihititans as compared to the social statusofthose involved in apprehticeship training. The
 
Puritans recognized the relationship between literacy and the success oftheir religious
 
faith.
 
apply literacy to otherformsofinformation enabled the Puritansto gain an eariy social
 
lead in the Colonies(Williston, 1894).
 
In the 1750s,education in the Colonies wasexpanded when the New England
 
academies were developed in Philadelphia by Benjamin Franklin.Franklin stressed that
 
additional subjects should be considered practical or utilitarian. These subjectsincluded
 
navigation,surveying,mathematics,and science. Although the academies did expand the
 
range ofsubjectstaughtin the classroom and widened the scope ofeducation in the
 
Colonies,the academies were distinctly differentfrom theNew England collegesformed
 
bythePuritansthatfocused on philosophy,literature,and Latin(Butts& Gremlin, 1953).
 
According to Edward Krug(1969),modem separation between academic and
 
vocational education may be rooted in two events The Morrill Actof1862 granted land
 
to the statesforthe creation ofagriculture and mechanical schools. Althoughthelaw
 
elevated the status ofagriculture and the mechanical arts,it also served to physically
 
separate high school students entering a vocationfrom high school students bound for
 
college.In addition,thelaw called for specially trained instmctorsto teach a skilled trade.
 
Kmg(1969)concluded that this event began the process offocusing occupational related
 
curriculum onjob training rather than general education.
 
The second important event,according toKmg(1969),wasthe 1892report by
 
membersofthe National Education Association(NEA)that sought to define the
 
relationship between secondary and higher education byfocusing on the requirementsfor
 
college admission. The final report ofthe committee identified nine curriculum areas as
 
the modem academic subjects by which college admission would be based. The curriculum
 
areas were identified as(a)Latin,(b)Greek,(c)English,(d)other modem languages
 
including French and Germ^,(e)mathematics,(f)physicsincluding astronomy,and
 
chemistry,(g)natural history including biolo^,zoology,botany,and physiology,(h)
 
history including civil government and political economy,and(1)geography including
 
geology and meteorology(KEA,1893). Although the nine curriculum areas identified by
 
theNEA membersexpanded the curriculum by recognizing the equality ofthe subjects
 
identified and widened the background ofthe college bound student,theNEA report
 
isolated vocational curriculafrom the college bound student and reduced the importance
 
ofoccupational related subjects(Krug,1969).
 
Haney(1907)further separated academic and vocational education when he wrote
 
that effective school systems should organize vocational coursesfor boys in the lower
 
grades who are less academically talented. Although Haney(1907)was proposing
 
vocational education as a solution to truancy problems,it wasimplied that vocational
 
education wasfor the less academically talented.
 
Currently,the educational system in the United States continues to divide the
 
student population into two groups: one group planning to earn a baccalaureate degree,
 
and another group preparing to enter the workforce after high school.For the
 
baccalaureate bound,the curriculum hastraditionally been wide with emphasis on general
 
education rather than application. Accordingto ThomasBailey(1991),college graduates
 
from the United Statestend to be highly disciplined,but lack the competenciesto enter
 
eniployment without additional basic training at the expense ofthe employer(Bailey,
 
'1995).
 
The curriculum forthose entering the work force after high school,has been the
 
opposite ofthe curriculum forthe college bound student Students on a vocational tract
 
had the option ofoccupational programs which offered tangible skills that resulted injob
 
specific competencies. Ogden(1990)observed that vocational programs offering entry
 
leveljob skills have often been the solution to the drop-out problem in secondary schools.
 
The notion that students who cannot work with their minds can work with their hands
 
continues to becommon(Ogden,1990). The result,for vocational students,has been a
 
narrow education that inhibits innovation and life-long learning(Cappelli, 1992;Berryman
 
& Bailey, 1992).
 
In the last two decadesthe work environment and the proficiencies required to
 
function in it have changed. These changes have resulted from corporate down-sizing,
 
shrinking business cycles,intensified global competition,and new technologies.New
 
responsibilitiesfor non-managerial workers have emerged in theform ofinformation
 
management,increased scientific and technical knowledge,and continuos learning.
 
According to Camavale(1991),in the past these responsibilities were reserved for
 
management since U.S. business was based on the 19th century notion that management
 
and labor had separate tasks. Asthe ranks ofU.S. businesses thin, however,these
 
responsibilities have become less distinct. As a result,a career ofworking at a specificjob
 
consisting ofspecific tasks is becoming obsolete. Workers must be willing and able to
 
learn new tasks and assume new responsibilities out oftheir traditionaljob descriptions if
 
they are to remain valuable employees(Camevale,1991).
 
Accumulated literature argues that our traditional, stratified educational system has
 
not prepared the workforcefor the changesthat are now occurring(Berryman&Bailey,
 
1992;Camevale,1991;Camevale&Porro,1994;Dmcker,1994). According to
 
Berryman and Baily(1992),college graduates require more application and less theory
 
and high school graduates lack breadth ofeducation and life-long learning skills Both high
 
school and college graduates require similar outcomes:the competenciesto achieve
 
employment and the educational foundation to continuously upgrade their knowledge and
 
skills(Benyman&Bailey 1992;Camevale 1991).
 
The community college offers the perfect niche to deliver employable skills and the
 
educationalfoundation for Ufe-long learning.However,specific changes in curriculum
 
must occur ifthe community college system is to meet this challenge. Specifically,
 
academic dualism between the Applied Sciences and thePure Sciences must end and the
 
scientific and mathematicalfoundation ofvocational students mustimprove.In addition,
 
collaboration between schoolfaculty and businessleaders must be established which
 
resultsin relevantcurriculum and work-sightlearning. These reforms vwU serve purposes
 
that are critical to the modernization ofthe workplace and to the new responsibilities of
 
employees.
 
Significance ofthe Project
 
According to Camevale and Porro(1994),reform ofschools and the
 
modernization ofthe workplace are inextricably linked. Camevale and Porro(1994)argue
 
that the competitiveness ofU.S.business and industry dependson the ability ofworkersto
 
use and build upon knowledgeleamed originally in school.In 1983,the National
 
Commission on Excellence in Education(NCEE)wasformed to evaluate the quality of
 
education and learning in U.S. schools and colleges. Theformation ofthe NCEE was
 
requested at atime when our educational system was"seriously considered remiss"
 
(NCEE,1983,p.1). The U.S. public saw the state ofeducation as a major factor in the
 
deterioration ofU.S. products and U.S.global competitiveness(Beck&Namuth,1988).
 
The writers oftheNCEE(1983)report associated the mediocre educational performance
 
ofthe nation with an act ofwar and an act ofunthinking educational disarmament against
 
the ability ofthe U.S. publicto remain globally active. TheNCEE(1983)members
 
identified a strong correlation between the decline ofquality education and the standard of
 
living in the United States. In addition,the NCEE(1983)members predicted a decline in
 
the U.S. standard ofliving unless all segmentsofour population focus on educational
 
reform.
 
In a report to The National AssessmentofEducationalProgress,Venezky,Kaestle
 
and Sum(1987),claimed that30%ofadolescents and young adults in the United States
 
lacked the basic literacy skills required to collect information fi-om different parts ofa
 
documentin order to make sense ofan unfamiliartask. Venezky et al.(1987)reported
 
that only56%of17 year olds in the U.S. could compute with decimals,fractions,and
 
percents or recognize geometric figures. Venezky et al.(1987)also stated that only54%
 
of17 year olds in the U.S. could solve simple equations or use moderately complex
 
reasoning and that only43%of17 year oldsin the U.S. have enough scientific knowledge
 
to evaluate the appropriateness ofscientific procedures.
 
In a study ofthe garmentindustry,Baily(1988),indicated that poor literacy and
 
mathematical skills reduce the ability ofan employee to find and hold ajob that pays
 
enough to support a family. Bailey(1988)reported that textile companies often recruited
 
machine operatorsto act as mechanics. These machine operators usually had little formal
 
education,butthey were able to makethe transition into the garment business with
 
informal on-the-job training since the mechanical technologiesthat the machinist were
 
used to were similarto the teehnologiesfaced in the garment industry.In recent years,
 
business leaders have introduced variousformsofaixtomation based on microprocessors
 
and electronic components. This new technology has allowed the garment workersto
 
speed production and produce more customized products.Repairing thisnew equipment
 
requires mechanicsto follow detailed manuals and refer to updatesfrom manufacturers.
 
Asa result, many oftheformer machine operators were unsuccessfulin learning the digital
 
and microprocessor components since theylacked the literacy skills to makethe transition
 
(Bailey,1988).
 
Berryman and Bailey(1991)documented accounts offirm based training that
 
taught employeesbasic science and math skills required in the textile industry.In 1987,
 
Swift Textiles,the largest denim manufacturer in the world,carried out a major
 
modernization program in its Columbus,Georgia plants Atthe sametime,the firm was
 
investing in new formsofautomation in orderto anticipate market chamges,and establish
 
asystem ofquick response. One ofthe changes caused by the new upgrades wasan
 
immediate need for trained personnelto repair and maintain the new equipment. Swift
 
designed atraining course to teach students the use ofa calculator to solve algebraic
 
equations using formulas required in manufacturing thatincluded basic electricity,the gas
 
laws,and tolerances ofmachine parts.The course consisted of15 three-hour classes.-Of
 
the32students who entered the first class,only six successfully completed the course.
 
Berryman and Bailey(1991)concluded that mostofthe students who failed to complete
 
the course did not have an adequate background in math.
 
In the years since A Nation at RisL policy makers have realized the need to bring
 
the schoolsand the Workplace closer together.In 1990,the Bush Administration
 
developed the America2000Educational Strategv in order to develop a new generation of
 
U.S.schooladministrators who emphasized higher standards,accountability,and access to
 
a positive learning environmentfor all students attending school. America2000 wasan
 
ambitious nine-year strategy that included the construction of535 new schools that would
 
close the U.S.skills-and-knowledge gap. Although it advocated a strong back-to-basics
 
philosophy,animportant componentofAmerica2000 wasthe need for school and
 
businessto work together in developing curriculum and educational outcomes.In June of
 
1992,the U.S.DepartmentofLabor released a report by The Secretary's Commission on
 
Achieving Necessary Skills(SCANS).The writers ofthe SCANS report spelled outthe
 
skills required ofyoimg people to succeed in the workplace on alife-long basis. The
 
emphasisthe SCANS writers placed on life-long learning and personal responsibility
 
reflected changes they perceived taking place in the workplace.
 
In 1994,U.S.President Bill Clinton developed a set ofnational goals and
 
objectivesforthe statesto achieve in meeting the reform called for in three documents: A
 
Nation at Risk. America2000.and SCANS.Clinton declared it timeto abolish the
 
outdated distinction between academic and skill learning. President Clinton noted that the
 
United States had failed for too long to give young people the opportunity and tools to
 
niake the critical and challenging transition from schooltoafirstjob with afuture(Weekly
 
Compilation ofPresidential Documents,1994). ThePresident enacted Goals2000:
 
Educate America Act and soon after. The School to Work Opportunities Actof1994 an
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the new blue print for schools in theUS Signed into law 12 days apart,the new laws
 
emphasized the willingness ofthe Clinton Adnunistration to follow up with the educational
 
concerns ofthe Reagan and Bush Administrations(Sowell,1994) The new lawsincluded
 
an emphasis on national skills Standards,the end to academic dualism,strong collaboration
 
between business and the school,and accountability on the part ofeducational providers.
 
With the Republican Congresstaking control in 1995,legislation in both the House
 
and the Senate was proposed to repeal thelaws passed by previous administrations.
 
Legislation has soughtto consolidate the masses ofjob training and education programs
 
offered by government arid coinbine them into block grants administered by the states.
 
The philosophy ofthe 38th Congress did not affect thetheme ofeducational reform as
 
much asthe ideal ofindividual controlby the state over accountability and funding
 
(McCallum,1995). Thetheme ofeducational reform and the basic philosophy ofendirig
 
academic dualism,theformation ofschool and business partnerships,and accountability of
 
education providers have transcended party lines; Accordirig to McCallum(1995)^ the
 
basic direction ofeducational reform had not changed in three administrations.
 
Statement ofthe Project
 
A curriculumfor aiir conditioning and refrigeration was developed to bridge the
 
gap between applied learning and acaderiiic learning. The course was specifically designed
 
for students enrolling in coursesfor air conditioning and refrigeration but have nottaken
 
high school algebra or who do not qualify for MATH71-Intermediate Algebra at Mount
 
San Antonio College. The curriculum for this project consists ofa syllabus, 16 lessons,38
 
lab projects,a midterm,and final project. Quiz development and scheduling will be the
 
responsibility ofthe instructor based on the level and needsofthe class. The design ofthe
 
curriculum wasbe approved by the advisory committee ofthe Air Conditioning and
 
Refrigeration Department at Mount San Antonio College and The Academic Senate
 
Curriculum Committee.
 
Purpose ofthe Proiect
 
The purpose ofthis project wasto develop a curriculum in collaboration with the
 
Math Departmentfaculty specific to the trade ofair conditioning and refiigeration at
 
Mount San Antonio College.Through the developmentofthis curriculum,and
 
collaboration with communityleaders and the Math Departmentfaculty,this curriculum
 
wasdeveloped to provide students with the sMlls needed to enter the trade ofair
 
conditioning and refiigeration and thefoundationfor coritinuos learning in any
 
occupational specialty. The goals ofthis project are to participate in educational reform by
 
developing curriculum that blends academic and practical learning,and develops and
 
maintains strong ties between Mount San Antonio College faculty and the community
 
leaders involved in air conditioning and refrigeration.
 
Limitations and Delimitations
 
The limitations and delimitations ofthe project are presented in the next section.
 
Limitations
 
1. 	 This project waslimited since the participation ofcurriculum integration at
 
MountSan Antonio College wasconfined to faculty memberscommitted
 
to educational reform and innovation.Individually,faculty membersfi^ om
 
each department supported the philosophy ofintegration. When an
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opportunity to participate in integration was available, almost all
 
departments opposed it collectively. Therefore,resources to form
 
partnerships were limited.
 
Delimitations
 
1. 	 The participants in this project were delimited to Math Department faculty,
 
the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Departmentfaculty at Mount San
 
Antonio College.
 
2. 	 The content for the math lab in air conditioning and refrigeration
 
was extrapolated from existing curriculum at Mount San Antonio College
 
to include:(a)elementary algebra-MATH 51,(b)electrical ftmdamentals
 
for air conditioning and refrigeration-AIRC24(c)refrigeration
 
fundamentals-AIRC20,and(d)mathematicsfor industrial technology-MFG
 
70. Additional material was extracted from elementary algebra text books,
 
text booksfor air conditioning and refrigeration,and air conditioning and
 
refrigeration tradejournals.
 
Definition ofTerms
 
The folloAving terms are defined asthey apply to this project:
 
Academia—those individuals employed within a school system or closely associated with
 
school policy making.
 
Academic Education—a curriculum that focuses on subjects required to gain entry into a
 
four year college or university.
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Academic Diialism—acondition that refersto separate standards ofeducation between
 
academic and vocational education.
 
Applied Science—those courses offeredthat result in practical applications,and work
 
related knowledge.
 
riirriciiliim—a set ofcourses offered by an educational institution consisting an area of
 
specialization.
 
CurriculumIntegration—a method ofcombining general education curriculum with
 
occupational curriculum to raise the educational standards ofvocational students.
 
GeneralEducation—those courses required for transfer to or graduationfrom a four year
 
college or university not directly associated with the students major.
 
Global Competition— refersto a condition where U.S. business and industry must
 
compete with international business and industiy for both domestic and foreign markets.
 
Global Economy--refersto a condition where economic conditions are eflfected by
 
international economies as well as domestic economies.
 
Industry— those individuals and corporate entities with a stake hold in the private sector of
 
the economy.
 
Integration—the process ofblending general education curriculum with occupational
 
curriculum to increase the academic standards ofvocational students
 
Learning Stvles—refersto a condition where students are motivated to learn under
 
different conditions or circumstances outside ofthe traditional educational environment.
 
Literacv Skills—refersto the competencies required to translate written ihformation into
 
useful concepts or tangible skills.
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Multidiscipliharv Courses—those educational courses that infuse curriculum from different
 
specializations to create onecommon course.
 
Non-traditional Students—those post secondary students not fitting the common image of
 
baccalaureate bound students. Students falling into this category are those returning as
 
older adults, pursuing an occupational skill, or are an ethnic minority.
 
Production Flexibility—a condition that allows business or industry to react to rapid
 
economic change and quickly shift production strategiesto meet unpredictable consumer
 
demands.
 
Situated Learning—learning thatfocuses on making the educational environment resemble
 
the work environmentthrough structured work problems and technological solutions.
 
Skills Gap—acondition that definesthe contrast between the technological needsof
 
business and industry and the level ofeducation ofthe available workforce.
 
Technologv—refersto a method ofachieving a practical purpose based onlaws and
 
principles taken from mathematics and science.
 
VocationalEducation—a curriculum thatfocuses on the skills and knowledge required to
 
gain entry level employmentin a specificjob or trade
 
Organization
 
This project is divided in five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the
 
problem,significance ofthe project,statement ofthe project,purpose ofthe project,
 
limitations and delimitations,the defimtion ofterms. Chapter 1 ends with the organization
 
ofthe project. Chapter2consists ofareview ofthe literature,and the various approaches
 
ofintegrating academic and Vocational education. Chapter3 outlinesthe methodology^d
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definesthe population served and concludes vsdth a summary. Chapter4contains the
 
verification ofthe project,the project design and asummary ofthe chapter. Chapter 5
 
presentsthe conclusions ofthe project, offers recommendations and concludes with a
 
summary.
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 ■/Chapter 11, ^ 
Review ofLiterature 
The contents of this chapter include the changes that have occurred inbusiness and 
the work-place that have resulted in high levels of critical thinking skills for employees in 
manufacturing and the skilled trades. As a result of these changes, documentationis 
offered to illustrate a rise in technical labor requirements needed to meet the challenges of 
a global economy. Further, it contains a discussion ofhow the traditional educational 
system in the United States is inadequate to meet the demands of a globaleconomy and 
discusses the efforts being made at educational reform.
 
Roots of the Changes in theNature and Structure of the Workplace
 
In 1983, the publication of ANation At Risk launched a wave of debate over the 
effectiveness of the U.S. educational system. Business and industry argued that the 
academic community hadbecome disconnected from the needs of the business community 
because it had lost tract of the demands placed on the schools by the new global Economy 
(Carnevale, 1991; Hoyt, 1991; Pajak, 1993). Members of the academic community, on the 
other hand, warned against blind reUance onbusiness cycles and market like mechanisms 
to define public good and educational goals (Giroux; 1989, 1991;Helm, 1995;Pew 
Higher EducationRoundtable [PHER], 1994). With this difference in opinion, it appeared 
that communication wasrequired to find a common ground between the academic 
Community and the business community. 
The conflict between academia and industry began to surface by the late 1970s 
(Berrjman, 1992; Carnevale, 1991). Business and industry were being squeezed by the 
' ■■ 15 ■ • , ■ 
advent ofnew technologies and new sources ofcompetition from abroad.These new
 
forces pushed U.S. business out ofa comfortzone created by the domestic post-World
 
War II boom.Asa result, businesses in the United States wereforced to compete with
 
new,flexible industries emerging in Asia and Europe after being rebuilt(Camevale,1991;
 
Berryman&Bailey, 1992).
 
Research by Edwards(1979)and Hall,Johnson,and Tumey(1990)indicated that
 
businesses leaders in the United States relied on mass production and guaranteed
 
consumer demand.Hall et al.(1990)stated that the success ofthe United States was
 
measured by the ability ofU.S. workersto produce higher volumesofgoods and services
 
with the same orfewer resourcesthan the foreign competition. The demand for U.S.
 
consumer goodsfollowing World War II,combined with a manufacturing base built for
 
war production pushed U.S. productivity to unprecedented levels. Edwards(1979)stated
 
that the U.S. postwar boom was based upon the ability ofthe U.S.to produce higher
 
volumes ofgoods and services with the same orfewer resources. With guaranteed
 
domestic demand,U.S.industry was able to reduce the costs ofmanufactured units simply
 
by increasing the volume produced. This strategy worked during the 1940s and 1950s
 
when the U.S. market waseight times the size ofthe next largest domestic market. The
 
domestic manufacturing capacity could be fully absorbed without going offshore and
 
competing abroad. According to Edwards(1979),aslong as consumer demand remained
 
high and resources were plentifiil,U.S. manufacturers were able to operate profitably with
 
the manufacturing infrastructure and production methods developed for the World War11
 
effort, but only meeting the needs ofdomestic U.S. markets.
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In a study ofthe automobile industry,Womack(1989)determined that Europe and
 
Japan's domestic markets were never large enough to emphasize the high-volume
 
production ofautomobilesfor domestic sales alone. As a result,European and Japanese
 
auto makers adjusted to the complexity ofthe international automobile market early on
 
(Womack,1989). German and Japanese automakers not only produced carsfor their
 
domestic markets,but also had to satisfy the styles and conditionsfound well beyond their
 
boarders. According to Womack(1989),the fragmented markets in Europe and Asia
 
forced the Europeans and Japanese to focus on flexibility to provide a variety ofproducts
 
tailored to diverse market segments.
 
In addition,to compensatefor their inability to match U.S. productivity,the
 
Europeans and Japanesefocused on quality. Since decreasing costs per unit ofoutput by
 
increasing volume was not an option,European and Japanese auto makers achieved
 
alternative savings by reducing the cost ofreworking products by increasing quality in
 
production. Additional savings were achieved byfocusing on effective work processes,
 
flexible organizational designs,and superior integration ofhuman and machine capital
 
(Womack,1989). With an emphasis on production flexibility and active work processes,
 
the demand on the European and Japanese workersto react to change and to innovation
 
wasgreater than workersin the U.S.who were rewarded for reducing costs by increasing
 
output(Womack,1989).The constant innovation required to compete with the U.S.
 
industrial giants encouraged the Europeans and Japaneseto carefully utilize human capital
 
and focus resources on learning at school and on thejob(Womack,1989;Dertouzos,
 
Lester,& Solow,1989).
 
With the advent of new competition,U.S. businessleaders were forced to react
 
to rapidly changing markets,high quality foreign competition,and stock holdersimpatient
 
for dividends. U.S.businessleaders adjusted to the competition from abroad by investing
 
in automation and technology and shedding skilled labor(Gamevale,1991;Rosenberg&
 
Birdsell, 1986). According to Mumaneand Levy(1992),the logic ofinvesting in
 
automation wasto increase production and quality while decreasing personnel costs. The
 
Europeans and Japanese treated labor as afixed cost ofproduction and did not eliminate
 
expensive labor by substituting machinery and unskilled labor. Asa result,there were
 
strong incentivesfor the Europeans and Japanese to use and develop personnel and labor
 
when U.S. businessesleaders relied on specialty purpose machinery and unskilled laborto
 
drive productivity (Mumane&Levy,1992).
 
Japanese and European workers were well prepared for flexible work
 
environments. Tan(1989)documented the emphasison applied learning in Japan and
 
Europe as moreimportantthan anywhere in the United States. Tan(1989)used examples
 
ofEuropean apprenticeships and Japanese group processesin school and the strong
 
emphasis on problem solving teamson thejob in Japan and Europe as evidence ofthen-

applied focus.In contrast,according to Ogden(1990)it has been the U.S. practice to
 
break down knowledgeinto theoretical disciplines,reduce disciplines into component
 
pieces,and require studentsto commitfragmented knowledgeto memory. Applied
 
learmng in the United States has been a matter ofanswering the questions at the end ofa
 
chapter and multiple choice tests(Ogden,1990).In documenting U.S.educational history,
 
Ogden(1990)stated that collaboration between disciplines has been rare,and applied
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learning to the work environment almost nonexistent. As a result,innovation in the work
 
place wasthe responsibility ofthe m^agerial elite and creative processes began at the top
 
and were delegated downward(Ogden,1990).
 
Evidence ofa New Technical Labor Force
 
The rapid growth oftechnology has brought about many changes in the Global
 
Economy.Low skilledjobs are rapidly disappearing as society shifts from an
 
industrial based economy to a technological and information based economy(Camevale,
 
1991;Mumane&Levy 1992;Silvesrti&Lukasiewics, 1989):Drucker(1994),stated that
 
as recently asthe 1960s almost5Q%ofallworkers in the industrialized countries were
 
involved in some process ofproduction Bythe year 2000,no developed country will have
 
more than one-sixth or one-eighth ofits workforce in the traditional roles ofmaking and
 
moving manufactured products(Drucker, 1994).In 1950,60%ofthejobs in the United
 
States could be performed by unskilled workers.Bythe year 2000,only 15%ofthejobs in
 
the U.S. will fall into the unskilled category.Based upon occupational employment
 
records since 1900,and occupational projections until the year 2010by Silvestri and
 
Lukasiewics(1989),unskilled service occupations are growing at a slower rate than
 
skilled and professional occupations. Service occupations showed a marginal growth of
 
only4%between 1900 and 1989. Growth in the clerical occupations made most ofits
 
gains before 1960(Silvestri&Lukasiewics, 1989).
 
Since 1950,much ofthe growth in the laborforce occurred among managerial,
 
sales,technical,and professional occupations.Direct employment in the production of
 
manufactured products peaked during the 1940s when6outof10 workersin the U.S.
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were employed either as craflspersons or as operatives and laborers.By 198?,the
 
proportion craftpersons,operatives and laborers had fallento 36%parley 1992).
 
Economicforecasts indicate that professional and technical occupations will
 
continue to grow rapidly.Bythe turn ofthe century, professional and technical
 
occupations should accountfor more employment than any other occupation(Silvestri&
 
LukasiewicS, 1989).Between 1975 and 1990,the higher skiU occupations grew two-and­
a-halftimes asfast asthe lower skill occupations.During the 15 years between 1990 and
 
2005,higher skilled occupations are expected to growjust under twice asfast aslow skill
 
occupations(Silvestri&Lukasiewicz,1991).Professional and technical occupations may
 
accotmtfor20%ofthe workforce by the year 2000(Bishop and Carter 1991),while over
 
25%ofall newjobs created between 1990 and 2000 are anticipated to be professional or
 
technical in nature(Barley, 1992).
 
Evidence ofa Rise in Skill Requirements
 
A majorfactor in the growth ofprofessional and technical opportunities has been
 
technological change(Barley, 1992;Cappelli, 1992;Camevale 1991;Pritchett, 1994).
 
Programmable machines have replaced hunian skill in many manufacturing processesin the
 
textile and auto industries(Bailey, 1988;Womack,1989). The skilled machinist is being
 
replaced by programmable logic controllers because the new technology improves
 
precision and quality. In addition,programmable logic controllers allow faster setup and
 
reprogramming which in turn enhances variety and customization ofproducts Investment
 
in automated technology does not necessarily replace the technician. According to
 
Spenner(1985),substantial evidence showsa growingimportance ofhigh-skilledjobsin
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the economy and increasing skill requirementsin existingjobs. Spenner(1985)writes that
 
an increase in technology does not automaticaUy result in a decrease in human
 
contributions to the manufacturing process. Whenthe complexity ofwork increases,an
 
equal increase in the quality oftechnical and human resources is usually required(Spenner,
 
1985).
 
The concept ofa skills gap is a concernfor business and industry leaders trying to
 
keep abreast with technology. This conceptimplies that there is an increase in skiU
 
requirementsthat cannot be met by the current supply oflabor. MembersofWorkforce
 
2000(U.S.Department ofLabor,1987)addressed the issue ofthis mismatch between the
 
skill level ofthe present labor force and the current demands placed on labor by business
 
and industry . Another study by membersofthe Secretary ofLabor'sCommission on
 
Workforce Quality andLabor Market EflBciency(1989)documented complaints by
 
employers in finding workers with adequate basic skills,in spite ofa plentiful supply of
 
applicants. A report by The Office of Technical Assessment personnel(1990)predicted a
 
mismatch between the existing laborforce and skill requirements as industry shifts to the
 
flexible production techniques described by Camevale(1991).
 
Anotherimportant reason forthe rise in skill requirements has been the importance
 
ofscience to modem society.Price(1986)indicated that scientific knowledge has
 
expanded exponentially since the 17th century.Price estimated that by the 1960s,scientific
 
output has doubled every6to 10 years. This rate ofgrowth has been much faster than all
 
ofthe nonscientific and nontechnical changesin the progress ofcivilization(Price, 1986).
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The continued emphasis on science can be credited to the realization that scientific
 
and technical knowledge can generate profits(Barley, 1992). According to Barley,the
 
in'
 
industries on which our economy now depends: aerospace,automobiles,energy,
 
pharmaceuticals, petrochemicals,and electronics. In addition,advancesin the life sciences
 
since World WarII have largely underwritten the present health care industry. Recently,
 
others(Barley,Freeman&Hybels, 1993).
 
profound effect on the nature ofthe technical work force: specialization and
 
subcontracting.
 
depth ofknowledge,and vice versa. Barley(1992)argues that the amountofknowledge
 
remain generalists. Since specialists are more highly valued,most scientists and
 
professionals have adopted a policy ofspecialization which results in an increased number
 
ofnarrow subfields. This condition has resulted in an increased demand for professionals
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overburdened professionals have soughtto reduce their workloads by allocating routine
 
dutiesto less-trained individuals. This concept is common in many technical fields where
 
specific occupations like CAD operators^ design technicians,and customer service
 
representatives have developed around tasks that were discarded by higher level
 
Occupations.
 
Perhapsthe mostimportantforce for the growth ofthe professional and technical
 
workforce has been technological change(Cappelli, 1992). According to Silvestri and
 
Lucasiewicz(1989),occupations related to computers continue to be among the fastest
 
growing.Bythe turn ofthe century,computer related occupations are anticipated to
 
provide employmentfor nearlytwo million people.Barley(1992)describesthe effect of
 
the computer on society as infi-astructural. According to Barley(1992),infi-astructure
 
technologies are defined asthe type oftechnologiesthatform the foundation ofa society's
 
system ofproduction during a historical era. Barley(1992)credits the computerfor
 
having the same societal impact the combustion engine or electric power had during the
 
industrial revolution.In the long run,the effects bfcomputerization on existing
 
occupations may bethe mostimportant stimulusforthe mechanization ofthe workforce.
 
Background ofIdeas Leading to Educational Reform
 
During the past several years,educators have been researching new waysto
 
structure the learning experiences ofstudents. The ultimate goal ofthis structure has been
 
to help students develop the skills and knowledge necessaryto solve problems and
 
become independent thinkers and life-long learners(The Cognition and Technology Group
 
at Vanderbilt[CTGV],1993) Like other researchers,membersofCTGV has been
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influenced by Whitehead's(1929)theory ofinert knowledge(Brown,Bransford,Ferrara
 
&,Campione,1983;Porter^ 1989;Scardamalia&Bereiter, 1985).Inert knowledge is
 
knowledge that can usually be recalled when people are explicitly asked to do so,but is
 
not used spontaneously in problem solving even though it is relevant(CTGV,1993).
 
Whitehead wasinstrumental in identifying inert knowledge and claimed that information
 
conveyed in schools was most likely to be presented in waysthat make it inert(Brown et
 
al,1983;CTGV,1990).
 
Sherwood,Kinzer,Hasselbring,and Bransford(1987)illustrated inert knowledge
 
when they surveyed college students on the application oflogarithms. The students were
 
asked(a)how logarithms make it easier to solve problems,(b)why logarithms were
 
invented,and(c)to define an application for logarithrris. According to Sherwood et al.
 
(1987),most students surveyed had no idea ofthe usesfor logarithms. The students
 
remembered learning logarithms in school butthought ofthem only as math exercises
 
performed to find answersto logarithm problems. The students treated them as difficult
 
endsto be tolerated rather than as a tool that allowed a variety ofproblemsto be solved
 
(Sherwood et al,1987)
 
John Dewey(1933)stressed the importance ofviewing knowledge as atool
 
Dewey(1933)argued that when people learn about atool,they learn what it is and when
 
and how it is used. Similarly,when studentslehm new information in the context of
 
meaningfiil activities,learners are more likely to perceive the new information as a tool
 
rather than as an arbitrary set ofprocedures orfacts. Bransford,Sherwood,and
 
Hasselbring(1988)have shown that one ofthe advantages oflearning in problem solving
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contexts is that students leam how to use information. Whenlearning in context,students
 
acquire information aboutthe conditioris under which it is useful to know concepts and
 
facts,in addition,Bransford and Heldmeyer(1983)reported the learning successes of
 
young children depend on opportunities to leam in meaningful,socially organized
 
contexts.In support ofthe findings by Bansford and Heldmeyer(1983),laboratory studies
 
ofadolescent cognitive processes indicate that meaningfiil,problem-orientated approaches
 
to learning are more likely than fact-oriented approachesto overcome inert knowledge
 
problems(Adams,Kasserman,Yearwood,Perfetto,Bransford,&Franks,1988).
 
Anchored instmction is a solution to the inert knowledge problem(CTGV,1990,
 
1992,1993).The concept ofanchored learning has its roots in the theories ofDewey
 
(1933)and Gragg(1940).Dewey(1933)reasoned in favor oftheme based learning
 
and later Gragg(1940)added to the themeofDewey(1933). Gragg(1940)argued for the
 
advantages ofcase-based learning. In this model,Gragg(1940)used a variety ofmini-

topics or microcontexts that allowed the exploration ofa specific subset ofalarger subject
 
called a macrocontext. Case-based learning allowed the exploration ofa subjectfor
 
extended periods oftimefrom the perspective ofmany different disciplines(Gragg,1940).
 
The Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt[CGTV](1990)applied these
 
principles to two programs based on anchored learning. The Young Sherlock Project and
 
The Jasper Series were learning environments based upon characters in traditional and
 
popular worksofliterature; Sherlock Holmes and Jasper Woodbury.In both cases,the
 
project involved the development ofapphcationsthat enabled sixth grade students to leam
 
problem solving skills based on science, history,and literature based on the experiences of
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the primary anchor characters. The objective wasto provide studentsthe opportunity for
 
sustained thinking about speciic problemsoverlong periodsoftime(CGTV,1990)
 
Findingsby Van Hanegian,Barron,Young,Williams,and Bransford{1991)on the Jasper
 
Series experiment,showed students who were not normally good at math can become
 
very good at complex problem solving after woricing with projects similar to Jasper and
 
Holmes after four to five class sessions(Van Hanaghan et al., 1991).
 
Garafalo and LoPresti(1993),organized aform ofanchored learning around the
 
collegefreshman curriculuni at Massachusetts College ofPharmacy in Boston.Freshman
 
electinga major in chemistry were encouraged to participate in a cluster ofclasses that
 
included math,biology^ chemistry,and English. Chemistry served asthe primary anchor,
 
or what Gragg(1940)termed the macrocontext. Pure science courses tend to belinear in
 
the presentation asinstruction movesfrom atomsto molecules,to cells and beyond. Asa
 
result,the integration effortsofGartafalo and LoPresti(1993)led directly to a
 
restructuring ofeach course. The new curriculum introduced concepts like energy and
 
matterthrough discussions ofgeneral subjectsin familiar circumstances. Gartafalo and
 
LoPresti(1993)found that engaging students with tangiblecommon examples eased the
 
studentsinto college level courses and introduced problem solving activities earlier in the
 
students'education.To assesstheimpactofthe curriculum,Gartafalo and LoPresti
 
(1993)shifted the testing style away from recognition,recall,and the ability to plug-in
 
calculations; Rather,the success ofa student wasbased upon the ability to master
 
concepts and develop critical thinking skills(Gartafalo&LoPresti,1993).
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Comparison offreshman chemistry student performance for academic year 1991­
1992 with that oftwo years prior to theintroduction ofan integrated curriculum showed a
 
positive correlation between anchored learning and student success(Gartafalo&LoPresti,
 
1993). Student performance in freshman chemistry tended to decline in the second quarter
 
with twotofour times as many students declining asimproving.Bythe end ofacademic
 
year 1991-1992the trend had reversed with abouttwice as many students showing
 
improved performance compared to declining performance. Gartafalo and LoPresti
 
(1993),attributed the results to changesin student behavior encouraged by the integrated,
 
active learning approach
 
Research by Raizen(1989)can be used to Summarizethe need for educational
 
reform. According to Raizen(1989),the traditional separation between traditional
 
academic learning and occupational learning only exacerbates the cognitive process rather
 
than clarify it. Research on anchored learning and situated learning produce evidence that
 
learning through work process and learning across disciplinary subjects is an effective
 
method ofacquiring work-related knowledge and thefoundation for life long learning
 
(Resnick, 1987).
 
Approachesto Integrating Academic and Vocational Education
 
Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992)surveyed faculty and administrators at 295
 
community colleges and technical iristitutiohs in the United States to explore the methods
 
being used to integrate academic and vocational education.Of168 respondents, 121
 
faculty membersand administrators reported that integration between academic and
 
vocational education was occurring on their campusin someform: Grubb and
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Kraskouskas(1992)contacted a sample ofthe campusesinvolved in integration and
 
identified eight Corhmon methods used in communitycolleges and technical institutions in
 
the United States to achieve the integration ofacadeinic and vocational education.Four
 
alternative methodsofintegrating academic and vocational education are discussed based
 
on the findings ofGrubb and Kraskouskas(1992)and Grubb et al.(1996). Thesefour
 
methods are(a)general education requirements,(b)applied academics,(c)
 
multidisciplinary courses,and(d)cluster courses.
 
GeneralEducation Requirements.
 
Themostfrequentform ofintegration is therequirement ofgeneral education for
 
occupational students(Grubb&Kraskouskas,1992;Horan,1995).In this method
 
students are required to take general education coursesthat are not modified to address
 
the occupational interest ofstudents. Within the institutions examined,communication
 
skills, critical thinking and problem solving abilities, an understanding ofcivic
 
responsibilities,and appreciation ofthe arts and humanities werecommon goalsfor
 
general education requirements(Grubb&Kraskouskas, 1992).
 
According to Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992),linksbetween general education and
 
vocational programs are the most developed in schoolsthat provide their students with
 
guidance on the general education courses required for their occupational direction. A
 
thorough effort to link these requirements occurred at the Pennsylvania College of
 
Technology(PCT)in Williamsport.Faculty members atPCT decided that general
 
education requirements should be based upon the skills required in the workplace and
 
developed core competencies using theDACUM(Developing a Curriculum) Process
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(Pennsylvania College ofTechnology, 1987). TheDACUM process involves assembling
 
practitioners from specific occupational areas and having them describe the skills required
 
for entry level employment.Faculty then use thesejob descriptions to determine the core
 
competencies students need to master to be successful in the work-place. According to
 
Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992),the resulting competencies were not much different from
 
those cited in the general education requirements outlined in many community college
 
catalogs. However,the process by which they were developed and the goals ofthe general
 
education requirements were more vocational(Grubb&Kraskouskas, 1992). Grubb
 
and Kraskauskas(1992)agree that thePCT model is a positive effort to expose vocational
 
students to core competencies.However,the model has not resulted in the integration of
 
academic competencies and vocational education since the courses remain separate
 
(Grubb&Kraskouskas, 1992).
 
Research byPatricia Cross(1976)indicate that non-traditional students in
 
community colleges have difficulty linking academic competencies with vocational
 
requirements. Research by Cross(1976)is based on studies in cognitive learning styles
 
that indicate non-traditional students in community colleges are more likely to have field-

dependent learning styles. The field dependent learner perceivesinformation globally and
 
relies on the integration ofinformation from many sources to master concepts or tasks.
 
Field-independent learners,however,are likely to deal with elementsindependent oftheir
 
background and approach tasksin an analytical way,separating elements from background
 
(Cross, 1976). According to Cross(1976),traditional methods ofacademic achievement
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require the separation ofinformation from background,giving field-independent learners
 
the advantage in traditional school situations.
 
According to Lankard(1992),common profiles ofvocational students often
 
include weak academic performance,inconsistent attendance,and strong insecurities about
 
academic coursework.Asa result,general education requirements are often an incomplete
 
approach to integrating vocational and academic education(Lankard,1992). General
 
education may bring into occupational programsthe content and skills associated with
 
academic disciplines,but it placesthe burden forintegration on students themselves,and
 
may not reach the vocational and non-traditional students mostin need ofthese abilities.
 
According to Grubb,Badway,Bell,and Krakouskas(1996),the most promising
 
approachesto curriculum integration place the responsibilityfor integration squarely on
 
instructors,and create new courses and groups ofcoursesthat are different from what
 
may currently be offered.
 
Applied Academics.
 
A second common approach to integration is the development ofappHed academic
 
courses which take conventional academic subjects and infiase them into vocational areas.
 
Applied academic courses adaptthe content ofacademic subjects and use practical
 
applications from specific occupationstoform alink between academic and vocational
 
education. The best-known example is Writing Acrossthe Curriculum(WAC),in which
 
academic and vocational instructors are encouraged to incorporate more writing into their
 
courses. Grubb et al.(1996)described how government administrators in Florida have
 
required WACin all ofits community colleges. Initially,faculty were motivated to
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participate in WAG through recruitment and outreach. Membersofthe WAG staff
 
conducted sennnarsto show inStriictprs how to hicoiporate writing exercisesto
 
courses Faculty members not volunteering to participate wereforced to do so by state
 
mandate.A successfiil,less coercive method ofmotivating WAG participants succeeded at
 
Kapiolani Community College(Hawaii).Inthis exampIe^^^W introduced to faculty
 
as a way ofteaching their occupational subject while allowing the studentto earn credit
 
for writing-intensive English courses. Courses that counted as writing-intensive included
 
occupational courses such asBusiness/Management Writing,Basic Nursing Concepts, /
 
Introduction to PhysicalTherapy,and Special RadiologyProcedures(Grubb et al. 1996)
 
Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992)and Statz and Grubb(1991)referred to acommon
 
conflict when developing curriculum for applied academics. When attempting to infuse
 
subject areas,faculty members were often at odds whether an applied academics course
 
should stressthe abstract,theoretic^ side ofthe subject,including discipline-based modes
 
ofthinking,or ifthe course should limit the attention to academic content and stress
 
occupational examples. Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992)documented a case at Bunker Hill
 
Community College(Boston)in which a business math course wasinitially taught by
 
business instructors. However,the math departmentthoughtthe course wasinadequate
 
and refused to assign the course a math department number.Finally,the business and math
 
faculty collaborated in developing a course worthy ofbeing included amongthe math
 
offerings. Statz and Grubb(1991)reported a similar conflict when developing a class in
 
Applied Math for Recording Technology at Cedar Valley Community College in
 
Lancaster,Texas.These examplesofconflict between academic and vocational
 
departments demonstrate existing tension and suggests that collaboration is crucial to
 
successful infusion ofacademic and vocational education(Grubb&Kraskouskas,1992;
 
Statz&Grubb,1991).
 
Apartfrom faculty rivalries,there may be another drawback to infusing academic
 
coursesinto vocational programs. Occupational studentstend to become segregated from
 
others when enrolled in apphed academics courses. Segregation could result in aform of
 
tracking that could limit student ambitions(Grubb et. al., 1996;Grubb&Kraskouskas,
 
1992;Lankard,1992;Statz&Grubb,1991). Iii Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992),the dean
 
at BunkerHill Community College(Boston)explained the opposition to such courses by
 
stating that occupational students need to have a broader exposure by associating with
 
studentsfrom other disciplines.In addition.Bunker Hill faculty membersfound that
 
apphed English classes isolated students and focused them too much on their technical
 
area(Grubb and Kraskouskas,1992).
 
Bunker Hill Community College students also demonstrated dissatisfaction with
 
applied academic courses. Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992)found that applied academic
 
courses evolved into remedial instruction in areas where students Avere weak.Asa result,
 
the students perceived the courses as adult basic education and rejected theformat.
 
Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992)concluded the rejection was based onthe notion that
 
applied English classes were remedial,insulting to students,and segregating
 
The literature is replete with empirical evidence that science and math students
 
improve academic performance through applied learning(see Brown et al, 1983;CTGV,
 
1990,1992;Dewey,1933;Garafalo&LoPresti, 1993;Sherwood et al.,1987): With the
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exception ofCross(1976)mostliterature on applied learning at the vocational leveltends
 
to be hortatbiy rather than empirical. Research by Cross(1976)implied that applied
 
academics may be more compatible with vocational education students since many
 
occupational students displayed field dependentlearning styles. Asa result,there is little
 
quantitative evidence that applied learning for vocational students hasimproved their
 
academic perform^ce or enhanced their occupational performance oncethey are
 
employed.
 
Multi-Disciplinarv Courses.
 
Another approach to integrating academic and occupational education has been to
 
introduce units ofmaterial taken fi^ om academic disciplines into standard occupational
 
courses. The results are coursesthat can beincluded in general education programs with
 
subjects ofspecial interestto occupation^ students. These courses emphasize general
 
skills ofcritical thinking and writing,but do not necessarily reinforce academic
 
competencies required for emplo5mient. Multi-disciplinary courses tend to focus on
 
political and social aspects ofwork and enhance the general education ofthe student.
 
According to research by Grubb et al.(1996),multidisciplinary courses commonly
 
fall into one ofseveral groups:(a)Working life as atheme ofliterature,(b)science and
 
technology asthemesofliterature,(c)the influences oftechnology on society,and(d)the
 
perspectives ofhistory, philosophy,and art to explorethe effects oftechnology and
 
production. Thecommon element ofthese courses is the application ofacademic subjects
 
that are reasonably more interesting for occupational students.
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Most successful multi-disciplinary courses at the community college have been
 
funded by the NationalEndowmentfor the Humanities or otherNEH supported projects
 
(Koziol and Grubb,1995). The reliance on special funding is evidence ofthe resources
 
required to develop multidisciplinary courses and other innovative approachesto teaching.
 
Koziol and Grubb(1995),stress the need for staffdevelopment,since faculty must have
 
release time to develop new materials and most multidisciplinary required the
 
collaboration offacultyfrom many disciplines.
 
Cluster Courses.
 
A fourth approach to integration has beento develop a series ofcoursestaken
 
from academic and occupational subjects that studentstake simultaneously.Each courseis
 
designed to complement the other course. Clustering differs from traditional general
 
education requirements by providing tangible links between the courses offered. The most
 
effective approachesto curriculum integration place the responsibility for integration
 
Squarely on the design ofthe curriculum and on how the course is implernented(Grubb et
 
al., 1996;Grubb and Kraskouskas,1992;Koziol and Grubb,1995).
 
Interaction between courses that result in clustering can be accomplished at several
 
different scales. Occupational and general education classes can be linked,creating tandem
 
coursesthatfocus on acommon outcome Faulty members at Waukesha County Technical
 
College(Wisconsin)paired WorkplacePsychology with Welding,to integrate academic
 
and vocational education. The result taught occupational students how race and ethnicity,
 
safety, health,and interpersonal relationships affectthe work environmen(Grubb et al.,
 
1996). Also in Grubb et al.(1996),Linn-Benton Community College(Oregon)faculty
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integrated curriculum by pairing Business Quantitative Methods and Technical Report
 
Writing.
 
At San Diego City College a cluster called History ofTechnology in the
 
Workplace combines transfer level history,English,and computer information systemsto
 
focus on thetheme ofhistorical changes caused by technological advances. Also offered.
 
Workplace Ethics and Communication Skills combine occupational perspectives with
 
liberal arts studies in philosophy and Avith written and oral communications.
 
In all cases,studentstook courses simultaneously. Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992)
 
reported that students within clusters were engaged deeper in the subjectsthan were most
 
community college students.In addition,the students had stronger personal relationships,
 
tended to work more collaboratively,and developed study groups and other support
 
mechanismsthat resulted in lower drop out rates. These opinionsare consistent with the
 
findings by Tinto(1987)that show dropout rates are lower among students whose social
 
connections within postsecondary schools are strong
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Chapters
 
Methodology
 
Introduction
 
The contents ofChapter3 describe how the project was developed.First,the
 
rationalefor selecting ateam teaching approach is stated,second the population served
 
and the course content is described. A ihission statement specifying student outcomes are
 
presented and the chapter wiU conclude with a summary.
 
Rationalefor Selecting a Team Teaching Approach to Applied Academics
 
The applied academics model described in Grubb and Kraskouskas(1992),with a
 
team teaching approach,was selected fortwo reasons. First, many secondary and post
 
secdndaiy school administrators and faculty have successiEully utilized the model ofapplied
 
academics in educational settings.In most cases wherethe modelfeiled,failure was based
 
on alack ofcooperation between the departmentsinvolved.Faculty membersin the Math
 
Department at Mount San Antonio College have expressed interest in educational reform
 
and have contributed to the development ofa math lab for air conditioning and
 
refrigeration. Second,Barbara Crane,Dean ofInstructional Services and Larry Schrock,
 
Dean ofApplied Sciences at Mount San Antonio College granted the project writer
 
permission(see letter AppendixB)to develop curriculum for mathematicsin air
 
conditioning and refrigeration based upon an applied academics model with ateam teach
 
approach
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Population Served
 
The math lab for air conditioning and refrigeration-AIRC 10 wasdesigned for
 
students entering the trade ofair conditioning and refrigeration with no prior experience in
 
the industry. The course was specifically designed for students whohave never had high
 
school algebra or had deficiencies in first-year high school algebra,or who do not qualify
 
forMATH71-Intermediate Algebra at Mount San Antonio College.
 
The curriculum was extracted from courses at Mount San Antonio College to
 
include MATH51-Elementary Algebra,MFG70- Technical Mathematicsfor Industrial
 
Applications,AIRC 20-Fundamentals ofRefrigeration,and AIRC 24-Electrical
 
Fundamentals. The curriculum consistsofformulas,operations with signed numbers,
 
algebraic equations ofthe first degree,special products and factoring,algebraic fractions,
 
ratio and proportion,and systems oflinear equations asthey applyto air conditioning and
 
refiigeration In conducting the project that led to the development ofthe AIRC 10
 
curriculum,thefollowing resources at Mount San Antonio College were consulted:(a)
 
Air Conditioning and Refiigeration Advisory Committee Members,(b)Math Department
 
Faculty,(c)Barbara Crane,Dean ofInstructional Services,and(d)Lawrence Schrock,
 
Dean ofApplied Sciences. Additional material wasextracted from elementary algebra text
 
books,text booksfor air conditioning and refiigeration,and air conditioning and
 
refiigeration tradejournals.
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Summary
 
The contents ofthis chapter described how the project was developed.First,the
 
rationale orthe designed wasdescribed,followed by the population served,and a
 
description ofthe course structure. The section concluded with a summary.
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ChapterIV
 
Project Design
 
Introduction
 
The contents ofChapter4first describe how the project was verified The design
 
ofthe project is described and the Chapter concludes with a summary.
 
Verification
 
Verification ofthe need for a math lab for air conditioning and refiigeration was
 
based upon an extensive review ofthe literature. A review ofthe literature revealed a
 
relevant need to integrate academic and vocational education. A math classfocusing on
 
the specific trade ofair conditioning and refrigeration fits this need.
 
The purpose ofdeveloping this course wasto use mathematical concepts and
 
language to learn the operational consistencies ofair conditioning and refiigeration
 
equipment. Students used equations that demonstrated the operation ofelectrical and
 
mechanical equipment based on a variety ofprimary and secondary sources ofinformation
 
to include text books,journal articles, collaborative learning,and personal research.
 
The essential mathematical concepts ofair conditioning and refrigeration can be
 
grouped into three areas;(a)the mechanical side ofrefiigeration and air conditioning,(b)
 
the electrical side ofrefiigeration and air conditioning,and(c)the air side ofair
 
conditioning and refiigeration. Students gather qualitative and quantitative information
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from existing mechanical and electrical equipment in order to make predictions aboutthe
 
operation ofequipment and solve mechanicaland electrical problems.
 
Thefundamental assumption behind Math for Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
 
is thatthe mechanical and electrical operation of air conditioning and refrigeration
 
equipment is consistent and predictable through mathematical understanding. Students
 
that connect mathematics with mechanical and electrical operation will havethe
 
foundation for life-long learning and the flexibility to adjust to new technologies.
 
Mathematicsfor Air Conditioning and Refrigeration was designed so that on a
 
tjqjical day,students observe the operation and effects ofmechanical or electrical
 
processes and then determine the mathematical reason for its operation.In order to reflect
 
the nature ofthe workplace,students work in revolving groups and solve problems on a
 
collaborative bhsis. Lab assignments are based on the manipulation ofa mechanical and
 
electrical processes that are initially observed by the student and later explained
 
mathematically. Quizzes are taken individually. Upon completion ofthe quiz,students
 
participate in work groupsto determine collective solutions to the quiz questions. The
 
average between the individual and the collective answers count asthe overall quiz grade.
 
Students are required to give one presentation on one processlearned during the semester.
 
All lab projects will be organized into a portfolio and submitted twice during the semester:
 
at the midterm and at the final.
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Summary
 
The contents ofthis chapter described the design ofthe project. The verification of
 
need wasdescribed,followed bythe course design and format. The section Concluded
 
with a summary.
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Chapter y
 
Introduction
 
Chapter5 presentsthe conclusions ofthe project and offers recommendations. The
 
chapter concludes with a summary.
 
Conclusions
 
Academic Senate Curriculum Committee.Ateam,however,offaculty members crossing
 
academic and vocational education was never developed. The primary reason for this lack
 
ofwillingnessto team teach isa result ofthe culture ofthe academic environment at
 
mount San Antonio College.Departments within an academic organization are established
 
within the discipline and prestige is awarded faculty members whoteach upper division
 
classes in the subject area. Team teaching a subject outside ofthe normal discipline ofthe
 
faculty would compete with the challenge and pursuit ofremaining current in the primary
 
field. The project writer wasinformed that a member ofthe Math Departmentteam
 
process oflearning the trade simplyto teach a math class comparable to elementary
 
algebra.
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A second important cultural differehce between academic and vocational programs
 
is the product ofwhat istaught.Academic classes within the Math Department are offered
 
for transfer to afour-year university rather than specificjob training. Asa result,student
 
Successes orfailures are measured by standardized testing. In the Air Gonditioriing and
 
Refiigeration Department,the end product is a useable and transferable skill. The
 
structure ofthe learning environment reflects the importance ofdeveloping usable
 
knowledge by slowing or speeding the pace ofthelessons to match the ability ofstudents;
 
Whenthe project writer discussed thisformat with membersfrom other departments,
 
manyfaculty membersviewed it as a compromise ofboth academic and professional
 
standards.
 
Recommendations
 
The standards at which vocational courses are taught mustincrease. Based upon
 
the review ofliterature, business and industry leaders require higher learning skills than
 
whattechnical program faculty are currently offering. The answermay not,however,
 
mean bringing faculty membersfi^ om other disciplines together to learn each others
 
subjects. Rather,it is the recornmendation ofthe project writer that vocational instructors
 
increase their knowledge ofthe humanities,math,and sciencesin orderto infuse the
 
knowledge into the vocational curriculum.In orderto increase the knowledge out side the
 
subject area ofvocational instructors,releasetimefrom committee work and the shared
 
governance procedure must be granted This additional time will allow motivated
 
instructorsto enhancetheir vocational cuririculuni by infusing the subject learned directly
 
into their subject area.
 
:
 
■ '■■r.f': 
Summary
 
v.: u ,.,j
 
' > 
:/l 
...
 
The chapter concluded with a summary. 
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AIRC 10
 
MATHEMATICSFOR
 
AIR CONDITIONINGANDREFRIGERATION
 
SYLLABUS
 
&
 
OUTLINE
 
Developed by
 
Darrow Scares,MA
 
(1996)
 
Student;
 
Term:
 
Room:
 
Instructor:
 
Class Hours:
 
OflBce Hours:_
 
Telephone:
 
E-Mail:
 
MountSan Antonio College,Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Department
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01.00
 
Class Session 1
 
Mount San Antonio College AIRC 10
 
Course Syllabus and Outline
 
Mathematicsfor Air Conditioning
 
and Refrigeration
 
Course Description:A mathematicalfoundation applied to the procedures used in the
 
trade ofair conditioning and refrigeration. The mechanical,electrical, and air side of
 
refngeration and air conditioning will be explored mathematically in alaboratory setting.
 
Prerequisite:None
 
Required Text:Basic Vocational-Technical Mathematics 5th edition by Olivo& Olivo.
 
Require Material:Eye protection,note book for lab manual,and 15 foottape measure
 
Students will not be allowed to participate in the lab projects involving electricity,
 
refrigerants, or operational equipment with eye protection
 
Percent of
 
Grading: Item Final Grade
 
Lab Assignments 30%
 
LabManual 5%
 
Quizzes 20%
 
Presentation 5%
 
Midterm 20%
 
Final : 20%
 
Lab Assignments.The purpose ofthe lab assignmentis to reinforce the concepts
 
discussed during the class session.Lab projects will be performed indmdually or
 
collaboratively, depending on the type ofassignment.Two or three lab assignments will be
 
assigned each class session and are due at the beginning ofeach class session Students
 
requiring additionallab timebeyond the normal class session,may attend open lab on
 
Fridays fr-om 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm.Lab assignments will be graded on
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01.01
 
accuracy,clarity, and punctuality. Lab assignments account for30%ofthe total class
 
grade.
 
Lab Manual.The lab manual is a record ofthe student's work and the student's
 
understanding ofthe math principles. The lab manual will be turned in at the midterm and
 
at the final and graded for organization. The lab manual accountsfor5%ofthe total class
 
grade.
 
Quizzes^ There will be six quizzes.Each student will receive a quiz with written situations
 
that reflect mathematical problems encountered in the air conditioning and
 
refrigeration industry and covered in class. Each student will work individually and turn
 
the quiz in when completed. When all quizzes are turned in,the students will break into
 
groupsto readdress the quiz and decide on group solutions. The students final quiz grade
 
will be an average ofthe individual score and the group score. Quizzes accountfor20%
 
of the total class grade.
 
Presentation. The presentation requires the student to demonstrate a practical apphcation
 
for math applied to the trade. The student may chooseto clarify a project already
 
performed in class or she may demonstrate a new application. Students wishing to
 
participate in a presentation will get prior approval ofboth the subject and the timefrom
 
the instructor. Presentations are optional,but acceptfor5%ofthe total class grade.
 
Midterm and Final.The midterm and final will consist ofa project completed outside of
 
class. The midterm and the final will resemble theformat ofthe lab projects,but will
 
require an understanding ofthe mathematical concepts covered up to the point each test is
 
given and callfor a higher degree ofmotivation and independence. The midterm and final
 
will require seeking informationfrom outside resources in theform ofpricing,equipment
 
performance,or equipment operation. The midterm and final will be issued a week before
 
their due date. The midterm and the final each accountfor20%ofthe total class grade.
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01.02
 
MT.SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE Name:
 
AIR CONDITIONINGANDREFRIGERATION Semester:
 
AIRC 10 Technical Mathematicsin Air condWoning and Refrigeration
 
Instructor: Darrow Scares Office Hrs:
 
ProjectSheet
 
Project
 
Number Project Score Date Signature
 
,1: ■ Interpretation ofCommonFactions 
2 Reading Fractional Values 
3 Reduction ofFractions
 
4 Addition ofCommon Fractions
 
■5. : Addition of CommonFractions 
6 Addition of common Fractions aridMixedNumbers
 
Multiplication ofproper fractions, proper fractions andmixed
 
7 numbers, andmixednumbers
 
8 Multiplication of mixednumbers
 
Division ofmixednumbers, and the division or multiplication of
 
9 fractions
 
10 Multiplication and division of mixednumbers
 
11 ExpressingFractions as Decimals
 
12 Addition ofDecimal Jyleasurements
 
13 Subtraction ofDecimalMeasurements
 
14 Multiplication ofDecimalNumbers
 
15 Multiplication ofDecimal Numbers
 
16 Division ofDecimalNumbers
 
17 Surface Measure and Conversion to Equivalent Units
 
18 Volume Measure
 
19 Volume Measure of a LiquidReceiver
 
20 DetenniningPercentage
 
21 DeterminingPercentage
 
22 Solve for Voltage and Current Imbalances
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01.03
 
MT SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE Name:
 
AIRCONDITIONING ANOREFRIGERATION Semester;^
 
AIRC 10 TeGhnical Mathematics in Air conditioning wd Refrigeration
 
Instructor: Darrow Soares Office Hrs:
 
ProiectSheet
 
lyoject
 
Number Score Date Signature
 
24 Sirt>tta(4ion ofNegative and Positive Quantities
 
25 Unitsand Conversion
 
26 Soh'ingfor Mass
 
27 Solvingfor Absolute,Gaige and VacuumPressures
 
28 Solve Equations Addition and Subtraction
 
29 Solve Equationsby Multiplication andDivision
 
30 Specffic Heat:TTie Seiisible HeatFdnnula
 
31 LatentHeat:The LatentHeatFormula
 
32 LatentHeatFormula j^jplication
 
33 Solving AlgebraicExpations
 
ReportComi^risonbetween the system assigned andai^lem
 
34 assigiied to a differentgroup
 
35 DirectPropOrhoii
 
36 DirectPrOjpOrtion
 
37 InverseProportion
 
38 Solvingfor Air Volumeand MotorHorse-power Requirements
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02.00
 
AIRC 10 	 Class Session2
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completing this lesson,eachstudent should be able to:
 
1. 	 Understand the terms and functions ofcommon fractions asthey relate to the
 
HVAC industry.
 
2. 	 Transfer common fraction values to equivalent measurements on tape measures,
 
rulers, and other measuring tools.
 
3. 	 Reduce proper and improper fractions to their lowest tedns:
 
Information: Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo& Olivo.Unit 6.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1; The denominator ofa fraction indicates the equal number ofparts into which the
 
the unit is divided.
 
2. 	 The numerator indicates the number ofequal parts ofthe denominator that is
 
taken.
 
3. 	 The value ofafraction is not changed when both the numerator and the
 
denominator multiplied or divided by the same number
 
Structure:
 
The instructor will discuss the essential concepts based upon the assigned reading. When
 
no further questions aboutthe essential concepts are observed,the students will complete
 
three in-class projects
 
1. 	 Interpretation ofCommon Fractions
 
Circles and squares are divided into 6,8j 16,32,or64 parts; The student
 
mustidentify,by shading the spaces,the part ofthe square Or circle identified by
 
the fractions. This project can befound at 2.01.
 
2. 	 Reading Fractional Values
 
The student will determine the outside diameter ofeach sample refiigerant line
 
and reduce the fractional measurmentto the nearest 1/16 ofan inch. This project
 
is located at 2.02.
 
3. 	 Reduction ofFractions
 
The student will match each fraction with a sample refiigerant line from project
 
and 2.02and record it in the space provided. This project islocated at 2.03.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are sixpoints possible for this activity. Each student completing all three projects
 
will receive fiall credit for this activity.
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 Interpretation ofCommon Fractions
 
Objective: This project will demonstratethe conceptofcommonfractions
 
Procedure: Hie circles and squares below are divided into6,8,16,32,or64 parts.
 
Identify,by shading the spaces,the partofthe square or circle identified by
 
the fractions
 
<°)§ (b)| (Of (e)j (f)|
 
6PARTS
 
<91 ,-6 (h) <')il <j'16. {k)ti (l)<5
* '16
 
IS PARTS
 
(in)y2 /r,l20 (r)5P
<")E (0)^2 (P)32 <9)rl
 
I » 3'
<»)i5 <"164 <"lH
 
(w)4 (*)f (y)f
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 02:02 
AIRC 10 Name: 
Project2 Date: 
Reading Fractional Values
 
Reduction ofFractions to LowestTerms
 
Objective: 	 This project will allow the studentto determine common fractional values
 
to equivalent measurements on Steel tapes,rulers, or other measuring
 
' tools.
 
Procedure: 	 Using a tape measure and a sample ofcopper refrigerant lines and a
 
sainple ofcopper water lines,checked out from the tool crib,the
 
student will record the diameter ofeach sample line to the nearest
 
1/16"and record in the space below. The student will reduce each
 
measurement to lowest terms and record to the right ofthe original
 
measurement.
 
Record the outside diameter Record the inside Diameter
 
forthe refrigerant piping forthe water and plumbing
 
samples. piping samples.
 
A:.
 
B:.	 1I:_
 
C:.	 ni:_
 
IV:.
D:.
 
E:.	 V:^
 
F:	 VI:
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02:03 
AIRC 10 Name; 
Project3 Date: 
Reduction ofFractidns to LowestTerms
 
Objective: 	 This project wll allow the studentt reduce fractionsto their lowest
 
terms and then apply the measurementsto devices commonly used in
 
theHVACindustry.
 
Procedure: :	Reduce thefollowing fractionsto their lowestterms. Then match each
 
fraction with a sample refrigerant line and record it in the space
 
provided.
 
22/1^. _28/32_	 9/12
 
15/20 18/16	 15/40
 
Reduce thefollowing fractions to their lowest terms. Match each
 
fraction with the sample y/ater piping line and record in the space
 
provided.
 
6/8	 _5/10_ 
_4/16_
 
8/8 12/8	 6/16
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03.00
 
AIRC 10 	 Class Session 3
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	 Reduce commonfractions to lowestcommon denominators.
 
2. 	 Add and subtractcommon fractions.
 
3. 	 Add and subtract mixed numbers and common fractions
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo& Olivo,Unit 7&8.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. 	 To add or subtract combinationsofwhole numbers and fractions,the denominators
 
ofeach fraction must bethe same.
 
2. 	 The smallest number that can be divided by all the denominators isthe lowest
 
common denominator.
 
Structure:
 
In order to reinforce the essential concepts,the instructor will review the rule for reducing
 
fractions to thelowestcommon denominator,the rule for addihgjfrid subtracting fractions,
 
mixed numbers,and commonfractions based on the assigned reading When nofurther
 
questions aboutthe essential concepts or rules are observed,the students will complete
 
three in-class projects.
 
1. 	 Addition ofCommonFractions
 
Each student will compute the total horsepower ofthe motors in shelves3
 
through8in the electricallab,building 21,room 8.The horsepower rating can
 
befound on nameplate ifeach motor. This project is located at 3.01.
 
2. 	 Addition ofCommon Fractions
 
Each lab group will review the rule for connecting capacitors in series and parallel
 
circuits. With the approval ofthe instructor or T.A.the lab group will
 
connectthe capacitorsto togetherto achieve the required microfarad rating based
 
upon the addition ofcommon fractions. This project is located at3.02.
 
3. 	 Addition of Common Fractions and Mixed Numbers.
 
Each student will check outatape measure and a sample ofcopper refrigerant
 
lines. The student will determine the total length ofthe samples and reduce the
 
answer to lowestterms. This project is located at 3.03.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for this activity.Each student completing all three projects
 
will receive full credit for this activity.
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03.01
 
AIRC 10 
Project4 
Name: 
Date: 
Addition ofCommon Fractions 
Objective: The purpose ofthis projectisto practice the addition ofcommon 
ractions based on the addition offractional horsepower motors. 
Procedure: Each student will record the nameplate data ofthe motorsin shelves3 
through8in the electrical lab,building 21,room 8. Oncethe data has 
been collected and provided in the spaces below,illustrate the motors 
in a series circuit on a separate sheet ofgraph paper and show the total 
horsepower and amperage draw ofthe circuit. 
Motor#! 
Frame: Voltage: RLA:_ MM: Hp:_ 
Motor#2 
Frame: Voltage: M.A:^ M'M: Hp:_ 
Motor#3 
Frame:_ Voltage: RLA: M'M: Hp: 
Motor#4 
Frame: Voltage: MLA: M'M:. Hp:_ 
Motor#5 
Frame:_ Voltage: M^A: MM: Hp:_ 
Motor#6 
Frame: Voltage: M.A: M'M: Hp:. 
NOTE:M.A=numingload amps. MPM^rotations per minute. Hp=motor 
horspower 
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03.02 
AIRC10 Name:
 
Project5 Date:_
 
Addition ofCommon Fractions
 
Capacitors
 
Objective: The purpose ofthis projectisto practice the addition ofcommon fractions
 
for the purpose of determining the micro farad rating ofcapacitors electrically connected
 
in series or parallel.
 
Information: Capacitors can be connected in series or parallel to provide the desired
 
characteristics ifthe voltage and micro farad(MFD)rating are properly selected. When
 
two capacitors having the sameMFD rating are Connected in series,the resulting total
 
capacitance will be one halfthe rated capacitance ofa one ofthe capacitors used alone.
 
That is because theformula for determining capacitance(MFD)when capacitors are
 
connected in series is asfollows:
 
l/MFDt=1/MFDi+1/]^
 
The voltage rating ofcapacitors connected in series is equal to the sum ofthe voltage of
 
the individual capacitors. When capacitors are connected in parallel,the MFD rating is
 
equalto the sum ofthe individual capacitance. The voltage rating is equalto the lowest
 
voltage rating ofthe individual capacitors
 
Procedure: Each student will be assigned four refrigeration compressors.Based on the
 
model number ofeach compressor^ the student will reference the manufactures
 
performance data to determine the micro farad rating and the voltage rating ofthe
 
capacitor required for each compressor.
 
Based on the available capacitors,the student will determine thecombination of
 
capacitors-applied in series or parallel- required to achieve the micro farad rating and
 
voltage rating required forthe compressors assigned.
 
Withthe approval ofthe instructor,the student connectthe capacitors together. When the
 
appropriate connections have been made,the student will apply a capacitance meter to
 
the project and measurethe microfarad output ofeach circuit.
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03.03
 
AIRC 10	 Name:;
 
Project6	 Date:
 
Addition ofCommon Fractions
 
and Mixed Numbers
 
Copper Piping and Illustrations
 
Objective:	 The purpose ofthis project is to practice the addition ofcommon
 
fractions and mixed numbers asthey apply to illustrations and practical
 
applications
 
Procedure:	 Each student will check out a tape measure and a sample ofcopper
 
refrigerant lines. The student will determine the total length ofthe
 
samples and reduce the answer to lowestterms. Whenthe student has
 
completed the initial sample she will trade pipe samples with another
 
student and determine the total length ofthe new sample set.The
 
student will proceed until aill five sample sets have been measured and
 
quantified.
 
Sample: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
 
length A
 
length B
 
length C
 
length D
 
lengths
 
length F
 
TotalLength
 
Solve for A through E on the following illustration.
 
A:.
 
B:_
 
C:_
 
D:
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04.00
 
AIRC 10 	 Class Session4
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completing this lesson,the student will be able to:
 
1. 	 Solve practicalproblems requiring the multiplication oftwo or more fractions.
 
2. 	 Multiply fractions,whole numbers,and mixed numbers. .
 
3. 	 Simplify the multiplication process by the cancellation method.
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo& Olivo.Unit 9.
 
Essential Concept:
 
1. 	 The multiplication offractions,like the multiplication ofwhole numbers,is a
 
simplified method ofaddition.
 
Structure:
 
The instructor will discussthe essential concept ofthe lesson.In order to reinforce the
 
essential Concept,the instructor will review the rule for multiplying common fractions,the
 
rule for multiplying acommon fraction by a mixed number,and the rule for multiplying
 
fractions,whole numbers,and mixed numbersin any combination.When nofurther
 
questions aboutthe essential concept or rules are observed,the instructor will discussthe
 
rule ofcanceling by evenly dividing numerator and denominator.When no further
 
questions about canceling or the previous rules are observed,the students will be assigned
 
one in-class project and one project completed outside ofclass,
 
1. 	 Multiplication ofproper fractions, proper fractions andmixed numbers,and mixed
 
numbers.Completed in class
 
Each student willbe given 20fractions to Solve based On the rules discussed.
 
Students completing the assignment early are allowed to work collaboratively
 
with other students requiring additional help. This assignment must be turned by
 
the end ofthe class session. This project is located at 4.01.
 
2. 	 Multiplication ofmixed numbers.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for these activities. Students completing both projects will
 
receive fiill credit. Students who do not come prepared,do not participate,or fail to
 
complete a project will lose three points for each assignment.
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04.01 
Name:
AIRC 10
 
Project7	 Date:
 
Multiplication ofProper Fractions
 
and Mixed Numbers
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to practice the multiplication ofcommon
 
fractions and mixed numbers asthey apply to written problems and
 
practical applications.
 
Procedure: 	 Each student will refer to lab project 3.03.Based on the total length of
 
each copper sample,the student will multiply the determined length of
 
each sample by the value given below to solve for a new overall length.
 
Sample#1 X 12 1/2 Sample#1X 7/16
 
Sample#2 X 5 1/4 Sample#2XI1/32
 
Sample#3 X 7 3/4 Sample#3X 1/16
 
Sample#4 X 112/3 Sample#4X21/7 =
 
Sample#5 X 3 1/3 Sample#5X22/8 =
 
Sample#1 X 21/8 Sample#1 X 12/8 =
 
Sample#2 X 4 1/3 Sample#2X4/16 =
 
Sample#3 X 3 1/3 Sample#3X6/17 =
 
Sample#4 X 3 1/8 Sample#4X7/16 =
 
Sample#5 X 42/4 Sample#5X2/18 =
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 AIRC 10 	 Class Session5
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completing thislesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	 Solve practical problems requiring the divisionoffractions.
 
2. 	 Solve practical problems requiring the division and multiplication offractions.
 
Information;Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo&Olivo.Unit 10.
 
Essential Concept:
 
1. 	 pivision offractions is the processofdetermining how manytime one numberis
 
contained in another.
 
Structure:
 
The instructor will discuss the essential concepts ofthe lesson. In order to reinforce the
 
essential concepts,the instructor will review the rule for dividing fractions,the rule for
 
dividing a fraction anda whole number,and the rulefor dividing mixed numbers.
 
When no fiirther questions about the essential concepts or he rulesfor dividing fractions
 
are observed,the instructor vdll discuss the rule for problems requiring the multiplication
 
and division offractions.
 
1. 	 Division ofmixed numbers,and the division or multiplication offractions
 
Each student will be given 30fractionsto solve based on the rules discussed
 
Students completing the assignment early are allowed to work collaboratively
 
with other students requiring additional help This assignment must beturned in
 
by the end ofthe class session This project is located at5.01.
 
2. 	 Multiplication and division ofmixed numbers.
 
Each student will be assigned a package air conditiphing unit located in building
 
21,room three and supplied with product data.From the product datathe student
 
willdetermine the wei^tofthe air conditioning system assigned.By measuringthe
 
area the air conditioner occupies(thefoot print),the istudent will determine the
 
number ofpounds perfoot in the air conditioning system. This project is located at
 
, ■ 5.02. ■ 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for these activities. Students completing both projects will
 
receive fullcredit Students who do not come prepared,do not participate,or fail to
 
complete a project willlosethree points for each assignment.
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 AIRC 10 
Project9 
Name: 
Date:_ 
■ 
Multiplication and Division 
;of,Mixed;NUinbers-^"^ 
Objective: The purpose ofthis project is to allow the studentto practice the 
multiplication and division offractions asthey applyto practical 
problems in theHVACindustry. 
Procedure: Each student will refer to the physical datafor AC&RtypeM andL 
copper pipe at 5.01a-b Based upon the physical data,the student will 
thickness ofthe type assigned. 
Whenthe physicd data has been recorded,the student will apply the 
infpraiation to refngeration installations#16, #17, #18,#19in building 
21,room 3,to addressthe follov/ing problems: 
1. 
the liquid line for inst^ation#16. 
Suction line: Liquid line: 
the liquid linefor installation #18: 
Suction line: Liquid line: 
3. 
#17,18#,and#19suspended from mechanical hangers(channel 
and all thread). 
Totalweight: 
4. Based on the physical data at5.01b,what isthe weight limit for 
#19.:: 
Weight limit: 
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OS.Gla
 
Nitrogenlzed^ACR Copper Tube
 
Mueller Brass Co.'s patented*'cleaning,purging and pres
 
surizing process assures the high level of tube cleanliness
 
established by the conforming to the ASTM B 280 refriger
 
ation industry standard.The tut>e is sealed with patented* wnROGEWgED ACR PAIRE.M1W
 MADE US4,
 BRASSCO.
MUELLER
plugs which maintain the standard of cleanliness from the
 
factory to the job site.
 
_.5i:/tea/7i^&fi?COPPER TUBE PRESSURIZED WITH
 
NITROGEN provides maximum protection against the for
 
mation of harmful oxides normally formed during brazing
 
operations. Reduction of these oxides greatly reduces
 
system contamination.
 
Plugs are reusable. When less than a 20'length of tube is
 
required for an installation the unused length of tube may
 
be replugged to prevent atmospheric contamination during
 
storage.
 
Streamline® Nitrogenized ACR seamless copper tube is
 
available in sizes OD thru OD.Larger sizes from
 
3%"OD thru 61/^" are cleaned and capped.
 
Mfg. in Accordance with ASTM B88d[ype>L. Cleaned in
 
Accordance with ASTM B 280.20-Ft. Lengths Hard Drawn
 
— Qeaned and Capped — Color Coded — Marked"ACR."
 
Table gives computed allowable stress for annealed copper tut^e at Indicated temperature
 
SAFE WORKINGINTERNAL PRESSURES — ANSI-B31.5-1974
 
Tube Wall Wt.Per Lengths 150*F 200®F 300«F 4dO*F
 
OD Thickness Foot Per Bundle PSI PSI PSI PSI
 
% .030 .126 100 810 720 705 460
 
'A .035 .198 25 675 635 625 395
 
% ,040 .285 25 625 590 580 365
 
Va .042 .362 10 645 515 505 325
 
% .045 .455 10 495 470 455 290
 
1V4 .050 .655 5 440 410 405 260
 
1% .055 5 385 365 355 230
 
1% .060 1.14 5 355 340 330 210
 
.070 1.75 3 315 300 290 185
 
2% 
.080 2.48 2 295 275 275 175
 
3% .090 3.33 1 275 260 255 160
 
3% .100 4.29 1 270 255 245 165
 
4V4 .110 5^38 1 255 240 235 160
 
5% .123 7.61 1 235 220 215 140
 
e% .140 10,20 1 215 210 200 125
 
•as.Patent3,200,984 'U.S. Patent RE.28124, Canadian Patents— 723,463and 751,099
 
Nitrogenized® ACR CopperTube Is Your BestInvestment AgainstSystem Contamination.
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05,01b
 
Refrigeratiori Sen/ic© Tube
 
A cleaninG and drying process removes moistufe and con­
., ■ dehydrated . and ■ nitroQ^n purged tamfnants"and the tuPe is.manutactured in accordance with
sealed copper tuPe is of a consistent luity annealed temper,
 ASTM B-280and ANSI B9.1 refrigeration industrystandards:
bright and thofoyghly dried and. packaged in indrviduai 
cartons. Each carton is clearly lat>eied showing size and ■For' special lengths and sizes not listed please consult yourlocal Mueller sTass Co., representative.length.
 
■Table gives eomputed aflowable stress for annealed copper tube at Indicatcd.te'fnperature 
SAFE WORKING WTERNAi PRESSURES — ANSI-83t.5 
350®F 400*F2Sb''f 
Tube ' ■Wall WL ■ FSI, 
150*F 
PSI ' , PSI . FSIPer Foot00 ■ ' Thickness 
,2660^ •2450 ■ ■ ■ , 2080 ■ 1570 , • .03-47 
1S60 1320 ■ 1CKX>
.030 
.0575.030 , '	 1690 Yu	 970 720 ,1130 
v; , , .030 ' ■ .0804 " ■ ■ 1233
 
' -1040 . , 960
 8.20' 610 . , '.032 .109 	 ■■ yi«	 soo­790 . ■ . ■ 670 .032 .134 860 
490 ■ 370■ ■ ' 630 ■ ■
 
■ • ■
 , ' .032 ■ .182	 
S80 
430 320540 , ■ SCO,.035 .251' % 
400 350 ■ " 260440.305% .035 390 300 ■ 
.045 ■ . .455 500 460 
340 j - 250 	 ■430' 400.050 • SS5 
360 30G> 11 230 , . .055 .834 ' 3901% 
1„140 y. 370 ■ ■ ■ .340 , 280 •■ I1 ' 220 ^ . 1% .060	 is ■-,- - -
Weighlr. aftd Standard Pacteging -■ 
lndivWu,«iy C®ft©r%e-d In Sd'' Cotis* 
Ft. Per
Tytse . Wl, Ftf Colls 'Per Wt. Ptf ■Con 
' oo. • , Coil Master Ctn, Master ' Os.a. ■ ■ Master ■ 
10 17.4 16 600 ' ■	 1.74 
28.8' 143/; 50C^ 
% 
10 
14^; 
■ -2.86 
Vi 4,02 , 10 40.2 
54.S , 16^^ ,sm5,45 10 
, % 6.70 10 67.0' isy^ 
500 
c ' 45.5 2C' 2509 10 
% , ■■ ,12.55, , 
s 62.75, , 22 2S0' 
■ 45.75 ■ ' 25 „ . ISO ,1525 ■ ■ 3 , 
, . 27% , ' 50 ■22.75 ; 22.75­-
34% . 60
1%- ■ '32.75 ■ 32 75 
4^.20 , - ■ 44 .'.20 i 39%	 5C ■ 
SO 
1% ■ 57.CK)■ 57,CK! 
'too foot Coifs A&o AvaMBdie 
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 05.01c
 
B-tine
CHANNEL NUTS&HARDWARE
 
V Ptot Noi .■■.!j:.."Threa<la *Recomni€sidedLoad, WdfifatFte 100Ft (3048,0 cm)
 
Per Inch ■>.v,kN A4 kg
 
ATR Va" 20 240 iim,	 12 : (5.44)
 
19 (8.62):,
ATR Vi.' 19 380	 <1.99)
 
<2,71) 29 (13.15)
610ATR %' 16 
1130 (5,02) r- 53 f v<24.04)f;­AIR 13v
 
ATR^" 11 1810 ;:(8,05) 89 ?f^40,37)>"
 
10 r 2710 :<12.05) : 123 ^^^^C(55.79)ATRy4''
 
ATR%'. ;; 9 3770 *16,77)"..• 170 C(77.11)
 
ATR !• ^ 8 4960 (22.06) : 225 ^:tl02.06)
 
•With mifiimum Saf€tv ("actor o( 5.
 
Arall«blelaS«'<91.4cin). 72" (182.9 cm), 120" (304.8 cm), 144" (385.7 cm) leogtlu.
 
Am^ ALL THREADED ROD 
M tlW^OO BgA'^-
WeightPtelOO 
B655-V4 y4'.20 %• (22.2) 1,9 : iS6) 8656-% X V4 %"-16 & y4'.20 1" (25.4) 3.7 (1.68) 
B655-yi« yt6M8 %• (22.2) 1.8 V?'S1) 8656-%i(% %--13 & %--16 iy4­ 6.6 (2.99). 
8655% y«--i6 1%' (28.6) 3.6 (1.63) 8656-%* % y«-.ii & y2''-i3 iy4­ tsiii 11.6 (5.26) 
B655-% V2'-13 ly.' HfH 11.3 (5.12) B656-y4X% y4"-io & Ve'-ii lyz- iHii 20.6 (9.34) 
8655-"^^ %--ll 2%' (54.0) 17.6 ;(7.98) 8656-% xy4 %''.9 &y4%io ly." MKfS 39.4 (17487) 
8655.y4 yi'-io 2V4'' (57,1) 28.1 (12.74) 
8655-% %''-9 2^1" IWil 57.2 (25:94) 
8655^ 1--8 ZVa' 73.7 (33.43) 
B655 ROD COUPLING	 B656 REDUCER ROD COUPLING 
STANDARD RNISH: Bectro-Platcd 
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Name:
AIRG 10
 
Project 10 Date:
 
Multiplication and Division
 
ofMixed Numbers
 
Objective: The purpose ofthis project is to allow the student to practice the
 
multiplication and division offractions asthey apply to practical
 
problems in theHVACindustry.
 
Procedure: Each student will be assigned three package air conditioning units
 
located in building 21,room three. Referring to the product data at
 
5.02a-c,the student will determine the weight ofthe air conditioning
 
systems assigned. Based on the units weight and the area the system
 
occupies(foot print),the student will determine the number ofpounds
 
per square foot ofeach air conditioning system.
 
Application: Air conditioning and refrigeration equipment are often located on the
 
roofofa building. Rooftrusses and beams supporting this equipment
 
are required to support weight in pounds per square foot.
 
Unit#l Unit Model:
 
Unit Weight:
 
Weight/foot:
 
Unit#2 Unit Model:_
 
Unit Weight:
 
Weight/foot:
 
Unit#3 Unit Model:
 
Unit Weight:
 
Weight/foot:_
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AIRC 10 	 Class Session 6 
Objective: After Satisfactorily completing this lesson, each student shouldbe able to; 
Understand how fractionalmeasurements are written in the decimal system. 
2. 	 Round off decimals 
3. 	 Add and subtract decimals in general applications and inpractical measurement 
problems. 
Tnfonnatioii: Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo & Olivo, Unit 12 
Essential Concepts: 
1. 	 A decinial number is a fraction with a denominator of 10,100, 1000, or any 
multiple of 10. 
i. 	 To add or subtrapt fractions, the given numbers are written so the decimals are 
aligned in a vertical coluntn and then added or subtracted the same as regular 
whole numbers 
■Structure:.. ■ 
The instructor wiU feyiew the rule for expressing decimal values, the nde for rounding off 
decimals, and the rule for adding and subtracting decimals based on the assigned reading:
When no further questions about the essential concepts or rules are observed, the students 
will complete three in-class projects. 
1. 	 ExpressingFractions as Decimals 
The student will determine the outside diameter of each sample and convert the 
answer to a decimal equivalent. This project is located at 6.01. 
2. 	 Addition ofDecimal Measurements 
Based on the refrigerant line samples, the student will determine the total length 
of samples combined and convert to a decimal equivalent. This project is located 
at 6.02. 
3. 	 Subtraction ofDecimal Measurements 
The wire diameter for wire gage sizes 10 through 16 is given in the National 
Electrical Code section 70-830. Based on the NEC, each student will determine 
the difference in diameter between given wire gage sizes. This project is located 
at 6.03 
Evaluation: 
There are five points possible for this activity. Each student completing all three projects 
will receive fiill credit for this activity. 
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Name:
AIRC 10
 
Project 11	 Date:
 
Expressing Fractions as Decimals
 
Objective:	 The purpose ofthis project isto practice converting fractional
 
measurements into decimal measurements.
 
Procedure:	 Each student will check out a tape measure and a sample ofcopper
 
refrigerant lines. The student will determine the outside diameter of
 
each sample refrigerant line and convert the answer to a decimal
 
equivalent. When the student has completed the initial sample she will
 
trade pipe samples with another student and determine the decimal
 
equivalent ofthe new sample set. The student will proceed until all five
 
sample sets have been measured and quantified.
 
Sample: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
 
ODD:A.
 
0.D: B
 
0.D: C.
 
O.D: D.
 
0D: E.
 
Sample: #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
 
1D:I. : :.
 
ID: II. _: :_
 
ID: III. _: _: :_
 
ID: IV. : :_ :
 
ID: V.
 
O.D.=outside diameter ofpipe. I.D.=inside diameter ofpipe
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AIRC 10
 
Project 12
 
Objective:
 
Procedure:
 
Sample:
 
length A.
 
length B.
 
length C.
 
length D.
 
length E.
 
length F.
 
Total Length
 
Name:
 
Date:
 
Expressing Fractions as Decimals
 
The purpose ofthis project is to practice converting fractional
 
measurementsinto decimal measurements.
 
Each student will check out a tape measure and a sample ofcopper
 
refrigerant lines. The student will determine the total length ofeach
 
sample set as a mixed number and convert the mixed numberto a
 
decimal equivalent.
 
# #2 #3 #4 #5
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AIRC 10	 Name:
 
Project 13	 Date:
 
Subtraction ofDecimal Measurements
 
for Electrical Wire Gages
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to practice the addition and subtraction of
 
decimal numbers asthey apply to electrical conductors used in theHVAC
 
industry.
 
Information: 	Wire gages are based on the cross-sectional area ofthe wire and are
 
measured in mils. Circular mils(CM),or square mils(SM).The cross
 
sectional area ofa conductor is the area ofthe end ofa conductor when cut
 
at a right angle to its length.A circular mil ofarea is equal to the area ofa
 
circle one mil in diameter. A square mil ofarea is equal to the area of
 
a square whose measurements are one mil on each side. A mil is a unit of
 
wire measurement equal to one-thousandth ofan inch.
 
00
 
Procedure: 	 Based uponthe National Electrical Code(NEC)samplefound at6.03a-b,
 
each student will determine the difference in diameter.Resistance in ohms
 
per 1000ft,and ampacity between the wire gage sizes given below.
 
Wire Size Diff. Diff. Diff/ 
AWG Dia,in. Ohms/M Amp. 
10&14 
8& 10 
10& 12 
0& 2 
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TABLE 4-2 (NEC TABLE 310-12) ALLOWABLE AMPACITIES OF INSULATED
 
COPPER CONDUCTORS
 
Not Mare than Three Conductors in Raceway or Cable or Direct Burial(Based on Ambient
 
Temperature of 30°C86°F) •
 
Size Temperature Rating of Conductor,See Tatile 310-2a
 
AWG 60X 7SX 8SX 90X 1rox 12SX 200X 250X
 
MCM (140X) (167T) (185T) (194-n <230T) (257T) (392-F) (482T)
 
TYPES 
TA, 
TYPES TBS,SA, 
RH, AVB. TYPE 
RHW, SIS, TYPES TFE 
TYPES RUH FEP,. A (Nickel or 
RUW (14-2), FEP8, TYPES (14-8), nickel­
(14-2), THW, TYPES RHH, TYPES Al AA coated 
T, THWN, V, THHN, AVA, (14-8), FEPf copper 
TW XHHW Ml XHHW* AVL /aia FEBPt only) 
14 15 15 25 254 30 : , 30 30 40 
12 20 20 30 304 35 40 40 55 
10 30 30 40 404 45 50 55 75 
8 40 45 50 50 60 65 70 95 
6 55 65 70 70 80 85 95 120 
4§ 70 85 90 90 105 115 120 145 
• 3§ 80 100 105 105 120 130 145 170 
2§ 95 il5 120 120 135 145 165 195 
1§ 110 130 140 140 160 170 190 220 
0§ 125 150 155 155 190 200 225 250 
00§ 145 175 185 . 185 215 230 250 280 
000 165 200 210 210 245 265 285 315 
0000 195 230 235 235 275 310 340 370 
250 215 255 270 270 315 335 
300 240 285 300 300 345 380 
350 260 310 325 325 390 420 
400 280 335 360 360 420 450 
500 320 380 405 405 470 500 
600 355 420 455 455 525 545 
700 385 460 490 490 560 600 
750 400 475 500 500 580 620 
800 410 490 515 515 600 640 
900 435 520 555 555 
1000 455 545 585 585 680 730 
1250 495 590 645 645 
1500 520 625 700 700 785 
1750 545 650 735 735 
2000 560 665 775 775 840 
1 
* For dry locations only. See Table 310^2a.
 
These ampacities relate only to conductors described in Table 310-2(a).

f Special use only.See Table 310-2a.
 
♦The ampacities for Types FEP.FEPB,RHH,THHN,and XHHW conductorsfor sizes AWG 
14,12,and 10 shall be the same as designated for 75°C conductors in this Table.
 
For ambient temperatures over 30°C,see Correction Factors, Note 13.
 
Tuw j ^'ng'e-Phase residential services,theallowableampacityofRH,RHH,RHW,
 
o 4HHW copper conductors shall be for sizes No4-100 Amp.,No.3-110 Amp.,No.
2-125 Amp., No.1-150 Amp., No. 1/0-175 Amp.,and No.2/0-200 Amp.
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TABLE 4-1. OATA ON ROUND ANNEALED COPPER WIRE
 
Wtfc Sue.
 
AWC
 
4/0
 
3/0
 
2/0
 
1/0
 
1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 
10
 
'll
 
12
 
13
 
14
 
15
 
16
 
17
 
18
 
19
 
•20
 
21
 
22
 
23
 
24
 
25
 
26
 
27
 
28
 
29
 
30
 
31
 
32
 
33
 
34
 
35
 
36
 
37
 
38
 
39
 
Oum,m.
 
0.4600
 
0.4096
 
03648
 
03249
 
0^893
 
0;2576
 
0J2294
 
0^043
 
0.1819
 
0,1620
 
0.1443
 
0.1285
 
0.1144
 
0.1019
 
0.0907
 
0.0808
 
0.0720
 
0.0641
 
0.0571
 
0.0508
 
0.0453
 
0.0403
 
0.0359
 
0.0320
 
0.0285
 
0.0253
 
0.0226
 
0.0201
 
0.0179
 
0.0159
 
0.0142
 
0.0126
 
0.0113
 
0.0100
 
0,0089
 
0.0080
 
0.0071
 
0.0063
 
0.0056
 
0,0050
 
0.0045
 
0.0040
 
0.0035
 
CM
 
211600
 
167800
 
133100
 
105600
 
83690
 
66360
 
52620
 
41740
 
33090
 
26240
 
20820
 
16510
 
13090
 
10380
 
8230
 
6530
 
5180
 
AliO
 
3260
 
2580
 
2050
 
1620
 
1290
 
1020
 
812
 
640
 
511
 
404
 
320
 
253
 
202
 
159
 
128
 
100
 
79.2
 
64.0
 
50.4
 
39.7
 
31.4
 
25.0
 
20.2
 
16.0
 
12.2
 
SM
 
166200
 
131800
 
104500
 
82910
 
65730
 
52120
 
41330
 
32780
 
*25990 
20610
 
16350
 
12960
 
10280
 
8155
 
6460
 
5130
 
4070
 
3230
 
2560
 
2030
 
1610
 
1280
 
1010
 
804
 
638
 
503
 
401
 
317
 
252
 
199
 
158
 
125
 
100
 
78.5
 
62.2
 
503
 
39.6
 
313
 
24.6
 
19.6
 
15.9
 
12.6
 
9.62
 
Ohms pel
 
M ft €8"f
 
0.04901
 
0.06182
 
0-07793
 
0.09825
 
0.1239
 
0.1563
 
0.1971
 
03485
 
03134
 
03952
 
0-4981
 
0.6281
 
0.7925
 
0.9988
 
136
 
139
 
2.00
 
232
 
3.18
 
4.02
 
5.05
 
639
 
ao5
 
10.1
 
1Z8
 
163
 
203
 
25,7
 
3Z4
 
41.0
 
51.4
 
653
 
813
 
104
 
131
 
162
 
206
 
261
 
331
 
415
 
512
 
648
 
847
 
fL per Ih."
 
1.561
 
1.969
 
Z482
 
3.130
 
3.947
 
4.978
 
6378
 
7.915
 
9.984
 
1239
 
15.87
 
20.01
 
2534
 
31.82.
 
403
 
50.6
 
63.7
 
80,4
 
lOL
 
128
 
161
 
203
 
256
 
323
 
407
 
516
 
647
 
818
 
1030
 
1310
 
1640
 
2080
 
2590
 
3300
 
4170
 
5160
 
6550
 
8320
 
10500
 
13200
 
16300
 
20600
 
27000
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AIRC 10 	 Class Session 7
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	 Solve practical measurement problems involving the multiplication and division
 
ofdecimals.
 
2. 	 Expressfractions andmixed numbers as decimals.
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo& Olivo,Unit 15&16.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. 	 The multiplication ofdecimals,like the multiplication ofwhole numbers,is a
 
simplified method ofaddition.
 
2	 Division ofdecimals is the process ofdetermining how manytimes one number
 
is contained in another.
 
3. 	 Decimals are the result ofdividing the numerator ofa fraction by its denominator.
 
Structure
 
The instructor will discuss the essential concepts ofthe lesson. In order to reinforce the
 
essential concepts,the instructor wllreview the rule for multiplying decimals,the rule for
 
dividing decimals,the rule for expressingfractions as decimals,and the rule for changing
 
decimalto percent. When no further questions about the essential concepts or rules are
 
observed,the students will complete three in-class projects.
 
1. 	 Multiplication ofdecimal numbers.
 
Based upon a list ofmaterial assigned by the instructor,the student will compute
 
the total cost ofthe material including sales tax. This project is located at7.01.
 
2. 	 Multiplication ofdecimal numbers
 
Based upon the Dupont manual.ThermodvnamicProperties ofFreon 22the student
 
will determine the density ofR-22refrigerant at a given sensible temperature.
 
The student will determine the weight ofrefrigerant required to fiilly charge
 
receivers with the variousvolumes. This project is located at 7.02.
 
3. 	 Division ofdecimal numbers.
 
Each student will determine the capacity ofrefirgeration evaporators.This project
 
is located at 7.03.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for this activity. Students who do notcome
 
prepared,or fail to complete a project will loose credit for each criteria they
 
fail to meet
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Name:
AIRC 10
 
Project 14	 Date:
 
Multiplication ofDecimal Numbers
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project isto practice multiplying decimal numbers
 
asthey apply to the purchase ofequipment and materials used in the
 
HVACindustry.
 
Procedure: Each student will be assigned a catalogue from an air conditioning and
 
refrigeration supplier commonto the samplefound at07.01a. Based
 
upon the list ofmaterial and equipment listed below,the student will
 
compute the total cost ofrefrigeration materialincluding salest^.
 
Quantity Unit Description	 Unit Extension
 
Price
 
12 ea. 7/890short radios ells CXC
 
3 ea. 7/8 short radius street ellsFTGXC
 
- .5 ea 1 1/890short radius street ellsFTGXC
 
6 ea. 3/890long radius ells
 
6 ea. 3/890short radius ells
 
7 ea. T3/890long radius ells
 
2 ea. 21/890long radius ells
 
Sub Total
 
Sales Tax
 
Total
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NIBCO
 
Du&.torapidty.fluctuatins marketpricesforcopper,;j^j;.f..ir
 
cicontaigtvourlocalJohnstoneforctirrentprlce5.v:^♦ 
AC/REFRIGERATION FITTINGS MEASURED BY00.
 
PLUMBING/HYDRGNIC FITTINGSMEASURED BY NOMINAL
 
00 Nominal Order ^  >> ^Dealer Price
 
Si Stock « Each Lot
Size ze
 
90° CLOSE RUFFELBOWS C X C
 
5/8- 1/2- R54-070 $ .36 $ 2&t SO
 
3/4- 5/8- R54^71 $1.68 $1.51/50
 
7/8* 3/4- R54-072 $ .66 $ .59/ 25
 
r R54^73 $1.53 SUB/ 10
1-1/8­
90" CLOSE RUFFSTREET ELBOWS FTG x C
 
RS4-074 $ .48 S J9/ 50
 
3/4- 5/8- RS4-075 $1.75 $1.58/ 50
 
7/8- 3/4- R54^76 $ .96 S .86/ 25
 
5/8- 1/2­
RS4-077 $2.32 $2.09/ 10
1-1/8- 1­
90"SHORTRADIUS ELBOWS G x C
 
1/4- 1/8- R53-292 $ .83 $ .75/ 50
 
3/8- 1/4- R53-294 $ .83 S .75/ 50
 
3/8- R53-295 • $ 53 $ .75/ 50
1/2"
 
1/2- R53-289.< $ .84 $ .76/100
 
3/4- 5/8- JRS3.a30.. . $1.68 $151/ 50
 
S.'S­
RS3-606 $1.49 $154/ 50
7/8- 3/4­
R53-689 $2.02 $152/ 25
1-1/8- 1­
R53-682 $2.32 $2.09/ 25
1-3/8- 1-1/4­
R53-914 $3.63 $357/ 10
1-5/8- 1-1/2­
RS3-915 $6.61 $5.95/ 5
 
2-5/8- 2-1/2- RS4-39S $12.56
 
2-1/8- 2­
■ —. 
RS4^396 $17.62
 
—
3-1/8- 3­
90"SHORTRADIUS STREET ELBOWS FIG x C
 
R53-704 $ 1.54 $1.39/ 50
 
3/8- 1/4- R53-691 S 1.54
 
1/2- 3/8­
1/4- 1/8­
RS3-300 $ .89 $ .80/ 50
 
5/8- 1/2- R53.296 $ 1.05 $ .95/ 50
 
3/4- 5/8- R53-297 $ 1.75 $158/ 25
 
7/8- 3/4- R53-608 $ 1.72 $155/ 25
 
—RS3^2- $ 2.32 $2.09/ 10
 
1-3/8- 1-1/4- $ 3.S7 $3.21/ 10
 
1-1/8- 1­
R53-918 $ 4.63 $4.17/ 5
 
2-1/8- 2- RS3-919 $10.09 $9.08/ 5
 
1-5/8- 1-1/2­
90"LONG RADIUS ELBOWS C x C
 
3/16- R53-291 ; $ 1.46 $ 151/50
—
 
1/4- 1/8- R53-683 ! $ 1.31 $ 1.18/10
 
5/16- :—
 RS3-293 $ 1.46 S 151/50
 
1/4- R53-684 $ 1.31 $ 1.18/50
3/8'
 
1/2- 3/8- R53-685 $ 1.59 $ 1.43/50
 
R53-686 $ 1.40 S 156/50
 
3/4- 5/8- RS3-687 $ 1.52 $ 157/50
 
7/8- 3/4- - R53.688 - $ 1.92 $ 1.73/25
 
1-1/8- r RS3.668.>. $ 2.78 $ 2.50/10
 
1-3/8- 1-1/4- tRsi^eso.^: $ 4.42 •$ 3.98/10
 
1-5/8- 1-1/2­
5/8- 1/2­
- $ 5.94 $ 555/ 5
 
R53-917 $14.02 $12.62/ 5
2-1/8- 2­
—
2-5/8- . 2-1/2* R54-397 $2456
 
3-1/8" 3- R54-398 $34.14
 —
 
90"LONG RADIUS STREET ELBOWS FTG x C
 
3/8- 1/4- R53-964 $ 1.52 $ 157/ 5C
 
1/2- 3/8- R53-965 $ 2.87 S 258/100
 
5/8- 1/2- R53-966 $ 2.06 $ 1.85/ 50
 
3/4- 5/8- R53-967 $ 2.41 $ 2.17/ 25
 
7/8- 3/4- R53-968 $ 2.45 $ 251/ 25
 
1-1/8"
 1- R53-969 $ 3.96 $ 3.56/ 10
 
1-1/4- R53-970 $ 5.88 $ 5.29/ 10
1-3/8­
1-1/2- R53-971 $ 7.99 S 7.19/ 5
1-5,-8­
R53-972 $13.05 $11.75/ 5
2-1/8- 2­
77
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Project 15
 
Objective:
 
Information:
 
Procedure:
 
Name:
 
Date:
 
Multiplication ofDecimal Numbers
 
The purpose ofthis project is to practice the multiplication ofdecimal
 
numbers asthe process applies to the physical characteristics of
 
refrigerants used in theHVACindustry
 
On most refrigeration equipment,the condenser is not large enough
 
to store the refrigerant charge during pump-down orlow load
 
conditions. Asa result,a liquid receiver is installed between the
 
condenser and the metering device to receive the refrigerant during
 
these conditions. The receiver should be sized so that under any
 
condition,it is never filled more than80%ofcapacity. This isto allow
 
room for expansion from sensible temperature changes.
 
Based upon the sample Dupont Manual,ThermodvnamicProperties of
 
Freon22found at 7.02a-b,each student will determine the density of
 
R-22refrigerant at a given sensible temperature. From this
 
information,the student will determine the weight ofrefrigerant
 
required to frilly chargea liquid receiver on a specified refrigeration
 
system given the volume ofthe receiver.
 
R-22
 
Temp Receiver Refrigerant 
"f PSIG Density Volume cu.ft. Weight in 
lb. 
40 0:70
 
64 6.28
 
68 0.70
 
78 6:28
 
68 0.32
 
72 0.53
 
78
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PHYSIGAL PROPERTIES
 
Chemicid Formula:
 
Molecular Weight:
 
Boiling Point at one atmosphere, ®F
 
Freezing Point, ®F
 
Critical Temperature, ®F
 
Critical Pressure, psia
 
Critical Density,Ib/cu ft
 
Critical Volume,cu ft/lb
 
Refractive Index (no),70®F
 
Liquid
 
Vapor(one atmosphere)
 
Dielectric Constant:
 
Liquid at 75®F
 
Vapor (0.5 atmosphere)at 78®F
 
Relative Dielectric Strength (Nf=1)1
 
at1 atmosphere with O.l-inc^ gap
 
and 0.75-inch-Ephere-to-plane gapr.
 
at 77®F.
 
Hiennal Conductivity,k,in
 
Btu/(hr)(ft)CF)
 
t*r
 
Liquid
 
—40
 
0
 
40
 
120
 
Vapor(one atmosphere)
 
-40
 
0
 
40
 
120
 
temperature in ®F
 
T-temperature in ®R «®F4-459.69
 
psia-pressure in Ib/sq in absolute
 
psig-pressure in Ib/sq in gage
 
p-pressure of vapor in psia
 
p»at -pressure ofsaturated vapor in psia
 
ly -volume ofthe saturated liquid in cu 

Vf-volume ofthe saturated vapor in cu 

CHCIF2
 
86.476
 
-41.36
 
-256
 
204.81
 
721 906
 
32.76
 
0.030525
 
1.259
 
1.00073
 
^6.11
 
1.0035
 
1.3;,;
 
' k.
 
0.0792
 
0.0598
 
0.0605
 
0.0417
 
0.0050
 
0.0056
 
0.0061
 
0.0072
 
Viscosity, 17, in (Uentipoises:
 
■ jiL 
Liquid 
—40 
, ■ 0: 
40 
120 
Vapor(one atmosphere) 
—40 
0
 
40
 
■ ,120 
Surface Tension,7,in dynes/cm: 
: —40-- .
 
0
 
40
 
120
 
Solubility of Water in the Liquid:
 
l®F
 
-^100 
■ • ^ ^ ^'-40 

40
 
100
 
Flammability:
 
Nonflammable and nonexplosive at ordinary tem
 
peratures. Mayform weakly combustible mixtures
 
with air at very high temperatures.
 
Toxicity:
 
Verylow toxicity—ratedin Group5a bythe Under
 
writers'Laboratoriesin their reportMU No.3134.
 
UNITS AND FACTORS
 
ft/lb
 
ft/lb
 
V-volumeofthesuperheated vapor in cu ft/lb
 
d/-i/(y -density ofthe saturated liquid in Ib/cu ft
 
dg ^ IjVg -density ofthe saturated vapor in Ib/cu ft
 
A/-enthalpy ofthe saturated liquid in Btu/lb
 
A/9-enthalpy of vaporization in Btu/lb
 
hg -enthalpy ofthe saturated vapor in Btii/lb
 
H -enthalpy ofthe superheated vapor in Btu/lb
 
: ^ ­
0.349
 
0.298
 
0.261
 
0.211
 
0.0100
 
0.0111
 
0.0121
 
9.0140
 
7." '
 
18.5
 
14.9
 
11.4
 
4.9
 
PPm
 
19
 
120
 
690
 
1800 
Sf-entropy ofthe saturate liquid in Btu/(lb-)(®R)
 
Sg -entropy ofthe saturated vapor in Btu/(lb)(®R)
 
S-entropy ofthe superheated vapor in Btu/Ob)(®R)
 
Cf -heat capacity ofthe saturated liquid in Btu/(lb)(®F)
 
c® —heatcapacity ofthe vapor at constant volume in
 
Btu/(lh)(®F)at zero pressure
 
Cp -heatcapacity ofthe vapor atconstant pre^ure in
 
Btu/ab)(®F)
 
C9 -heat capacity ofthe vapor at Constant volume in
 
Btu/(lb)(®F)
 
k -them^conductivity in Btu/(hr)(ft)(®F)
 
ii-viscosity in centipoises
 
7-surface tension in dynes/cm
 
np""refractive index
 
e-base of natural logarithms-2^7182818^
 
The gas constant,R =10.7315 (psia)(cu ft)/(®R)(lb mol)
 
Heatunits(Btu/lb)-work units(psia)(cuftAb)xO.185053
 
One atmosphere=14.696 psia -29.9212inches of mercury
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TABLE I "FREON" 22 SATURATION P R OP E R TIES—TEMPE R AT U R E TABLE
 
TEMP.
 
65
 
66
 
67
 
68
 
69
 
70
 
71
 
72
 
73
 
74
 
75
 
76
 
77
 
78
 
79
 
81
 
82 .
 
83
 
84
 
85
 
86
 
87
 
88
 
89
 
90
 
91
 
92.
 
93';
 
•94.
 
95
 
96
 
97
 
98
 
99
 
100
 
101
 
102
 
103 ­
104
 
105­
106
 
107
 
108
 
109
 
110
 
111
 
112
 
113
 
114
 
115
 
116
 
117
 
density
VOLUME
 
PRESSURE
 
cu p./lb Ib/cu ft 
LIQUID VAPOR LIQUID VAPOR 
PSIA PSIC 
V //V 
125.93 11U3 0.013136 0.43663 76.126 
23903 
127.92 113.22 0:013159 0.42981 75.996 
23266 
129.94 115.24 0.013181 0.42311 71865 23635 
131.97 117.28 0.013204 0.41653 71733 
2.4008 
134.04 119.34 0.013227 0.41007 71601 
2.4386 
136.12 
138.23 
140:37 
121.43 
123.54 
125.67 
0.013251 
0.013274 
0.013297 
0.40373 
0JS75I 
0.39139 
71469 
71336 
75302 
14769 
23157 
,15550 
142.52 127.83 0.013321 GJ853S 71068 
15948 
144.71 130.01 0.013345 0J7949 74-934 
16351 
146.91 
149.15 
132-22 
134.45 
0.013369 
0.013393 
0J7369 
0J68O0 
74.799 
74.664 
16760 
17174 
151.40 136.71 0.013418 0.36241 74-528 
17593 
153.69 138.99 0.013442 0J5691 74.391 
2JW18 
155.99 141.30 0.013467 0-35151 74354 18449 
158.33 143.63 0.013492 034621 74.116 
18885 
160.68 145.99 0.013518 0.34099 71978 
19326 
163.07 148.37 0.013543 033587 71839 19774 
165.48 150.78 0.013569 033083 71700 
10227 
167.92 153.22 0.013594 032588 71560 
10686 
170.38 155.68 0.013620 032101 71420 11151 
172.87 158.17 0.013647 0.31623 73378 11622 
175.38 160.69 0.013673 031153 n.l37 
33100 
177.93 163^3 0.013700 030690 72-994 
33583 
180.50 165.80 0.013727 030236 72351 
33073 
183.09 168.40 0.013754 039789 71708 
13570 
185.72 171.02 0.013781 039349 72364 14073 
188.37 173.67 0.013809 0.28917. 72.419 3.4582 
191.05 176.35 0.013836 0.28491 72373 
3.5098 
193.76 179.06 0.013864 038073. 71127 3.5621 
. 196.50 181.80 0.013893 037662 71.980 3.6151 
199.26 184.56 0.013921 0.27257 71-133 3.6688 
20205 187.36. 0.013950 Q3685S 71.685 17232 
204.87 190.18 0.013979 036467 71-536 17783 
207.72 193.03 0.014008 036081 71.386 
18341 
210.60 195.91 0.014038 0.25702 71336 
18907 
213.51 198.82 0.014068 035329 71.084 19481 
216:45 201.76 0.014098 0349S2 70.933 4-0062 
219.42 204.72­ 0.014128 034600 70.780 4-0651 
222.42 207.72. 0.014159 034244 70.626 
4,1247 
225.45 210.75 0.014190 033894 70.472 
4.1852 
228.50 213.81 0.014221 033549 70J17 
43465 
231.59 216.90 0.014253 033209 71161 
4.3086 
234,71 
237.86 
220.02 
223.17 
0.014285 
0.014317 
032875 
032546 
70.005 
69.847 
43715 
4.4354 
241.04 226.35 0.014350 0.22222 69.689 
4.5000 
244.25 229.56 0.014382 031903 
69.529 4.5656 
247.50 232.80 0.014416 031589 
69369 4:6321 
250.77 236.08 0.014449 031279 69308 
4.6994 
254.08 239.38 0.014483 030974 69.046 
4.7677 
257.42 242.72 0.014517 030674 68.8S3 4.8370 
260.79 246.10 0.014552 0.20378 68.719 4:9072 
264.20 .249.50 0.014587 030087 61554 4.9784 
ENTROPY
 
8lu/lb Btu/(IbX-R) TEMf
 
ENTHALPY
 
VAPOR
LIQUID LATENT VAPOR LIQUID •F
 
V
 
110.070 0.06021 031541 65
28.638 81.432
 
81308 110.140 0.06076 031524 66
 
29328 80.982 110.209 0.06131 031507 67
 
28.932
 
80.755 110378 0.06186 031490 68
29.523
 
80.527 110.346 0.06241 031473 69
29.819
 
80398 110.414 0.06296 031456 70
30.116
 
30.413 80.068 110.480 0.06351 031439 71
 
79.836 110.547 0.06406 031422 72
30.710
 
79.604 110.612 0.06461 031405 73
 
31307 79.370 110.677 0.06516 031388 74
 
31.008
 
31.606 79.135 110.741 0.06571 031372 75
 
110J05 0.06626 031355 76
 
32306 78.662
 
31.906 78.899
 
110.868 0.06681 031338 77
 
110.930 0.06736 031321 78
32.506 78.423
 
78.184 110.991 0.06791 031305 79
32.808
 
33.109 •77.943 MI.052 0.06846 031288 80
 
77.701 111.112 0.06901 031271 81
33.412
 
33.714 77.457 111.171 0.06956 031255 82
 
111330 0.07011 031238 83
 
34322 76.966 111388 0.07065 031222 84
 
34.018 77312
 
111J345 0.07120
34.626 76.719 031205 85
 
34.931 76.470 111.401 0.07175 031188 86
 
111.457 0.07230 031172 87
35337 76320
 
35.543 75.968 111.512 0.07285 031155 88
 
75.716 111.566 0.07339 031139 89
35:850 ­
75.461 111.619 0.07394 031122 90
36.158
 
75.206 111.671 0.07449 031106 91
36.466
 
111.723 0.07504 031089 92
36.774 74.949
 
37.084 74.690 , 111.774 0.07559 031072 93
 
111.824 0.07613 031056 94
37.394 74.430
 
111.873 0.07668 031039 95
37.704 74,168
 
73.905 111.921 0.07723 031023 96
 
38328.;:
 
38.016
 
73.641 111.968 0.07778 031006 97
 
73.375, 111015 0.07832 030989 98
 
33,953 73.107 112.060 0.07887 0309n 99
 
38.640,
 
72.838 111105 0.07942 030956 100
39367
 
72.567 111149 0.07997 030939 101
 
39397 72394 111192 0.08052 030923 102
 
40313
 
39.5K
 
72.020 112333 0.08107 030906 103
 
40.530 71.744 111274 0.08161 030889 104
 
40.847 71.467 111314 0.08216 030872 105
 
4L166 71.187 111353 0.08271 030855 106
 
41.485 70:906 112391 0.08326 030838 107
 
41.804 70.623 111427 0.08381 030821 108
 
41125 70J38 111463 0.08436 030804 109.
 
42.446 70.052 112.498 0.08491 030787 110
 
41768 69.763 111531 0.08546 030770 111
 
43.091 69.473 112.564 0.08601 030753 112
 
43.415 69.180 111595 0.08656 030736 113
 
43.739 68.886 112.626 0.08711 030718 114
 
112.655 0.08766 030701 115
44.065 68.590
 
68391 112.682 0.08821 030684 116
44.391
 
0.08876 117
67.991 111709 030666
44.718
 
80
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TABLE I "FREON" 22 SATURATION PROPERTIES-TEMPERATURE TABLE
 
VOLUME DENSITY ENTHALPY 
ENTROPY 
temp. 
PRESSURE 
PSIA PSIG 
cufl/Ib 
LIQUID VAPOR 
Ib/cu a 
LIQUID 
//V 
vapor LIQUID 
'7 
Btu/lb 
LATENT 
'7r 
VAPOR 
''r 
LIQUID 
V 
VAPOR 
^x 
Biu/dbrfi) 
•F 
TEMP. 
Ti 
12 
13 
U : 
47.464' 32.768 
:48:423, 33.727 
49.396 ■ 34.700 
50.384 35.688 
51.387 36.691 
0.012088 
0.012105 
0.012121 
0.012138 
0.012154 
1.1290 
1.1077 
1.0869 
1.0665 
1.0466 
82.724 
82.612 
82.501 
82^89 
^i76 
0.88571 
0.90275 
0.92005 
0.93761 
0,95544 
13.104 
13.376 
13.648 
13.920 
14.193 
92.338 
92.162 
91.986 
91.808 
91.630 
105.442 
105.538 
105.633 
105.728/ 
105.823 
0.02932 
0.02990 
0.03047 
0.03104 
0.03161 
0.22592 
0;22570 
0.22548 
0.22527 
0.22505 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
52.405 
53.438 
54.487 
55.551 
56.631 
37.709 
38.742 
39.791 
40.855 
41.935 
0.012171 
0.012188 
0.012204 
0.012221 
0.012238 
1.0272 
1.0082 
0.98961 
0.97144 
0:95368 
82:164 
82.051 
81.938 
81.825 
81.711 
0.97352 
0.99188 
1.0105 
1.0294 
1.0486 
14.466 
14.739 
15.013 
15.288 
11562 
91.451 
91.272 
91.091 
90.910, 
90.728 
105.917 
106.011 
106.105 
106:198 
106.290 
0.03218 
0.03275 
0.03332 
0.03389 
0.03446 
0.22484 
012463 
0.22442 
0.22421 
012400 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
57.727 
58.839 
59.967 
61.111 
62.272 
43.031 
44.143 
45.271 
46.415 
0-012255 
0.012273 
0.012290 
0.012307 
0.012325 
0:93631 
0.91932 
0.90270 
0.88645 
0.87055 
81.597 
81.483 
81.368 
81.253 
81.138 
1.0680 
1.0878 
1.1078 
1.1281 
1.1487 
11837 
11113 
16J89 
16.665 
16.942 
90.545 
90J62 
90.178 
89.993 
89.807 
106.383 
106.475 
106.566 
106.657 
106:748 
0.03503 
0.03560 
0.03617 
0.03674 
0.03730 
012379 
012358 
012338 
012318 
012297 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
63.450 
64.644 
65.855 
67.083 
68.328 
48.754 
49.948 
51.159 
52.387 
53.632 
0.012342 
0.012360 
0.012378 
0.012395 
0.012413 
0:85500 
0.83978 
0.82488 
0.81031 
0.79604 
81.023 
80.907 
80.791 
80.675 
80.558 
1.1696 
1.1908 
1.2123 
1.2341 
1.2562 
17.219 
17.496 
17.774 
18-052 
11330 
89.620 
89.433 
89.244 
89055 • 
88.865 
106.839 
106.928 
107.018 
107.107 
107.196 
0.03787 
0.03844 
0.03900 
0.03958 
0.04013 
012277 
012257 
012237 
012217 
012198 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
34 
69.591 
70.871 
72.169 
73:485 
74.818 
54.895 
56.175 
57.473 
58.789 
60.122 
0.012431 
0.012450 
0.012468 
0.012486 
a012505 
0.78208 
0 76842 
0.75503 
0.74194 
0.72911 
80.441 
80,324 
80.207 
80:089 
79.971 
1.2786 
1.3014 
1.3244 
1.3478 
U715 
18.609 
18.889 
19.169 
19.449 
: 19.729 
88.674 
88.483 
88.290 
88.097 , 
87.903 
107.284 
107.372 
107.459 
107.546 
107.632 
0.04070 
0.04126 
; 0.04182 
0.04239 
0.04295 
012178 
012158 
012139 
012119 
012100 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
76.170 
77.540 
78.929 
. 80.336 
81.761 
61.474 
62.844 
64.233 
€5.640 
67.065 
0.012523 
0.012542 
0.012561 
0:012579 
0.012598 
0:71655 
0.70425, 
0.69221 
0.68041 
0.66885 
79.852 
79.733 
79.614 
79.495 
79.375 
1.3956 
1.4199 
1.4447 
1.4697 
1.4951 
20.010 
20.292 
21574 
20.856 
21.138 
87.708 
87.512 
, 87J16 
87.118 
86.920 
107.719 
107.804 
107.889 
107.974 
108.058 , 
0.04351 
0.04407 
0.04464 
0.04520 
0.04576 
012081 
012062 
012043 
012024 
012005 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39^ 
41 
42 , 
43 
44 
83.206 
84.670 
86.153 
87.655 
89.177 
68.510 
69.974 
71.457 
72.959 
74.481 
0.012618 
0.012637 
0.012656 
0.012676 
0.012695 
0.65753 
0.64643 
0.63557 
0.62492 
0.61448 
79.255 
79;i34 
79.013 
78.892 
78.770 
1.5208 
1.5469 
1.5734 
1.6002 
1.6274 
21.422 
21.705 
21.989 
72211 
22.558 
86.720 
86.520 
86J19 
86.117 
85.914 
108.142 
108.225 
108.308 
108.390 
108.472 
0.04632 
0.04688 
0.04744 
0.04800 
0.04855 
011986 
011968 
011949 
011931 
011912 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 90.719 
46.■ 92.280 
.47. ■ , , '■■ ■ 93.861 
:48' ' ■ 95.463 
97-085 
76.023 
77.584 
79.165 
80.767 
82.389 
a012715 
0.012735 
0.012755 
0.012775 
0.012795 
0.60425 
0.59422 
0.58440 
• 0.57476 
0.56532 
78.648 
78.526 
78.403 
78.280 
78.157 
1.6549 
1.6829 
1.7112 
1.7398 
1.7689 
. 22.843 
23.129 
23.415 
23.701 
23.988 
85J10 
85.506 
85J00 
85.094 
84.886 
108.553 
108.634 * 
108.715 
108.795 
108.874 
0.04911 
0.04967 
0.05023 
0.05079 
0.05134 
011894 
011876 
011858 
011839 
011821 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
-­
% 
■52. > ' 
53 
54 
98.727 
100.39 
102.07 
103.78 
105.50 
84.031 
85.69 
87.38 
89.08 
90.81 
0.012815 
0.012836 
0:012856 
0.012877 
0.012898 
0.55606 
0.54698 
0:53808 
0.52934 
0.52078 
78.033 
77.909 
77.784 
77.659 
77.534 
1.7984 
1.8282 
1.8585 
1.8891 
1.9202 
24.275 
24.563 
24.851 
25.139 
25.429 
84.678 
84.468 
84.258 
84.047 
83.834 
108.953 
109.031 
109.109 
109.186 
109.263 
0.05190 
0.05245 
0.05301 
0.05357 
0.05412 
011803 
011785 
011768 
011750 
011732 
• SI 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 . 
59 
107.25 
109.02 
110.81 
112.62 
114.46 
92.56 
94.32 
96.11 
97.93 
99.76 
0.012919 
0.012940 
0.012961 
0.012982 
0.013004 
0:51238 
0.50414 
0.49606 
0 48813 
0.48035 
77.408 
77.232 
77.155 
77.028 
76.900 
1.9517 
1.9836 
2.0159 
2.0486 
2.0818 
25.718 
26.008 
TE-TOS 
26.589 
26.880 
83.621 
83407 
83.191 
82.975 
82.758 
109.339 
109.415 
109.490 
109.564 
109.638 
0.05468 
0.05523 
0.05579 
0.05634 
0.05689 
011714 
011697 
011679 
011662 
011644 
55 
56 
57 
58 
: 
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AIRC 10	 Name:
 
Project 16	 Date:
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to practice the division ofdecimal
 
numbers asthe process applies to the application ofevaporator coils u
 
in the HVAG industry.
 
Procedure: 	 Each student will be assigned sample evaporator coils taken from
 
07.03a. Refeitirig to the information at 7.03b and based on the model
 
number ofthe coil and the number offins perinch on each coil,the
 
The student will assume 12,000BTUsequals one ton ofrefiigeration.
 
Evaporator Capacity Capacity 
Coil ■TD- : in Tons inBTUs 
U.Ul-118 10 
UAHl-365	 2.3 : 
UAH3-648	 97,200 
IjAHl-182 18 
UAM2-441 10 ' ^ 
Note: 	TD- the temperature difference between evaporator temperature 
and fixture temperature. 
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Evaporator Temperature and Relative Humidity
 
Proper sizing ofthe waporator coil determihes thejteniperature and the hutnidilv^ the space to be
 
conditioned.
 
Toknow the acceptable evaporator temperature on a system,one mustknow the required temperature
 
difference between the fixture and the evaporator. In order to know this information,we mustknow the
 
desired fixture temperature andthe average relative humidityfor the application. Pages 18 -20from the
 
Russell Manual lists some ofthecommon applications with the average fixture temiKratUre and relative
 
humidity.. ' : , ,v.'
 
The refrigerant or eraporator temperature isthe temperature corresponding to the suction gage pressure,

less line loss(ifknown). It is notthefemperature ofthe coil or the air leaving the coil.
 
The wider the split between fixture and evaporator,or the colder the temperature ofthe refiigerantin
 
relation to the temperature ofthe fixture,the higher the latent heat removal. An increase in latent heat
 
removalwill resultinlower reiative huimditv'within the fixture.
 
Thelower the splitbetween fixture and evaporator,the lower the latent heatremoval and the higher the
 
relative humidit}'ofthe fixture.
 
Therelationship between evaporator capacit}',T.D.arid area ofthe evaporator is:
 
BTlJ/hr:=TX'T.:D.X'Area\, 7/:
 
Where:U is the heattransfer cpefficient ofthe coil materiifi
 
T.D.isthe temperature difference between fixture and evaporator temperature.
 
Area isthe surface area ofthecoil exix)sed to circulating air in square feet.
 
Following,is the average T,D.between evaporator andfixture and the resulting relative humidity,
 
T.D. . ^ ' ■. ; 7-T.D.7 . m% 
10-15 95-90% 25 -30 75 -65% 
15-18: ^ V 9^^^^^ 30-35 65-55% 
18-22 85-80% : 35-40 55-50% 
22-25- -; ' . ^ ■ 80-75% ; 40;-43^ ;;■ , 
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I C2CZ? /\ COMPLETE REFPIGERATIOIM
 
n L-J ^—/ I r \I ^v^-rr=ivi^ ia/itw listprices
SYSTEMS WITH LISTPRICES MAY 1383
 
UT
 
ULTRA TEMP
 
ULTRA HIGH POWERED
 
UNIT COOLERS
 
Low Temperature Models
 
Wilh Electric Ocirost
 
BTU/HR Fan Motor
 
Mod«l W H b Wt
10- TO (12- TO d<«. H.P.
 Russell's new Ultra Temp unit cooler is exceptionally 
4 Fki« p«f locihi -30* Ev«p T«rttp«niture'—Eloctflc or H< Pelto versatile, covering a|l temperature applications in a com 
pact. slim profile design. The Ultra Temp is ideally suited 
i/«ui-n8 11.800 14.200 20 3/4 46H 25V4 21'4 190
 for large walkrihs. storage and freezers: Air throw is upto 
U«U2-236 23.600 28.300 20 3/4 76V4 25V4 21% 370
 TOO feet with optional metal air straighleners. 
35.500 42,600 •20 3/4 .76H 31V4 21% 440
 
U«U3-<74 47.400 56,900 20 3/4 106Vi 3114 21% 570
 
U«U4-711 71.100 85.300 20 3/4 136V& S1H 21% 665
 
U*U4-851 85.100 102.100 24 3/4 136Vi 4914 23% 875
 
tf«U4-i080 106.000 129.600 24 3/4 13614 49V4 23% 900
 
6 Fki« p«r kKrfi -^10* Eirap T«oipcra<urc—Etoctrlc or Ho(-Ga«
 FL 
t>»L1-152 15.200 18.200 20 3/4 46V4 2514 21% 200
 FLOW-TEMP 
U*L1-19.1 19.300 23.200 3/4 46H 2514 21% 220
 
t>*L2-304 30.400 36.500 20 3/4 76V4 2514 21% 400 LOW VELOCITY
 
-U*L2-3S1. 36.100 43.3Q0 20 3/4 76Vi isii4- 2T*'4^.
 
?o
 
UNIT COOLERS 
rU«L2-408 40.800 49.000 20 3/4 76V4 31V4 21% 446*".
 
54.000 64.800 20, 3/4 . 106H 3114 21% ies­
U*L3-€13 61.300 73.600 20 3/4 106V1 3114 21% 620
 
U«L4^722 72.200 86.600 20 3/4 136H 3114 21% 675
 
U«L4-817 81.700 98.000 20 V 3/4' 136>4 3114 21% 726
 jLr»L4.H00. 1ip.iX|0
 132.000 24 3/4 • 13614 4914 23% 885
 BTU/HR. Faha Fan

!0*L^i380 138.000 165.600 24 3/4 13614 49V4 23% 910 Model 10- 12-, No. — Motor Olmefislofta
 
TO TO Oiam. H.P. 0 w H • Wt 
Air Defrost iModeh
 
FL26-67 6.700 8.040 2-10 9W 27% 58% 8% 100 
8TU/HR Fan Motor FL36-100 10.000 12.000 3-10 9W 27% 82% 9 160Mo<M ■■ W • H 0 Wt10- TD 1 15- TO dim. H.P.
 FL36-135 13.500 16.200 3-10 16W 27% 82% 12 207 
FL46-180 16.000 21.600 4-10 16W 27% 106% 12 2916FkM p«r locih "♦JK* E*«p T«nip<rature•r-Atr Oafrost 
Ft46-265 26.500 31.800 4-10 16V/ 27% 106% 15 320 
UAMl-164 16.400 24.600 20 1/3 48% 25% 21% 200 
UAM1-209 20.900 31.350 20 1/3 46% 25% 21% 220 
UAM2-329 32.900 49.350 20 1/3 76% 31% 21% 400 TheRussellFlow TempUnit Cooler was first introduced 
iUAM2-390' 39.000 58.500 20 1/3 76% 31% 21%" to the refrigeration industry in 1964 to answer the many
;UAM2-441 44.1<» 66.150 20- 1/3 76% 31%' 21% 446­ requests for reduced velocity applications. It is especiaily
LIMM3-683 58.300 87.450 20 1/3 106% 31% 21%. 685: designed for high humidity applications where meat 
UAM^e62 66.200 99.300 20 1/3 106% 31% 21% 620 shrinkage in cutting and storage robms is a factor. It has 
UAM4.780 78.000 117.000 20 1/3 136% 31% 21% 675 an extremely comfortable sound level. Thousands have 
\ UAM4^2_^ ^88.200 132.300 20 1/3 136% 31% 21% 726_ beeninuseinmeat cutting,holding andpackaging rooms,
KAM4ll32a 132.000 198.000 24 3/4 136%' 49%'^ b*- ab." fruit andvegetablestorage roomsand florist boxes.Flow­|UAM4-1656 165,600 248.400 24 3/4 136% 49% 23% j V9. Temps come with a white baked polyester coating on the 
• Floa par Inch a2S- Evap Temperature—Air Oetroft housing. ■ ■ , 
UAH1-182 18.200 27.300 20 1/3 46% 25% 21% 210 
All of the aboveUnit Coolersare UL listedandaremadeUAH1-232 23.200 34.800 20 1/3 46% 25% 21% 230 
for standard air defrost as weU as electric defrost.
UAH2-365 36.500 54.750 20 1/3 76% 31% 21% 410
 
?.UAH2-433 i 43.300 64.950 20 1/3 ■76% 31% 21%
 
FUAH2-490 ' ^9.000 73.aX3 20 1/3 •, 76% 31% 21% 458 TESTING;
 
hUAK3-648 64^00 97.200 20 •1/3 106% 31% 21% eoo.
 Each Russ Pak system isassembled under strict quality
UAH3-736 73.600 110.400 20 1/3, 106% 31% 21% 635 control.Thecondensing unit ispressurized for leak detec 
UAH4-866 86.W 129.900 20 1/3 136% 31% 21% 690 tion. then fully eyacuated to 200 microns pressure. The 
UAH4-960 147.000 136% 21%^98.^ 20 1/3 31% 746 electrical circuit is given a full dielectric test prior to the

KiAH^452 easioo" 217.600 24 3/4 136% 49% 23%
 unit being given a complete run test. The unit Is prepared
[;ijXi^i82j: ;T^100 273.150 24 3/4 . 136% 23% 930- for shipment with a holding charge of dry nitrogen.
49% 
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AIRC 10 	 Class Session8
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completingthis lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	 Understand the concept ofsurface and volume measure.
 
2. 	 Solve practical problems relating to the volume ofcubes,cylinders,and irregular
 
' forms. ■ 
3. 	 Apply units ofvolumeto solve problems related to liquid measure.
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo& OlivO,Units20&21.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. 	 Surface measure refersto the measurement ofan object that haslength and height
 
2. 	 Volume measure refers to the measurement ofthree linear dimensions:length,
 
height,and depth.
 
Structure:
 
Theinstructor will discuss the essential conceptsofthe lesson. In orderto reinforce the
 
essential concepts,the instructor will review the rule for applying surface measureto
 
cubesand circles,the rule for jSnding the area ofa cube,and the rule for finding the
 
volume ofa cylinder. When noforther questions aboutthe essential concepts or rules are
 
observed,the students will complete three in-class projects.
 
1. 	 Surface Measure and Conversion to Equivalent Units.
 
Each student will measurethe total area ofwindow exposurefor an assigned class
 
room and express the units in square feet. Thelab can befound at 8.01.
 
2. 	 Volume Measure
 
The student will be assigned a reciprocating compressor. After removing the
 
cylinder head and valve plates,the student will determine the total volumeofthe
 
compressor cylinders and express the answerin cubic inches and cubic feet. The
 
lab project can befound at 8.02.
 
3. 	 Volume measure
 
The student will be assigned various walk-in freezers and refiigerators in order
 
to determine the interior volume expressed in cubic feet. Thelab project can be
 
found at 8.03.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possiblefor this activity. Each student completing all three projects
 
will receivefoil credit for this activity. Students who do notcome prepared,do not
 
participate,or fail to complete a project will loose one pointfor each criteria they fail to
 
meet.
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AIRC 10	 Name;
 
Project 17	 Date:
 
Surface Measure and Conversion
 
to Equivalent Units
 
Objective:	 The purpose ofthis project is to practice the measurement ofsurface
 
area.
 
Procedure: 	 Each student will measurethe surface area of the following structures
 
and record the answersin square feet:
 
1. 	 Floor space of AIRC lab 21-8.
 
2. 	 Floor space ofAIRC lab 21-1&3
 
3. Window surface area ofAIRC lab
 
21 -1&3
 
4. 	 Fenced yard space behind AIRC
 
lab 21-1&3
 
5. 	 Window surface area ofAIRC lab
 
21-8
 
Whatisthe total floor space allocated
 
to the AIRC Department?
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AIRC 10 Name: 
PrGjeet 18 Date: 
Volume Measure ofa
 
Compressor Cylinder
 
Objective: The purpose ofthis project is to practice the measurement ofvolume
 
Procedure: The student will be assigned three reciprocating compressors. After
 
expressthe answerin cubicfeet and cubic inches.The student willrefer
 
the reference material at 8.02a-cfor compressor disassembles.
 
Compressor#1
 
Model# Piston Displacement:
 
Compressor#2
 
Model# Piston Displacement:
 
Compressor#3
 
Model# Piston Displacement:
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COPELAND COPELAWIETIC
 
QRr^R_cjR8—9RA1—9RJ1—9TK1
 
COMPRESSOR PARTS
 
r/
 
,i?
 
i 
II
 
! I —"
 
?i'
 (S5^^

kS^i
 
Ti"Protection*
T""Protection*
 
-A"& Protection*
 
31
 
K
 
©i­
2-­
3^
 
/ u<<3p
 
2^ ­
TIC
 
?-<o
 
24A
 
EXPLODED VIEW
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COPELAND COPELAMETIC
 
9R38—9R8—9RA1—9RJ1—9TK1
 
COMPRESSOR PARTS
 
00 —V
 
^7
 
©
 
—­
"H"Protection*

"F"Protection*
&^"Protection*
 
13 18
 
K
 
1«A
 
s—
 
i<e
 
KC
 
•IS
 
-<1
 
V
 
MO
 
34A
 
EXPLODED VIEW
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—6D72-75 
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See Follbwinq Pages (or Pffts Usl 
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AIRC 10 Name;
 
Project 19 Date:
 
Voluine Measure ofa
 
Liquid Receiver
 
Objective: The purpose ofthis project is to practice the measurement ofvolume
 
measure.
 
Procedure: Each student will be assigned four refrigeration systems usinga liquid
 
receiver to store refrigerant
 
the liquid
 
. The receiver
 
Refrigeration Receiver Refrigerant
 
System# Volume Weightin lbs.
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AIRC 10 Class Session9
 
Objective; After satisfactorily coinpleting thislesson,each student should be ableto:
 
1. Petermine base,rate,or percentage valuesin practical HVAc problenis.
 
2. Compute the average ofseveral quantities
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical niathematics by Olivo& Glivo,Units 24&25.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. Percent is a method ofwriting decimalsas whole numbers.
 
2. The average oftwo or more quantities is found by Simple addition and division.
 
Structure:
 
The instructor will discussthe essential concepts ofthe lesson. In order to reinforce the
 
essential Concepts,the instructor will review the rule forfinding percentage when base and
 
rate is given,the rule for findingbase or rate when the percentage is given,and the rule for
 
averaging quantities based on the assigned reading. When no further questions about the
 
essential concepts or rules are observed,the students will complete three in-class projects.
 
1. 	Determining Percentage
 
Each student will be assigned one air conditioning system and one refrigeration
 
system. Based onthe name plate or the size ofthe receiver the student will
 
determine the volume ofthe refrigerant chargeofeach system. The student will
 
then detenhine the allowable annual loss based on the 15%-30%EPA rule. The lab
 
project is located at 9.02.
 
2. 	Determining Percentage
 
Eachlab group will determine the actual capacity ofa refrigeration system based
 
upon the system operational performance. The lab group will operate the system
 
and then record its performance characteristics. The characteristics recorded will
 
then be matched with capacity multipliers that will detennine the systemsactual
 
capacity.
 
3. 	Determining Average
 
Each lab group will be assigned a refiigeration system operating on three phase
 
electricity. The lab group will solve for voltage imbalance by averaging the current
 
and voltage. The lab project is located at 9.03.
 
.-Evaluation:'
 
There are six points possible for this activity. Students who do not come prepared,or fail
 
to complete a project will loose credit for each project they fail to complete
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AIRCIO	 Name:
 
Project20	 Date:
 
Determining Percentage of
 
Allowable RefrigerantLoss
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to find the allowable annual loss of
 
refiigerant chargefor an air conditioning or refiigeration system
 
based upon Section 608 ofthe Clean Air Act.
 
Information: 	Effective July 13,1993 any annualized leak rate of35% or more in
 
commercial refiigeration or industrial process equipment must be
 
repaired.For appliances otherthan industrial process equipment and
 
commercial refiigeration,an annualleak rate of15% must be repaired.
 
Procedure: 	 Each student will be assigned a series of air conditioning and
 
refiigeration systems. Based on the name plate refiigerant charge,or
 
the size ofthe receiverfound in lab 8.03,the student will determine the
 
volume ofthe refiigerant charge in each system. The student will then
 
determine the allowable annual loss based on the 15%-35%EPA rule.
 
Refrigeration Refrigerant Allowable
 
System # Charge in lbs. Loss in lbs.
 
16
 
19
 
22
 
35
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AIRC 10	 Name:
 
Project22	 Date:
 
Solvefor Voltage and Current
 
Imbalance by Averaging
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to use the process ofaveraging to
 
determine ifa voltage or current imbalance exists in a three phase
 
electrical circuit.
 
Information: 	Voltage imbalance is veryimportant when working with three phase
 
motors. A small unbalance in a phase-to phase voltage can result in a
 
much greater current unbalance. With unbalanced current the heat
 
generated in the motor will increase and may result in motor failure.
 
For this reason,never run a motor where a greater than2%voltage
 
phase unbalance exists.
 
Procedure: 	 Each student will be assigned an air conditioning or refrigeration unit
 
operating on three phase electricity. The student will open the
 
disconnect switch supplying the refrigeration unit and check the
 
incoming phase-to-phase voltage between conductors A-B, A-C, B-C.
 
Percentage ofvoltage unbalance isfound by dividing the maximum
 
voltage deviation from the average by the average voltage,or:
 
%Voltage Unbalance=Max.E deviation from Avg.E/Avg.E
 
Determine Max.Deviation
 
Voltage	 Deviation
 
from Avg.
 
(A-B)
 
(A-C)
 
(B-C)
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AIRC iO 	 Class Session 11
 
Objective: After successfully completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	Relate signed numbersto appropriate values on line-graduated measuring
 
instruments
 
2. 	Solve practical problems ofaddition and ofnumbers with positive or negative
 
values.
 
3. Solve practical problems ofaddition and subtraction ofnumbers with positive or
 
negative values.
 
Information: Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo& Olivo,Unit47&48.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. 	Positive and negative numbers reflect a numerical direction from a fixed reference
 
point,usually zero.
 
2. 	Any valuelessthanzero is referred to as a negative quantity. Any value morethan
 
zero is a positive quality
 
Structure:
 
The instructor will discuss the essential concepts ofthe lesson. To reinforce the essential
 
concepts,the instructor will review the rule for adding signed numbers with unlike signs,
 
the rule for subtracting signed numbers,the rule for multiplying positive and negative
 
signed nunibers,and the rule dividing signed numbers with unlike signs based on the
 
assigned reading. When no further questions about the essentialconcepts or rules are
 
bbserved,the students will completetwo in-class projects.
 
1, 	Each student will be complete a written assignment that reinforces the concepts of
 
addition and subtraction ofsigned numbers,and the multiplication and divition of
 
signed numbers. This project is located at 11.01.
 
2. 	Subtraction ofNegative and Positive Quantities.
 
Each student will determine the pressure drop through the vapor line ofa
 
refiigeration unit and Compare the results to field standards. Pressure drop is
 
determined by recording the actual evaporator temperiature and converting to
 
pressure,and then Subtracting the actual suction pressure at the compressor. This
 
project is located at 11.02
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for these activities. Each student completing both
 
projects will receive fiiU credit. Students who do not come prepared^ do not
 
participate,or fail to complete a project will loose two pointsfor each activity they
 
failto Complete.
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AIRC 10	 Name:
 
Project24	 Date:
 
Subtraction ofNegative
 
and Positive Quantities
 
Objective: 	 The purposeofthis project isto practice the subtraction ofnegative
 
and positive quantities as the process appliesto pressure drop in the
 
refrigerant lines ofan air conditioning or refrigeration system.
 
Information: 	It is common practice in the refngeration industryto express the
 
recommended design pressure drops in refngerant lines as an equivalent
 
temperature change. The equivalent temperature change is defined as
 
the corresponding change in saturation temperature that would occur
 
forthe pressure drop specified The equivalent temperature change is a
 
useful way ofexpressing pressure drop because the ratings of
 
compressors are based on saturated suction and discharge temperatures.
 
Procedure: 	 Each lab group will be assigned alow temperature refngeration system.
 
The group will operate the assigned system for ofminimum of15
 
minutesto allow for stabilization; Oncethe unit has stabilized.Thelab
 
group will measure and record the actual evaporatortemperature by
 
applying an infrared or electronicthermometerto the evaporator coil.
 
The lab group will apply refngeration gagesto the suction line service
 
valve in Orderto measure and record the suction saturation temperature.
 
From the saturation property tables located at 7.02a-b,the pressure drop
 
can befound by
 
Psatatevap.
 
- Psatat comp.
 
pressure drop in psig
 
Refngeration Psat at the Psatat the Pressure drop 
System# evaporator compressor in psig 
16 
22 
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AIRG 10 	 Glass Session 12
 
Objective: After satisfactorily completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	Convertfrom one set ofunits to another and properly round offall numbers.
 
2. 	Solvefor basic units ofmeasurement used in theHVACindustry including:
 
density,specific volume,and specific gravity.
 
Information: Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo&Olivo.Unit 39.
 
Refrigeration principles and systems byEdward G.Pita Chapter 1 and Appendix 2.
 
Essential Concept:
 
1. There are different units ofmeasurementfor the same physical characteristics. These
 
units have a fixed relationship called equivalents or conversion factors
 
■Structure: 
In order to reinforce the essential concepts, the instructor will demonstrate the process of 
converting unit equivalents taken from 12.01, solve for the basic units ofmeasurement, 
and define the relationship between the three units ofpressure. When no further questions 
about the essential concepts or processes are observed, the students will complete three 
in-class projects. 
1; 	 Units and Conversion 
Each student will complete the written assignment at that reinforces the process
of changing quantities from original units to new units. The assignment can be found 
.atl2.02. 
2. 	 Solving for Mass. 
Each student will be required to complete a lab project that solves for the mass of 
water and pressure exerted in cooling towers located in the AIRC mechanical lab. 
The lab can be located at 12.03 
3. 	 Solving for Absolute, Gage and Vacuum Pressures. 
Each lab group will evacuate a reffigeration system with a vacuum pump. 
The group members will determine the pressure reductionusing a mercury 
manometer, or a micrometer. The readings will be expressed in absolute pressure 
for the folloMugumfs: Hg vac, psi,microns The lab is located at 12.04. 
Evaluation: 
There are six points possible for these activities.. Students who do not come prepared, do 
not participate, or fail to complete a project will loose credit for each activity they fail to 
complete. 
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AIRCIO
 
Project25
 
Objective; 

Procedure;
 
1.
 
2.
 
3.
 
4.
 
5.
 
6.
 
7.
 
8.
 
9.
 
10.
 
11.
 
12.
 
13.
 
14.
 
15.
 
16.
 
Name;
 
Date;
 
Units and Conversion
 
The purpose ofthis project is to apply conversion factors used
 
in theHVACindustry in order to deterinine mechanical equivalencies.
 
Each student will refer to the conversicin factors at 12.01ato solve for
 
the equivalencies below. Include all arithmetic on a separate sheet of
 
paper and reference the solutionsto the specific problem
 
SSpsig = ^Ftw. 1 7. lOOF = _C
 
14.5ft3/sec = gal/min. 18. 212F = C
 
83,200 Btu/hr = tons. 1 33C = _F
 
7.62in Hg. = __psig 3. 65C = F
 
12.6 hp = ^Btu/min 750gal = lbsH20
 
24,000 Btu/hr = kW 22. 35 lbs = galH20
 
5 hp = Kw 28. 9.5 tons = Btu/hr
 
10,000Btu/hr = hp 21. 5tons = _Btu/niin
 
4galH20 = lbs 25. 12 psig = ft.w
 
4galH20 = ^ft3 26. 3tons = kW
 
150,000Btu/hr = hp 27. 3tons = Hp
 
12 psig = ^ft. w 23. 160kW = _hp.
 
4psig = in.Hg 2S 4.5 hp. = kW
 
12,300 Btu/hr = kW 30 22psig = ^in. Hg
 
7.5 hp = kW I. 22galH20 = .ft3
 
256kW = hp 2hp = Btu/hr
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Appendix

2
 
UNIT EQUIVALENTS(CONVERSION
 
FACTORS)
 
Tochangefrom oneset ofunits to another^ multiply known quantity and unit by the ratio ofunit equivalents that results in
 
the desired units.
 
LENGTH
 
U.S.: 12 in.= 1 ft = 0.333 yd
 
metric: 1 m = 100 cm = 1000 

km = 10® microns
 
U.S.^metric: 1 ft=0.30 m
 
SI unit is the m
 
AREA
 
U.S.: 144 in.2= 1 ft^
 
U.S.-metric: 1 ft^=0.093 m^
 
SI unit is the m^
 
VOLUME
 
mm = 10"­
U.S.: 1728 in.^ = 1 ft^ = 7.48 gal.
 
U.S.-metric: 1 ft^ = 0.0283 m^
 
SI unit is the m^
 
MASS
 
U.S.: l ib = 16 oz
 
metric: I kg = 1000 g
 
U.S.-metric: 2.2 lb = 1 kg
 
SI unit is the kg
 
FORCE
 
U.S.-metric: 1 lb =4.45 N
 
5/unit is the N
 
VELOCITY
 
U.S.: 1 ft/sec = 0.68 mi/hr
 
SI unit is the m/sec
 
DENSITY
 
U.S.-metric: 1 Ib/ft^ = 16.0 kg/m^
 
SI unit is the kg/m'^
 
PRESSURE
 
U.S.: 1 psi = 2.3 ft w.= 2.04 in. Hg
 
1 atm = 101,300 N/m­
1 mm Hg= 133.3 Pa
 
U.S.-metric: 14.7 psi = 1 aim
 
SI unit is the N/m^(Pa)
 
TEMPERATURE
 
U.S.: F= R-460
 
metric:°C=°K-273
 
U.S.-metric:°F=(9/5)° C+ 32;°C= 5/9
 
(°F-32)
 
SI unit is the °R
 
ENERGY
 
U.S.: 1 Btu =778 ft-lb
 
metric: I J =1 W-sec — 0.239 cal
 
U Si-metric: I Btu = 1055J-252 cal
 
SI unit is the J
 
POWER(RATE OFENERGY)
 
2545 Btu/hr= 1 hp=0.746 kW
 
= 33,000 ft-lb/min
 
3410 Btu/hr= 1 kW
 
1 ton of refrigeration - 12,000 Btu/hr
 
= 4.72 HP= 3.52 kW
 
5/unit is the W
 
SPECIFIC HEAT
 
U.Sj^metric: 1 Btu/lb-F= 1 cal/gm-°C = 4.2
 
kJ/kg-°C
 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT U
 
U.S.-metric: 1 Btu/hr-ft--°F= 5.68 W/m^-^C
 
VOLUME FLOW RATE
 
U.Sir-metric: I CFM = 1.70 m^/hr
 
USEFUL EQUIVALENTS FOR WATER ONLY
 
(AT 60°F)
 
Dmii/v.* 8.33 lb = 1 gal
 
!'62.4 lb = 1 ft'^
 
Flow rate: 1 GPM =500 Ib/hr
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12.02 
AIRGIO
 
Project26
 
Objective:
 
Procedure; 

Name:
 
Date:
 
Solving for Mass
 
in Cooling Towers
 
The purpose ofthis project isto allow the student to apply units of
 
conversion to practical applications ofdete;irmining the massof
 
equipmentfound in theHVAG industry.
 
Each student is required to determine the mass and the density ofwater
 
in the basinsoftwo cooling towerslocated in the mechanical refrigeration
 
lab. The massofwater in the basins arefoqnd fr'om the equations below.
 
The approximate density ofwater can befOjUnd at 12.02a.
 
d = m/volume
 
V = volume/m
 
Whered=density,v=specific voliune,and m=niass
 
Gooling Water Water Specific
 
Tower# Volume Mass Volume
 
40
 
43
 
100
 
  
 
 
 
12.02a
 
Appendix
 
WATER: PROPERTIES OF LIQUID
 
AND SATURATED VAPOR (U.S.
 
UNITS)
 
Specific Volume; ft^/lb Specific Enthalpy. Btu/ib
 
Temperature, °F ■ Pressure, psia Liquid.. V, . Vapor. Vg Liquid, hf Latent, Vapor, hg Temperature ®F 
32 0089 0016 3305 002 1075.5 10755
 32
 
35 0.099 : 0016 2948 3.00 1073.8 1076.8 35
 
40 0122 0016 2446 803 1071.0 1079.0 40
 
45 0.147 0016 20378 13.04 1068.1 1081.2 45
 
50 0178 0016 1704.8 ^ 18.05 1065.3 1083.4 50
 
60 0.256 0016 12076 2806 1059.7 1087.7 60
 
70 0363 0.016 868.4 3805 1054.0 1092 1 70
 
80 0507 0016 633.3 48.04 1048.4 1096.4 80
 
90 0698 0016 468 1 58.02 1042.7 1100.8 90
 
100 0949 0016 3504 ' 6800 1037.1 . 1105 1 100
 
110 1.27 0.016 265.4 77.98 1031.4 1109.3 110
 
120 1 69 0016 203.26 87.97 1025.6 1113.6 120
 
130 2.22 0016 157.33 97.96 1019.8 1117.8 130
 
140 2.89 , 0016 123.00 107:9 1014.0 1122.0 140 
150 3.72 0.016 ■97.07 117.9 1008.2 1126.1 150 
160 4 74 0016 77.29 127.9 1002.2 1130.2 160 
170 5.99 0.016 62.06 137.9 996.2 1134.2 , ; 170 
180 7.51 0.016 50.22 T48.0 990.2 1138.2 180 
190 9.34 0.017 40.96 158.0 984.1 1142.1 190 
200 11.52 0.017 33.64 168.0 977.9 1146.0 200 
210 14.12 0.017 27.82 178.1 971.6 1149.7 210 
212 14.7 0.017 26.80 180 1 970.3 1150.5 ^ 212 
220 1718 0.017 23.15 188.2 965.2 1153.4 220 
230 20.8 0.017 19.38 198.3 958.7 1157.1 ■ 230 
240 24.9 0.017 16.32 208.4 952.1 1160.6 240 
250 29.8 0.017 13.81 218.5 945.4 1164.0 250 
260 35.4 0.017 11.76 228.7 938.6 1167.4 , : ; 260 
270 41.8 0.017 10.06 238.9 931.7 1170.6 270 
280 49.2 0.017 8.64 249.1 924.6 1173.8 280 
290 57.5 0.017 7.46 259.4 917.4 1176.8 290 
300 67.0 0.017 6.46 269.7 910.0 1179.7 300 
310 77.6 0.017 5.62 280.0 902.5 1182.5 310 
320 89.6 0.018 4.91 290.4 894.8 1185.2 320 
340 118.0 0.018 3.78 311 3 878.8 1190.1 340 
360 153.0 0.018 2.95 332.3 862.1 1194.4 360 
380 195.7 0.018 2.33 353.6 844.5 1198.0 380 
400 247.2 0.019 1.863 375.1 825.9 1201.0 400 
420 308.7 0.019 1.499 396.9 806.2 1203.1 420 
440 381.5 0.019 1.216 419.0 785.4 1204.4 440 
460 466.9 0.019 . 0.994 441.5 763.2 1204.8 460 
480 566.2 0.020 0.817 464.5 739.6 1204.1 480 
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12.03 
Name;
AIRCIO
 
Project27	 Date:
 
Solving for Absolute,Gage
 
and Vacuum Pressures
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project isto allow the student to apply units of
 
conversion to the practical application ofconverting from gage
 
pressures to absolute pressures.
 
Procedure: 	 Each lab group will evacuate an assigned refrigeration or air
 
conditioning system with a vacuum pump. During the process,the lab
 
group will determine how much the pressure has been reduced using a
 
mercury manometer or an electronic micrometer. These values will be
 
converted to absolute pressure.
 
Evacuatea refrigeration system and record the vacuum at timed
 
intervals.
 
Time in atm mm psig psia 
Hg. Hg. 
0min 
3 min 
5 min 
lOmin 
15 min 
20 min 
Where: Time=time period ofvacuum pump operation,in Hg=inchesofmecury vacuum,atm=atmospheric
 
pressure,mm Hg.=millimetersofmercury vacuum,psig=pounds per scjuare inch gage pressiure,
 
psia=pounds per square inch absolute pressure
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 13.00
 
AIRC 10 	 Class Session 13
 
Objective:After satisfactorily completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	Interpret parts ofan equation and interpret the functions equations serve in
 
mathematics
 
2. 	Balance and check equations
 
3. 	Removecommonfactorsto simplify or reduce an expression to its lowest terms.
 
4. 	Transposeterms and solve equations and practical problems.
 
Information: Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo& Olivo,Unit 54.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1 An equation is a mechanical or scientific statement expressed in mathematical tenns.
 
2. 	When both membersofan equation are equalit is said to be balanced To maintain
 
balance,the equal members must be increased or decreased,multiplied or divided
 
by equal amounts.
 
Structure
 
To reinforce the essential concepts,the instructor will demonstrate the process of
 
collecting terms,the process ofremoving factors and the process oftransposing termsto
 
solve an equation. When no further questions aboutthe essential concepts or processes
 
are observed,the students will complete three projects
 
1. 	 Solve equations by addition and subtraction
 
Each student will complete a written assignment that requires solving for micro farad
 
rating ofcapacitors hooked in series or in parallel This assignment islocated at
 
13:01.
 
2. 	 Solve Equations by Multiplication and Division
 
Each lab group wiU be assigned an air handler with resistance strip heaters Based on
 
the sensible heatformula,the group will determine the capacity in BTU/hr ofthe air
 
handler with resistance heaters operating. This project is located at 13.02.
 
3. 	 Developing Equations
 
Each student will complete a written assignment that requires the studentto
 
develop a series ofequations that illustrate a mechanical or electrical process
 
commonto theHVAG industry from assignment 54ofthe text book.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for these activities.. Students who do not come
 
prepared,do not participate,or fail to complete a project will loose credit for
 
each activity they fail to complete
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13.01
 
AIRC 10	 Name:
 
Project28	 Date:
 
Solving Equations by
 
Addition and Subtraction
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to apply the rules for solving equations
 
byaddition or subtraction to practical problems in theHVAG industry.
 
Procedure: 	 SolveforthefollowingHVAG problems.Include aU arithmetic and
 
equations developed on a separate sheet ofpaper and reference the
 
solutionsto the specific problem.
 
1. 	 Illustrate four capacitors applied in parallel. Their microfarad(trf)
 
ratings are 7.5 mfd,7.5 mfd 15 mfd,and 5 mfd Determinethe total
 
micro farad rating ofallfour capacitprs.
 
2. 	 Illustrate four capacitors applied in parallel. Their microfarad
 
ratings are2infd,3 mfd,12mfd,^d20 mfd Determine the total
 
microfarad rating ofall four capacitors.
 
3. Based on the capacitors available in problems 1 and 2,solve for the
 
following problems:
 
ufrequired ?/favailable ufneeded
 
20uf
 
15 uf	 1.5 uf
 
12uf	 15 uf
 
0uf
 
:d2>5:rrf-x:'. ' :,-:^ 3 uf
 
40Mf 10 Mf
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13.02
 
AIRC10 	 Name;
 
Project29 	 Date:_
 
Solving Equations by
 
Multiplication and Division
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to apply the rulesfor solving equations
 
by multiplication arid dmsion to practical problemsin theHVAC
 
industry.
 
Procedure: 	 Each lab group will determine the capacity and the volume ofair flow
 
through an air handler that uses resistance heat asthe heat source. The
 
sensible heat formulaisused to solve for the answer.
 
Btu/hr'-l,08;xT;x,GFM ^
 
Where: T^t€jiip^art:ure difference between supply andrdiim air duct,CF^=cubicfeetper minute6fair volumethrou^theairh^dler
 
1. 	 Operate the air handler with the resistance heat energized.
 
2.^ the current draw^d voltage applied to the strip
 
heaters.Poriot include the current draw to theblower motor.
 
3. 	 From the voltage arid ariiperage draw,determine the wattage
 
consumed by the strip heaters
 
4. 	 U
 
wattage to Btu value.
 
5. 	 Measurethe temperature difference between the supply and
 
return air at the air handler.
 
6. 	 Solvefor capacity and air volume based on the sensible heat
 
formula.
 
7. 	 Show all work on a separate sheet ofpaper and reference it to
 
this specific project.
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14.00
 
AIRG 10 	 Glass Session 14
 
Objcictive: After satisfactorily completing this lesson^ each student should be able to:
 
1. 	Apply algebraic equationsto solve for latent and sensible heat processesin the
 
refrigeration cycle.
 
2. 	Simplify equations used in theHVACindustry by applying the axiomsof
 
multiplication,and division.
 
3. Solve basic algebraic equations used in theHyAGindustryusing thefour basic
 
processes ofaddition,subtraction, multiplication,and division.
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo& Olivo,Unit 56.
 
Refrigeration principles and svstems byEdward G.Pita Chapter 2..
 
Essential Goncept:
 
1	 Refrigeration neither creates or destroys energy. It onlytransfers energy. Thislaw
 
ofthermal dynamicsis explained algebraically and demonstrated throughout the
 
refrigeration cycle.
 
Structure:
 
Toreinforce the essential concepts,the instructor will illustrate the basicformulasfor
 
latent and sensible heat changes and simplify the equations based on the axiomsof
 
multiplication and division. When no further questions aboutthe essential or processes
 
are observed,the students will be assigned three projects
 
1	 Specifrc Heat:The Sensible HeatFormula
 
Each lab group will be assigned an operating air conditioning system or water
 
chiller. Thegroup will determine the massflow rate ofthe cooling medium and
 
then apply the sensible heatformulato solvefor sensible cooling capacity. The
 
project is located at 14.01
 
2. 	 LatentHeat: TheLatent HeatFormula
 
Upon completion ofproject#1,thelab group will applythe massflow rate ofthe
 
system assigned in project#1 to the latent heatformula in order to solvefor total
 
cooling capacity. This project islocated at 14.02.
 
3. 	 Each student will submit a report comparing the difference between sensible heat
 
changesand latent heat changes. The comparison should be based uponthe
 
formulas provided earlier.
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14.01 
Name:
AIRC 10
 
Project31	 Date:
 
Determine Specific HeatChanges Using
 
the Sensible HeatFormula
 
Objective: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to practice the appUcation ofthe sensible
 
heatformula to determine the massflow rate ofliquids used for
 
primary and secondary heattransfer in HVAC equipment.
 
Procedure: 	 Each lab group will be assigned an air conditioning system or water
 
chiller.The group Vidll determine the massflow rate ofthe cooling
 
medium and then applythe sensible heatformulato solvefor sensible
 
cooling capacity.
 
1. 	 Determine the volume ofwater moving throughoutthe water
 
chiller based on the pressure drop chartslocated at 14.01a.
 
2. 	 From 12.01a,determine the massflow rate ofwater through the
 
chiller(w).
 
3. 	 Solvefor the system capacity using the sensible heat formula.
 
Q=wxcxTG
 
WhereQ=net rate ofheatadded or removed, m=massflow rate ofa substance in Ib/hr, TG=the
 
temperaturechange ofthe medium cooled or heated,c=the Specific heatofthe substance heated or
 
cooled. The specific heatofwater is 1.
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14.01a Performance Data— English
 
CONDENSER ENTERING AIR TEMPERATURE (F)
 
85 90 
LCWT 
(F) 
UNIT 
30GB Cap. ! SOT 
(Tons) (F) 
Cooler 
Flow Data 
. Gprn PD 
Cap. 
(Tons) 
SOT 
(F) 
Cooler 
F(aiw Data 
Gprn I PD 
Cap. 
(Tons) 
SDT 
(F) 
Cooler 
Flow Data 
Gprn PD 
075 
090 
100 
110 
125 
150 
175 
200 
77.3 
91 6 
1019 
114 2 
130.8 
160 1 
179 2 
199.3 
110.5 76.2 1848 10.6 
110.5 90.0 : 219.0 14.6 
108.9 ; 999 ' 2435 9.7 
109.7 j 116.2 272.9 12.1 
1110 ! 128.3 312.7 8.8 
1104 i 153.9 382.6 8.3 
112.8 ' 180:5 428.4 : 104 
1149 207.0 476.4 12.7 
75.1 
89.0 
99.2 
111.1 
127.1 
155.4 
174.3 
193.8 
, 115.0 
114.9 
113.4 
' 1142 
' 115.5 
114 9 
117.3 
119.3 
78.7 
92.7 
103.3 
119.9 
132.6 
159.2 
186.3 
213.5 
! 17916 
i 212.6 
: 237.1 
! 265.5 
; 303.9 
! 371 4 
I 416.6 
! 463 2 
10.0 
13.8 
9.2 
11.5 
8.3 
7.9 
9.8 
12.1 
72.9 
863 
96.5 
10810 
123.5 
15018 
169.3 
188^4 
119.5 
119.3 
T18.0 
118.7 
120.0 
119.4 
121.7 
123.7 
81.2 
95.3 
106.8 
123.6 
136.8 
164.3 
192.1 
219.9 
174 4 
206.2 
23017 
258.2 
295.3 
360.5 
404 7 
450.3 
9.5 
13.0 
8.7 
10 9 
7.8 
7.4 
9.3 
11 4 
075 
090 
100 
110 
125 
150 
175 
200 
78.8 
93.4 
103:7 
116.2 
133.3 
163.1 
182.5 
203.0 
111.1 
111 0 
109.4 
110.2 
111.6 
110.9 
113.4 
115.5 
77.0 188.5 
910 223.5 
100.8 ■; 247.9 
117.4 277.9 
129.6 318.8 
155.5 390.1 
182.3 436.4 
209.3 485.5 
11.0 
15.2 
• 10.0 
12.5 
9.1 
8.6 
10.7 
13.2 
76.6 
90.7 
101.0 
113.1 
129.6 
158.4 
17717 
197 4 
115.6 
115;5 
113.9 
114.7 
116.0 
115:4 
117.9 
119;9 
79.5 
93.7 
104.3 
1211 
134 0 
160.8 
188:4 
2158 
, 18313 
' 217.0 
• 2415 
i 270 4 
: 309 9 
; 37818 
■ 425.0 
I 472.2 
10.4 
14.4 
9 6 
119 
8.6 
8 2 
10l2 
12.5 
74.4 
88.0 
98.3 
110.0 
125.9 
153l8 
172.6 
192.0 
j 120.0 
119.9 
118.5 
119.-2 
! 120.5 
I 119.9 
122.3 
! 124.3 
82.1 
96.4 
107.8 
124.8 
138.3 
166.0 
194 1 
2272 
178.0 
210.5 
235.0 
263.0 
301 1 
367.8 
412.7 
459.1 
9.8 
13.6 
9.1 
11.2 
8.1 
7.7 
9 6 
11.8 
1 
i 
i 
' 
i 
1 
075 
090 
100 
110 
125 
150 
175 
804 
95.3 
105 6 
118.3 
135 8 
166.3 
185.9 
111.7 
111.6 
109 9 
110 7 
112.1 
: 1115 
I 113.9 
77.8 
91.9 
101.8 
118.5 
: 131.0 
157.0 
184 2 
192.3 
227.9 
252.6 
283.0 
324.9 
397.7 
444 8 
11.4 
15.8 
10:4; 
13.0 
1. ■ 9.5 
j 9.0 
! 11.1 
i 13.7 
78.2 
92.6 
102.9 
115.1 
132.1 
161.5 
181.0 
201 1 
116.1 
116.1 
114 4 
115.2 
116.6 
116.0 
118.4 
120.5 
80.4 
94.7 
105.4 
122.3 
135.4 
162.5 
190.3 
218.2 
; 187.0 
I 221.5 
I 246.0 
! 275.5 
; 315.9 
386.4 
! 433.0 
481 2 
I 
10.8 
15.0 
9.9 
12.3 
8.9 
8.5 
10.6 
13.0 
75.9 
89.8 
100.1 
112.0 
128.3 
156.8 
175.9 
195.6 
I 120.6 
120 4 
119 0 
119.7 
121.0 
120.4 
122.9 
124.9 
83.0 
97.4 
108 9 
126 1 
139.7 
167.8 
196.3 
224.7 
181.6 
214 8 
239 5 
267.9 
306.9 
375.1 
420.9 
468.0 
10.2 
14.1 
9.4 
11.7 
8.4 
8.0 
10.0 
12.3 
43 
075 
090 
100 
110 
125 
150 
81.9 
97.1 
107.5 
120 4 
138.4 
169 4 
! 112.2 
112.2 
1 110 4 
j 111.2 
1 112.7 
i 112.1 
78.6 
92.8 
102.8 
; 119.7 
1 132.3 
I 158:6 
196.1 
232.4 
257.2 
288.2 
331.1 
405.5 
i 11.3 
16.4 
10.8 
13.4 
9.S 
9.3 
79.7 
94 4 
104 7 
117.2 
134.6 
164.6 
116.7 
116 6 
114.9 
115.7 
117.2 
116.5 
81.3 
95.8 
106.4 
123.6 
136.8 
164.2 
i 190.7 
1 225.9 
! 250.6 
280.5 
I 322.0 
! 394 0 
1 
1 
! 
i 
11.2 
15.5 
10.3 
12.7 
9.3 
8.8 
77.4 
91.6 
101.9 
114.0 
130.7 
159.9 
121.2 
121.0 
119.5 
120.2 
121.6 
121 0 
83.9 
98.5 
109.9 
127 4 
141.2 
169.5 
1 185 3 
1 219.1 
i 243.9 
i 272.8 
312.9 
382.6 
10.6 
147 
9.7 
12.1 
8.8 
8.3 
175 
200 
189.5 
210 6 
114.6 
! 116.7 
' 186.2 
213.8 
453.6 
504:0 
11.6 
14 2 
184 4 
204.9 
; 119.0 
.121.1 
192.3 
220.5 
! 441.3 
'490.3 
11.0 
13.5 
179 3 
199.3 
123.5 
125.5 
198.4 
227.1 
429.0 
476.9 
10.4 
12.8 
44 
; 
i 
! 
' 
1 
! 
075 
090 
100 
110 
125 
150 
175 
200 
83.5 
99.0 
109 4 
122.5 
141 0 
172 6 
193.0 
214 4 
112.8 
i 112.8 
1 1110 
! 111.8 
1 113.3 
i 112.6 
1 115.2 
; 117 4 
79.4 199.9 
; 93.8 2369 
■: 103.8 : 2619 
120.8 293.3 
133.7 337.5 
160.2 413.3 
188 1 462.1 
216 1 513 4 
12.3 
17.0 
11.2 
13.9 
10.2 
9.7 
12.0 
14.7 
81.3 
96.2 
106.6 
119.3 
137.1 
167.8 
187.8 
208.7 
117.3 82.1 194 5 j 
: 117.2 96.8 • 230.4 1 
j 115 5 107 4 1255.2 I 
116.3 i 124.8 i 285:6 
117.7 i 138.2 ' 328.2 
117.1 1I 165.8 • 401.7 
119.6 1 194.4 ■ ^9.6 1 
121.8 i 222.9 1 499:5 : i 
11.7 
16.1 
10.6 
13.2 
9.7 
9.1 
11.4 
14.0 
79.0 
93.4 
103.8 
116.1 
133.2 
162.9 
182.6 
203.0 
121.7 
121.6 
120.0 
120.8 
122.2 
121.5 
124.0 
126.2 
84.8 
99.6 
1 1 1:0 
128.7 
142.7 
171.3 
200.5 
229.6 
189.0 
223.6 
248.4 
277.9 
318 9 
390.1 
437.2 
486.0 
11.0 
15.2 
10.1 
12.5 
9.1 
8.6 
10.8 
13.2 
075 85.1 : 113,4 80.2 203.8 12.8 82.8 117.9 j 83.0 : 198.3 12.1 80.5 122.3 85.7 192.8 11:5 
, 
I 
090 
100 
100.9 
1113 
1 113.4 
i 111.5 
94.8 
104.7 
241.6 
266.5 
17 7 
11.5 
98.1 
108.5 
117.8 
• 116.0 
97.9 
1 108.5 
1 234.9 
: 259.8 
16 8 
11.0 
95.3 
105.6 
122.2 
120.5 
100.7 
112.1 
228.1 
253.0 
15 8 
10 4 
45 . 
110 
125 
124 7 
143.6 
! ri2;3 
1 113.9 
; 122.0 
135 1 
298.5 
343.8 
14.4 
10.6 
121.4 
139.7 
116.8 
: 118.3 
; 126 0 
i  139.6 
1 290:7 
1 334.4 
13.7 
10.0 
118.1 
135.7 
121.3 
122.7 
129.9 
144 1 
1 282.9 
325.0 
13.0 
9.5 
i 150 176.0 ! 113.2 161.9 421.4 10.0 171.0 117.6 : 167.5 1 409.4 9.5 166.1 122.1 173.1 397.7 9.0 
1 175 
200 
196.6 
218.3 
! 115.8 
1 118.0 
190.1 
218.4 
470.8 
522.8 
12.4 
15.2 
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AIRCIO	 Name:
 
Project31	 Date:
 
Determine LatentHeatChanges Using
 
the LatentHeatFormula
 
Purpose: 	 The purpose ofthis project isto practice the application ofthe latent
 
heatformula to determine the effect ofthe massflow rate ofliquids
 
used for primary and secondary heat transfer in HVAC equipment.
 
Procedure: 	 Each lab group will be assigned an air conditibning system or water
 
chiller. The group will determine the massflow rate ofthe cooling
 
medium and then apply thelatent heatformula to solve for total cooling
 
capacity Total cooling capacity can befound by the following formula:
 
0^=mQii- hi)
 
whereQ=net rate ofheatadded or removed, m=massflow rate ofthe substance cooled in
 
Ib/hr,hi-hi=the specific enthalRf change ofthe substance cooled in Btu/hr.
 
The massflow rate and the specific enthalpy ofwater volume can be
 
reviewed by referring to 14.02a.
 
Solve thefollowing problems
 
1. 	 A refngeration unit has a Cooling capacity of327,CQO Btu/hr.
 
Express this capacity in tons ofrefiigeration and in kW.
 
2. 	 A water chiller with a capacity of150tons ofrefiigeration cools
 
320GPM entering the chiller at 52degreesF. At what
 
temperature should the waterleave the chiller?
 
3. 	 A water chiller cools 110GPM ofwaterfrom 55 degreesto42
 
degrees. Find the cooling capacity ofthe chiller in Btu/hr,tons
 
ofrefngeration,and kW.
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AIRC 10 	 Class Session 15
 
Objective:
 
1. 	Apply algebraic equationsto solve for various mechanical processes in the
 
refrigeration cycle.
 
2 Determinethe performance ofa refrigeration system based upon the
 
thermodynamic cycle and the mathematicallanguage associated with it.
 
3. Solve basic algebraicequations used in theHVACindustry using thefour basic
 
processes ofaddition,subtraction, multiplication,and division.
 
Information Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo&Olivo.Unit 56.
 
Refrigeration principles and svstems byEdward G.Pita Chapter 4.
 
Essential Concepts;
 
1. 	The performance ofa refrigeration system is determined by examining its
 
thermodynamic cycle.
 
2. 	Thelanguage ofthermodynamicsis expressed mathematically.
 
Structure:
 
To reinforce the essential concepts,the instructor will illustrate the basicformulasforthe
 
refrigeration fcycle. When nofurther questions aboutthe essential concepts or processes
 
are observed,the students will be assigned two projects.
 
1. 	 Solving Algebraic Equations
 
Each lab group will be assigned ah air conditioning or refiigeration system. After
 
applying gagesand thennotnetefs Mid operating the system,the group will
 
determine thefollowing performance chMacteristics:
 
Refngeration effect,Btu/lb ofrefiigerant
 
Massflow rate ofrefiigerant,Ib/min
 
Theoretical compressor power,hp/ton ofrefiigeration
 
Coefficient ofPerformance
 
Energy Efficiency Ratio
 
This project is located at 15.01
 
2. 	 Each student will submit a report comparing the difference in performance
 
between the system assigned and the performance ofa system assigned to a
 
different group.Thecomparison should be based upon the datataken from the
 
operating equipment..
 
Ill
 
15.01 
Name:
AIRC 10
 
Project33	 Date:
 
Solving Algebraic Equationsfor
 
Refrigeration Performance
 
Purpose;	 The purpose ofthis project is to expressthethermodynamic cycle ofa
 
refiigeratipn system mathematically.
 
Equipment:	 Refrigeration gages,electronic thermometer,insulation tape,saturation
 
chart,pressure-enthalpy diagram.
 
Procedure:	 Each lab group will be assigned an air conditioning or refngeration
 
system. Thelab group will operate the system and record the vital signs
 
necessary to plot the refngeration cycle on a pressure-enthalpy diagram
 
Jocated at-15.-01a-c;^-:.
 
The vital signs necessary to plot the refngeration cycle include:
 
(a) 	 Suction saturated pressure converted to temperature.
 
(b) 	 Condensing saturated pressure converted totemperature.
 
(c) 	 Sensible subcool temperature measured at the liquid line before
 
the metering device.
 
(d) 	 Sensible superheat temperature measured at the vapor line
 
entering the compressor.
 
Based upon the recorded vital signs and how the vital signs are applied
 
to the pressure-enthalpy diagram,each student will solveforthe
 
following operating characteristics:
 
(a) 	 Refrigerating Effect in Btu/lb RE=he-ha
 
(b) 	 MassFlow Rate in Ibs/min m-Oe/RE
 
(c) 	 Theoretical Compressor
 
Horsepower P=Wxm
 
(d) 	 Coefficient ofPerformance COP=RE/HC
 
(e) 	 Energy Efficiency Ratio EER=Qe/P
 
See IS.Oldforthe explanation ofsymbols
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AERC 10 	 Class Session 16
 
Objective: After successfully completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	 Express proportion from written and physical data abouttwoequal value ratios.
 
2. 	 Calculate a missing term in a direct proportion
 
3. 	 Solve practical problemsin theHVACindustry for direct proportion and inverse
 
proportion ratios.
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics bv Olivo&Olivo,Unit 59,
 
Electricitv for air conditioning and refrigeration ByE.F.Mahoney,Unit 12.
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. Tworatios representing equal quantities are expressed as a direct proportion.
 
2. A proportion is indirect whenthe ratio varies inversely.
 
Structure:
 
Theinstructor will discuss the essential concepts ofthe lesson. To reinforce the essential
 
concepts,the instructor will illustrate proportions based on pulleys,transformers,smd the
 
gaslaws.When nofurther questions aboutthe essential concepts or processes are
 
observed,the students will be assigned three projects.
 
1. 	 Direct Proportion
 
Each lab group will be assigned a series ofrefiigerant cylinders. Thegroup will
 
record the temperature ofeach cylinder and the interior pressure and then predict
 
the pressure when each cylinder is Cooled to 32degrees. The group submerged the
 
cylinder in water and ice in orderto check the answer.This project can belocated
 
at 16.01
 
2. 	 DirectProportion
 
Each student will determinethe capactiy ofan evaporator coil using the rule of
 
direct proportion applied to manufactures performance data at 16.02
 
3. 	 Inverse Proportion
 
Each lab group will record the pulley size and name plateRPM ofa belt drive
 
blower assembly. Based on the data,the group will develop an inverse
 
proportion to predict theRPM ofthe driven pulley. This lab is located at 16.03.
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for both projects. Students whodo notcome
 
prepared,do not participate,or fail to complete a project will loosetwo pointsfor
 
each project they fail to complete.
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10
 
I^rqjectBS
 
Purpose:
 
Proeedure:
 
Name;.
 
Date:
 
Solving for Saturated Conditions
 
by DirectProportion
 
The purpose ofthis project is to apply the principle ofdirect proportion
 
to predict the temperature or pressure ofsaturated refrigerants.
 
5. The
 
1. Based
 
upon the saturated tables at lO Ola-c,the lab group will predict the
 
gage pressure within the cylinder.
 
Cylinder# Temperature Predicted Actual
 
psig psig
 
■ ■■ b:­
:;vC/.Vv:
 
new
 
P2lpi=i2l\l
 
y^ere/7==cylinder psia,T=absolute cylinder temperature
 
Cylinder# Temperature Predicted Actual 
psig psig 
:• ^A' 
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p E R TlE Si- T E M P E R A T U R E TABI E
S A T U ft A t I O N PRO
TABLE I
 
VOLUME DENSITY ENTHALPY 
ENTROPY 
TEMP. 
PRESSURE 
cvtl/lb Ib/CT « eii/tt •tt/WR) TEMP. 
f^: ■■ 
PSU PSIG 
lIQUlO 
V/ 
VAPOR LfQUiO 
//V 
VAPOR IIQUID 
V 
urcNT 
Vr 
VAPOR 
: Ar 
LIQUID 
V 
VAPOR 
•F 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
32.415 
33.060 
33.714 
34.378 
35.052 
17.719 
18.364 
19.018 
19.682 
20.356 
0.011227 
0.011241 
0.0112S4 
0.011268 
0.011282 
1.2050 
1.1828 
1.1611 
1:1399 
1.1191 
89.070 
88.962 
88.854 
88.746 
88.q7 
0.82986 
0.84544 
0:86125 
0.87729 
0.89356 
11.771 
11.989 
12307 
12.426 
12.644 
67.090 
61977 
66.864 
61750 
61636 
78.861 
71966 
79.071 
79.176 
79380 
0.026243 
0.026699 
0.027154 
0.027608 
0.028062 
0.16758 
0.16750 
0.16742 
0.16734 
0.16727 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
35.736 
36.430 
37.135 
37.849 
38.574 
21.040 
21.734 
22.439 
23.153 
23.878 
0.011296 
0.011310 
0.011324 
0.011338 
0.011352 
1.0988 
1.0790 
1.05% 
L0406 
li)220 
81529 
88.419 
88.310 
88.201 
88.091 
0.91006 
0.92679 
0.94377 
0.96098 
0.97843 
12.863 
13.081 
13300 
13.520 
11739 
66322 
61407 
66393 
61177 
66X61 
79385 
79.488 
79.593 
79.697 
79X00 
0X28515 
0X28968 
0.029420 
0X29871 
opyi?? 
0.16719 
0.16712 
0.16704 
0.16697 
0.16690 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
39.310 
40.056 
40.813 
41.580 
42.359 
24.614 
25X60 
26.117 
26.884 
27.663 
0,01:366 
0.011380 
0.011395 
0.011409 
0.011424 
1.0039 
0.^12 
0.96874 
0.95173 
0.93509 
87.981 
87.870 
87.760 
87.649 
87337 
0.99613 
1.0141 
1X323 
1X507 
1.0694 
11958 
14.178 
14398 
14.618 
14838 
65.946 
65.829 
65.713 
65396 
65.478 
79.904 
80.007 
80.111 
80314 
80316 
0X30772 
0.031221 
0.031670 
0.032118 
0X32566 
0.16683 
0.16676 
0.16669 
0.16662 
0.16655 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 . ■: 
31 
32 
33 
34 
43.148 
43.948 
44.760 
45.583 
46.417 
28.452 
29.252 
30.064 
30.887 
31.721 
0.011438 
0.011453 
0.011468 
0.011482 
0.011497 
0.918^ 
0.90286 
0.88725 
0.87197 
0185702 
87^26 
87314 
87.202 
87.090 
86.977 
1.0884 
1.1076 
13271 
1.1468 
1.1^ 
15.058 
15379 
15300 
15.720 
15.942 
65361 
65343 
65.124 
65.006 
64.886 
80.419 
80.522 
80.624 
80.726 
80.823 
0.033013 
C.033460 
0X33905 
0.034351 
0.034796 
0.16648 
0.16642 
0.16635 
ai6629 
0.16622 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
47.263 
48.120 
48.989 
49.870 
50.763 
32.567 
33.424 
34X93 
. 35.174 
36.067 
0.011512 
0.011527 
0.011542 
0.011557 
0.011573 
C.84237 
0.82803 
0.81399 
0.80023 
0.78676 
86.865 
86.751 
86.638 . 
86.524 
86.410 
i.1871 
13077 
13285 
13496 
13710 
16.163 
16384 
16.606 
16.828 
17X50 
64.767 
64.647 
64.527 
64.406 
64385 
80.930 
81.031 
81.133 
81.234 
81335 
0.035240 
0.035683 
0.036126 
0.036569 
0X37011 
0.16616 
0.16610 
0.16604 
0.16598 
0.16592 
35 
36 
37 
. 38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 ■ 
, 
51.667 
52.584 
53.513 
54.454 
55.407 
36.971 
37.888 
38.817 
39.758 
40.711 
0:011588 
0.011603 
0.011619 
0.011635 
0.011650 
0:77357 
0.7^ 
0.74798 
0.73557^ 
a7234l 
86.296 
86.181 
86.066 
85.951 
85.836 
13927 
13147 
13369 
13595 
13823 
17373 
17.495 
17.718 
17.941 
11164 
64.163 
64.042 
63.919 
63.796 
; 63.673 
81.436 
81.537 
81.637 
81.737 
81.837 
0.037453 
0.637893 
0.03S334 
0:038774 
0.039213 
0.16586 
0.16580 
0.16574 
0.16568 
0.16562 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
.49 
■ 56.373 
57.352 
58.343 
59.347 
60.364 
41.677 
42.656 
43.647 
44.651 
45.668 
0:011666 
0.011682 
0.011698 
0.011714 
0.011730 
0.71149 
0.69982 
0.68837 
0.67715 
0.66616 
85.720 
85.604 
85.487 
85371 
85354 
1.4055 
1.4289 
1.4527 
1.4768 
13012 
18387 
11611 
18335 
19.059 
19383 
63.550 
63.426 
63301 
63.177 
63.051 
81.937 
82.037 
82.136 
82336 
82334 
0.039652 
0.040091 
0.040529 
0.040966 
0.041403 
0.16557 
0.16551 
0.16546 
0.16540 
0.16535 
45 
46 
47 
48 
T9 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
61.394 
62.437 
63.494 
64.563 
65.646 
46.698 
47.741 
48.798 
49.867 
50.950 
0.011746 
0.011762 
0.011779 
0.011795 
0.011811 
0.K537 
0.64480 
0.63444 
0.62428 
TL61431 
85.136 
85.018 
84.900 
84.782 
84.%3 
13258 
13509 
13762 
1.6019 
1.6278 
19.507 
19.732 
19.957 
20.182 
20.408 
62.926 
62.800 
62.673 
62346 
62.418 
82.433 
82332 
82.630 
82.728 
82X26 
0041839 
0.042276 
0.042711 
0.043146 
0.043581 
ai6530 
0.16524 
0.16519 
0.16514 
0.16509 
50 
51 
52 
53 
•55' 
56 
57 
58 
59. 
66:743 
67.853 
68:977 
70.115 
71.267 
52.047 
53.157 
54X81 
55.419 
56.571 
0.011828 
0.011845 
0.011862 
0:011879 
0.011896 
0.60453 
039495 
038554 
037632 
036727 
84.544 
84.425 
84305 
84.185 
84.065 
1.6542 
1.6808 
1.7078 
1.7352 
1.7628 
20.634 
20.859 
21.086 
21312 
21339 
62390 
62.162 
62:033 
61.903 
61.773 
82X24 
aa2i 
81119 
83315 
83312 
0.044015 
0.044449 
0.044883 
0.045316 
0.045748 
0.16504 
0.16499 
0.16494 
0.16489 
0.16484 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
72.433 
73.613 
74.807 
76.016 
77X39 
57.737 
58.917 
60.111 
61X20 
62.543 
0.011913 
0;011930 
0.011947 
0.011965 
0.011982 
035839 
034967 
034112 
0.53273 
032450 
83.944 
a823 
83.701 
83.580 
83.457 
13909 
U193 
1.8480 
1.8771 
1.9066 
21.766 
21.993 
22321 
22.448 
22.676 
61.643 
61.512 
61380 
61348 
61.116 
83.409 
81505 
83.601 
83.696 
83332 
0.046180 
0.046612 
0.047044 
0.047475 
0X47905 
0.16479 
0.16474 
0.16470 
0.16465 
0.16460 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
78.477 
79.729 
80.996 
82.279 
63.781 
65.033 
66X00 
67.583 
0.012000 
0.012017 
0.012035 
0.012053 
031642 
030848 
03007g 
0.49305 
83335 
83312 
83.089 
82.965 
1.9364 
1.9666 
1.9972 
2.0282 
22.905 
ai33 
23362 
23391 
60.982 
60.849 
60.715 
60380 
81887 
5^X82 
84X77 
84.171 
0.048336 
0.048765 
0.049195 
0.049624 
0.16456 
0.16451 
0:16447 
0.16442 
65 
66 
67 
68 
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•FREdN* 502 S A TU R A T10N PROPERTIES—TEMPER A TU RETA BLE
ABLE I
 
TEMP. 
PRESSURE VOLUME 
cu lt/lb 
density 
tb/cult Btu/lb 
ENTROPY 
etu/(iu)rR) TEMP. 
•c* ■ 
•f 
PSIA PSIC LIQUIO VAPOR LIQUID VAPOR 
LIQUIO latent VAPOR LIQUID VAPOR 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
61325 
62.379 
63,548 
64.734 
65.936 
46.529 
47:683 
48.852 
50.038 
51.240 
0.011792 
0.011810 
0.011828 
0.011846 
0.011864 
0.66604 
0.65410 
0.64241 
0.^8 
0.61979 
84.797 
84.669 
84.540 
84.411 
84382 
L5013 
1.5288 
1.5566 
1.5848 
1.6134 
13.494 
13.756 
14.018 
14381 
14.545 
65.816 
65.660 
65.503 
65.345 
65.186 
79310 
79.416 
79.521 
79.626 
79.731 
a02997 
•033052 
0.0310? 
0.03161 
0.03216 
0.16863 
0.16855 
0.16848 
0.16841 
0.16833 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
67.155 
68391 
69:643 
70.913 
72.199 
52.459 
53.695 
S4.947 
56.317 
57.503 
0.0IT883 
0.011901 
0.011920 
0.011938 
0.011957 
0.60884 
009812 
0.58762 
0.57735 
0.56730 
84152 
84.022 
83.891 
83.760 
83.629 
K6424 
1.6719 
1.7017 
1.7320 
1.7627 
14.809 
15.073 
15339 
15.604 
15:871 
65.026 
64.866 
64.704 
64.542 
64379 
79.836 
79.940 
80.043 
80 147 
80350 
0.03270 
0,03325 
0.03379 
0.03434 
0.03488 
0.16826 
0.16819 
0.16812 
0.16805 
6.16799 
20 
21 
22 
23 
;,: -.24,.' ' 
25 
26 
27 
28 
23 
73.503 
74.824 
76.163 
77320 
78.894 
58.807 
€0.128 
61.467 
62324 
64.198 
0.011976 
0.011995 
0.012014 
0.012033 
0.012053 
0.55745 
0.54781 
0.53837 
0.52912 
0.52007 
83.497 
83365 
83332 
83.099 
82.966 
L7938 
13254 
IJ8574 
1J8898 
1.9228 
IEI38 
16.405 
16.673 
16.941 
17310 
64315 
64.050 
63584 
63.717 
63.550 
803S3 
80.455 
80357 
80.659 
80.760 
0.03543 
0.03597 
0.03652 
0.03706 
0.03761 
0.16792 
0.16785 
0.16778 
0.16772 
0J6765 
25 
26 
27 
28 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
80.286 
81.697 
83.126 
84.573 
86.038 
65.590 
67.001 
^.430 
69377 
71.342 
0.012072 
0.012092 
0.012111 
0.012131 
0.012151 
0.51120 
0.50251 
0.49399 
0.48565 
0.47748 
82.832 
82.698 
82.563 
82.428 
82.292 
1.9561 
13900 
23242 
23590 
2.0943 
17.480 
17.750 
11020 
18391 
18.563 
63381 
63312 
61042 . 
62.871 
62.698 
80361 
81.062 
81362 
81362 
0.63815 
0.03870 
0.03924 
0.03979 
0.64033 
0.16759 
0.16752 
0.16746 
C.I6739 
0.li5733 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
87.522 
89.026 
90.548 
92-089 
93.649 
72326 
74330 
75.852 
77.393 
78.953 
0.012171 
0.012192 
0.012212 
0.012233 
0.012253 
0.45947 
0.46162 
0.45393 
0.44638 
0.43899 
82.156 
82.02O 
81.883 
81.746 
81.608 
2.1300 
2.1662 
23029 
23401 
23779 
11835 
19.107 
19381 
19.654 
19.928 
62326 
62352 
62.177 
62.001 
61525 
81.361 
81.460 
81358 
81.656 
81.754 
0.04087 
0.04142 
0.04196 
0.04250 
0.04305 
0.16727 
0.16721 
0.16715 
0.16708 
0.16702 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
: ■ 43 ■ : 
44 
95329 
96.828 
91447 
100.08 
101.74 
80.533 
82.132 
83.751 
85.38 
87.04 
0.012274 
0.012295 
0.012316 
0012337 
0.012359 
0.42175 
0.42464 
0.41757 
0.41084 
0.40414 
81.469 
81.330 
81.191 
81.051 
80.911 
2J161 
2J549 
23941 
2.4339 
2.4743 
20303 
20.478 
20.754 
21:030 
21307 
61.647 
61.469 
61390 
61.110 
60.928 
81.851 
81.948 
82.044 
82.140 
82335 
0.04359 
0:04413 
0.04468 
0.04522 
0.04576 
0.16696 
0.16690 
0.16684 
0.16678 
0.16673 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
103.42 
105.12 
106.84 
108.58 
110.34 
88.72 
90.42 
92.14 
93:88 
95.64 
0.012380 
0.012402 
0.012424 
0.012446 
0.012468 
0.39757 
0J9113 
0J8481 
0J7861 
6J7252 
80.770 
80.629 
80.487 
80:345 
80302 
23152 
23566 
23986 
2.6412 
2.6843 
21^ 
21361 
22.140 
22.418 
22.697 
60.746 
60.563 
60380 
60.195 
60.009 
82331 
82.425 
82320 
82.613 
82.707 
0.04630 
0.04685 
Oi>4739 
0.04793 
0.04847 
0.16667 
0.16661 
0.16655 
0.16649 
0.16644 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
112.12 
113.92 
115.74 
117.59 
119.45 
97.42 
99.22 
101.05 
102.89 
;tM.75 
0.012490 
0.012513 
0.012536 
0.012558 
0.012581 
036655 
0.36070 
OJ5495 
0.34931 
034377 
80.058 
79.914 
79.769 
79.624 
79.479 
2.7280 
2.7723 
23172 
23827 
2.9088 
22.977 
23357 
23338 
23.819 
24.100 
59522 
59.635 
59.446 
59357 
59J066 
82300 
82392 
82384 
83JD76 
83.167 
0.04901 
0.04955 
0.05009 
0.05063 
0.G5M7 
0.16638 
0.16632 
0.16627 
0.16^1 
0.16616 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
-56' ■ 
57 
58 
59 
12134 
12335 
125.18 
127.13 
129.10 
106.64 
108.55 
110.48 
112.43 
114.41 
0012605 
0012628 
0.012652 
0.012675 
0.012699 
033834 
033301 
032777 
032263 
031759 
79.332 
79.185 
79.038 
78.890 
78.741 
2.9555 
3.0028 
33508 
33994' 
3.1486 
24382 
24.665 
24.948 
25331 
25315 
58575 
58.682 
51489 
58394 
51099 
833S7 
83347 
81437 
83.526 
83.615 
01)5171 
0.05225 
0Jd5279 
0.05333 
OJ05387 
0.16610. 
0.16605 
0.16599 
0.16594 
0.16588 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
131.10 
133.12 
135.16 
13732 
139.31 
1!6;40 
118.42 
120.46 
122.53 
124.61 
0.012723 
0.012748 
0012772 
0.012797 
0012822 
031263 
030777 
030299 
039830 
039369 
78.592 
78.441 
78391 
78.140 
77.988 
3.1985 
33491 
33004 
33523 
3.4049 
35.799 
21084 
26370 
26.656 
26542 
57.903 
57.705 
57.507 
57308 
57.107 
83.703 
83.790 
83377 
83.964 
84JOSO 
0.05441 
0:05495 
03)5549 
0:05602 
OJOS656 
0.16S83 
0.16577 
0.16572 
0.16566 
0.16561 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
.66 ■ 
141.42 
143.55 
126.72 
128.86 
0012847 
0.012872 
038916 
038471 
77.835 
77.682 
3.4582 
3.5122 
27329 
27316 
56.906 
56.704 
84.135 
84320 
03)5710 
0,05764 
0.16556 
0.16550 
65 
66 
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S ATU R A TtO N p R O P E JR Tl E S-T E M P E R AT U R E TAB LE
TABLE I
 
TEMP. 
PRESSURE 
VOLUME 
cifl/lt 
DENSITY 
(t|/C8(1 
ENTHALPl 
frt/tt 
( ENTR' 
€(■/(») 
OPY 
(•R) TEMP, 
'■/•f . PSU PSIG 
UQUlO VAPOR lIQUlO 
//»'/ 
VAPOR 
//V, 
lIQUlO 
V 
LATENT 
V* 
VAPOR 
hi 
LIQUlO 
V 
VAPOR 
Af 
•F 
15 
16 
17 
18 
32.415 
33.060 
33.714 
34.378 
35.052 
17.719 
18.364 
19.018 
19.682 
20.356 
0.011227 
0.011241 
0.011254 
0.011268 
0.011282 
1.2050 
1.1828 
1.1611 
1.1399 
U191 
89.070 
88.962 
88.854 
88.746 
88.637 
0.82986 
0.84544 
0.86125 
0.87729 
0.89356 
11.771 
11.989 
12307 
12.426 
12.644 
67.090 
66.977 
66.864 
66.750 
66.636 
78.861 
78.966 
79.071 
79.176 
79380 
0.026243 
0.026699 
0.027154 
0.027608 
0.028062 
0.16758 
0.16750 
0.16742 
0.16734 
0.16727 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
35.736 
36.430 
37.135 
37.849 
38.574 
21.040 
21.734 
22.439 
23.153 
23.878 
0.011296 
0.011310 
0.011324 
0.011338 
0.011352 
1.0988 
1.0790 
1.0596 
1.0406 
13)220 
88.529 
88.419 
88.310 
88J01 
88.091 
0.91006 
0.92679 
0.94377 
0.96098 
0.97843 
12.863 
13.081 
13300 
13.520 
13.739 
66322 
66.407 
66393 
66.177 
66,061 
79385 
79.488 
• 79.593 
79.697 
79300 
0.028515 
03)28968 
0.029420 
0.029871 
0010177 
0.16719 
0.16712 
0.16704 
0.16697 
0.16690 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
39.310 
40.056 
40.813 
41.580 
42J59 
24.614 
25J60 
26.117 
26.884 
27.663 
O.Oi:366 
0.011380 
0.011395 
0.011409 
0.011424 
1.0039 
a^i2 
0.96874 
0.95173 
a93509 
87.981 
87.870 
87,760 
87.649 
87.537 
0.99613 
1.0141 
1.0323 
13)507 
10694 
13358 
14.178 
14398 
14.618 
14.838 
65.946 
65.829 
65.713 
65396 
65.478 
79.904 
80.007 
80.111 
80314 
80316 
03130772 
0.031221 
03)31670 
03)32118 
03)32566 
0.16683 
0.16676 
0.16669 
0.16662 
0.16655 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
43.148 
43.948 
44.760 
45.583 
46.417 
28.452 
29.252 ' 
30.064 
30,887 
31.721 
0.011438 
0.011453 
0.011468 
0.011482 
0.011497 
0.91880 
0.90286 
0.88725 
0.87197 
0.85702 
87.426 
87J14 
87.202 
87.090 
86.977 
10884 
1.1076 
1.1271 
1.1468 
1.1668 
15.058 
15379 
15.500 
15.720 
15.942 
65361 
65343 
65.124 
65.006 
64.886 
80.419 
80.522 
80.624 
torn 
80.828 
03)33013 
G.013460 
0.033905 
0.034351 
03)34796 
0.16648 
0.16642 
0.16635 
0.16629 
0.16622 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
■ 
35 
37 
38 
39 
. 47:263 
48.120 
48.989 
49.870 
50.763 
32.567 
33.424 
34.293 
.35.174 -
36.067 
0.011512 
0.011527 
0.011542 
0.011557 
0.011573 
0.84237 
0.82803 
0.81399 
0.80023 
0.78676 
86,865 
86.751 
86.638 
86i24 
86.410 
1.1871 
13077 
13285 
13496 
13710 
16.163 
16.384 
16.606 
16.828 
17.050 
64.767 
64.647 
64.527 
64.406 
64385 
80.930 
81.031 
81.133 
81334 
81335 
0.035240 
03)35683 
0.036126 
03)36569 
0.037011 
ai6616 
0.16610 
0.16604 
0.16598 
0.16592 
35 
• ■■■ . 36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
51.667 
52.584 
53.513 
54.454 
55.407 
36.971­
37.888 
38.817 
39.758 
40.711 
0.011588 
0.011603 
0.011619 
0.011635 
0.011650 
0.77357 
0.76064 
0.74798 
0.73557 
0.72341 
86.296 
86.181 
86.066 
85.951 
85.836 
13927 
U147 
13369 
1J3595 
13823 
17373 
17.495 
17.718 
17.941 
18.164 
64.163 
64.042 
63.919 
63.796 
63.673 
81.436 
81.537 
81.637 
81.737 
81.837 
0.037453 
0.037893 
0.038334 
0.038774 
0.039213 
0.16586 
0.16580 
0.16574 
0.16568 
0.16562 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
56.373 
57.352 
58.343 
59J47 
60.364 
41.677 
42.656 
43.647 
44.651 
45.668 
0.011666 
0.011682 
0.011698 
0.011714 
0.011730 
0.71149 
0.69982 
0.68837 
0.67715 
0.66616 
85.720 
85.604 
85.487 
85J71 
85.254 
1.4055 
i:4289 
1.4527 
1.4768 
13012 
18387 
18.611 
18335 
19.059 
19383 
63.550 
63.426 
63301 
63.177 
63.051 
81.937 
82337 
82.136 
82336 
82334 
03)39652 
0.040091 
0.040529 
0.040966 
0.041403 
0.16557 
0.16551 
0.16546 
0.16540 
0.16535 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
61.394 
62.437 
63.494 
64.563 
65.646 
46.698 
47.741 
48.798 
49.867 
50.950 
0.011746 
0.011762 
0.011779 
0.011795 
0.011811 
0.65537 
0.64480 
0.63444 
0.62428 
0.61431 
85.136 
85.018 
84.900 
84.782 
84.663 
13258 
13509 
13762 
1.6019 
1.6278 
19.507 
19.732 
19.957 
20.182 
20.408 
62.926 
62.800 
62.673 
62.546 
62.418 
82.433 
82J532 
82.630 
82328 
82326 
0.041839 
0.042276 
0.042711 
0.043146 
0.043581 
0.16530 
0.16524 
0.16519 
0.16514 
0.16509 
50 ■ 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
■ 66.743 
67.853 
68.977 
70.115 
71.267 
52.047 
53.157 
54J81 
55.419 
56.571 
0.011828 
0.011845 
0.011862 
0.011879 
0.011896 
0,60453 
0.59495 
0.58554 
0.57632 
0.56727 
84.544 
84.425 
84J05 
84.185 
84.065 
1.6542 
1.6808 
1.7078 
1.7352 
1.7628 
20.634 
20.859 
21.086 
21312 
21339 
62390 
62.162 
62033 
61.903 
61.773 
82J924 
83.021 
83.119 
83315 
83312 
0.044015 
0.044449 
0.044883 
a04S316 
03M5748 
0.16504 
0.16499 
0.16494 
0.16489 
0.16484 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
72.433 
73.613 
74.807 
76.016 
77.239 
57.737 
58.917 
60.111 
61J20 
62.543 
0.011913 
0.011930 
0.011947 
0.011965 
0.011982 
0S5839 
0.54967 
0.54112 
0.53273 
0.52450 
83.944 
83.823 
83.701 
83.580 
83.457 
1.7909 
1J193 
1.8480 
1.8771 
1.9066 
21.766 
21.993 
22321 
22.448 
22.676 
61.643 
61.512 
61380 
61348 
61.116 
aiog 
83.601 
83.696 
83392 
0.046180 
0.046612 
0.047044 
0.047475 
a047905 
0.16479 
0.16474 
0.16470 
0.16465 
0.16460 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
78.477 
79.729 
80.996 
82.279 
83.576 
63.781 
65.033 
66JOO 
67^ 
68.880 
0.012000 
03)12017 
OJ01203S 
0.012053 
0.012071 
OS1642 
0i0848 
OS007Q 
0.49305 
0.48555 
83335 
83312 
83.089 
82.965 
82.841 
L9364 
13666 
1.9972 
20282 
2.0595 
22.905 
23.133 
23362 
23391 
21821 
60.982 
60.849 
60.715 
60380 
60,445 
81887 
83382 
84.077 
M.171 
84366 
0.048336 
a048765 
0.049195 
0.049624 
0.050053 
0.16456 
0.16451 
0.16447 
0.16442 
0.16438 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 84.888 70.192 0.012089 0.47818 82.717 
2.0913 24.050 60309 8U59 03)50482 0.16434 70 
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AJRC 10	 Name;
 
Project36	 Date:
 
Solving for Evaporator
 
Capacity by DirectProportion
 
Purpose: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to apply the principle ofdirect proportion
 
in order to predict the capacity ofan evaporator coil used in medium
 
temperature applications.
 
Procedure: 	 Each student Avill refer to the performance data for evaporators at
 
16.02a-b. Based upon the performance data and the information at
 
07.03b,each student will determine the capacity ofthe evaporator
 
given the new temperature difference between suction saturation
 
temperature and fixture temperature.
 
The capacity ofan evaporator coil and condensing coil is based on the
 
following consistency:
 
Qe=UXAXTD
 
Where 0e=capacity ofthe evaporator coil,U=heattransfer coeflBcient ofthe coil, A=area ofthe coil,and
 
TD=temperature difference between the evaporator coil andthefixture temperature.
 
The student will predict the new evaporator capacity based upon thefollowing
 
proportional consistency:
 
2^/TD2-Q.i/TDi
 
Where:Qe=capacity ofthe evaporator coil,TD=temperature difference between the evaporator coil and
 
the fixture temperature
 
Evaporator coil TDCoil& Capacity in Btu/hr Capacity in tons 
Fixture 
UAHl -232 15 
UAH3-648 20 
UAH2-365 12 
UAH4-980 147,000 
UAH2-433 60,200 
UAH!-232 46,400 
UAH4-1100 132,000 
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16.02a
 
SELECTION AND APPLICATION TABLES FOR
 
RUSSELL RUSS PAK SYSTEMS
 
Tables on the loMpwing pages contain capacity and
 
balancedata for the RussPaksystems,Theyareiritended
 
to cover the normal range of epnditldns with various
 
system selections of recommended;equipment.
 
When special applications arise which are nptcovered
 
by the Russ Pak system listed here,consult factory for
 
■ prices.;,'-­
Allsystemcapacities arebasedon^F Ambient,Increase 
(decrease) capacity by 6% for eaCh 10® F lower (higher) 
ambient temperatures. 
MODEL NUMBER NOMENCLATURE 
RP H, 20 2-FL46-265(4) 
_ No. of evaporators 
; Model number of evaporator 
(See pages 2 and 3 for description) 
Refrigerant; 1 = R12. 2 - R-22. 
"' ■■■ ■ " 'S ='R5b2 ■' 
.Compressor HP 
. 	Condensing Unit Temp; Range: 
H = High. M = Medium. L - Low 
,	Russ Pak Gomplcte Refrigeration System 
Designation , 
55° Cutting Room
 
Evap.
 
HP
 Ref. BTUH System Model «
 
T.D.
 
nPH3l-FL46-l80
;-3 ■ ; 12 32,000 
5 22 55000 20 RPH52-FL46-265
 
7'; 22 78.000 21 RPH82-FL46-180(2)
 
10 22 109.500 20 RPH102-FL46-265(2)
 
15 22 147doc 18 RPH152-FL4S-26S(3)
 
20 22 182.500 ■■ ■ ■•17-, RPH202-fL4Sr265(4)
 
55° Storage Room 7;AL Evaporators 
•4' Evap.
HP Rel STUM Systeni Model il T.O. 
3 12 31.000 19 RPH3I-AL38-1S6 
■ 5 ■ ■ 22 55.000 21 ■ RPH52-AL50-26O 
5 22 57 000 18 RPH52-AL38-156(2)
 
7V 22 81.000 2b RPHa2-AL48-2b8(2)
 
55° Storage Room--UA Evaporators 
Evap.
HP Rei. BTUH Syslem Model #T.D. 
7'..' 22 82.500 19 RPH82-UAH2-433 
10 22 109 500 , 22 nPH102-UAH2-490
 
10 iisitwo 18 RPH102-UAM2-329(2)
. ■22 , ' 
15 22 144.500 20 RPH152-UAH3-736
 
15 22 144.000 20 RPHi52rUAH2-365(2)
 
20 22 167.000 2?. nPH202-UAH4-980
 
20 22 173.000 2C , nPH202-UAH2-433(2)
 
50° Storage Room - Low Velocity - PL Evap-
Evap.
HP Ref BTUH System ModeMi T.D. 
12 29.000 ,16 RPH31FL46-180■ -■.3 '
 
5 ri'' , 51.000 19 RPH52-FL46-265
 
Vh ■ 22 ; 71 000 20 ;, RPH82-Ft46-180(2)
 
10 22 103.000 19 RPH102-FL46-265(2)
 
140;000 :RPH152-FL46-265(3)
15 22 ■■ ■ R; .
 
20 22 ^ 172.000 '/■' 16 .. . RPH202-FL46-265t4)
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CaiWPL.CTE ReFRIGERATiaiVl
 
SYSTEMSWITHUSTPRICES MAY 19S3
 
ULTRA TEMP
 
ultra HIGH POWERED
 
UNIT COOLERS
 
Low temperature Models
 
jllVHh;EteclHc Oelroit
 
BTU/HR Fen Motor
 W H d wt
 
Model iir TO i1 12* TO die. H.P. RusseU's new Ultra Temp unit cooler is exceptionaliy
versatile, covering all temperature applications in a com 
4FInt p«fInch -30''E*«P Te-mi^tore—Eiectrte.br Hot-Gee dcfro►et pact slim profile design. The Ultra temp is ideally suited 
11.800	 14,200 20 3/4 46*4 25% 21% 190 forlarge walk-ins, storage and freezers. Air throw is upto 
; 28.300 20 ■ 3/4 76!4 25% 21% 370 100 feet with optional metal air straighteners.
O«U1-110 
U«U2-236 23.600
 
-20 3/4 76H 31% 21% 440
;ij«U2-355 35.500 4ze6o 
judU3-474 47.400 56.900 2b 3/4 106V4 31% 21% 570 
136V4	 31% 21% 665•*U«U4-7ir 71.100 85.300 20 3/< 
49% 23% 875U«U4-«51 85.100 102.100 24 3/4 136'4 
108.000 129.600 24 '3/4 136!4 49% 23% 900U«U4-1080 
6 Fine per Inch -10* Ev«p T«mpersture--Boctflc or Hoi-Gee OetreMt FL 
3/4	 46V4 25% 21% 200U«L1-152 15.200 18.200 20	 FLOW-TEMP 
3/4 25% 21% 220-U«L1-193 19.300 23.200 2b 46'4
 
2H4 400 LOW VELOCITY
t>*L2-304 30.400 36.500 20 3/4 76% 25% 
iu«L2-361. 36,100 43.300 20 3/4 76% 31%- P%< UNIT COOLERS 
feUdL2-408; ■40A00 49.000 CO 3/4 ai%" 21% 44in 
^L3-540 * 54.000 64.800 20 3/4 106% 31% 21% w 
U«L3-€13 61.300 73,600 20 3/4 106% 31% 21% 620 
3/4 136% 31% 21% 675UdL4-722 72.200 86.600 20 
21% 726U*L4-017 81.700 98.000 20 ' 3/4 ;; 136% 31% 
110.000 132,000 3/4 " 136% 49% 23% 685 BTU/HR. Fene Fen• U«L4-T100. 24 CNmbnelone 
Model 10* ir No.— MotorUdL4-1380 138.000 165,600 24 3/4 136% 49% 23% 910 
TO TO Oiem. H.P; d : W' -; , , H • Wt 
Air Defrost Models	 FL26-67 6.700 8,040 2-10 9W 27% 58% 8% 1OO 
FL36-lOb 10,000 12,000 3-10 9W 27V4 82% 9 160 
BTU/HR Fen Motor W H 0 WL . Model pie.	 FL36^135 13.500 16.200 3-10 iew 27% 82% 12 20710* TO 11 15' TO H.P. 
FL46-180 18.000 21.600 4-10 16W 27% 106% 12 291 
6 Fln« p«r loch •*75* E*«p Tcoipcfalore—Alr Dclrott	 FL46-265 26.500 31.800 4-10 16W 27% 106% 15 320 
1/3	 46% 25% 21% 200UAM1-164 16>00 24.600 20 
46% 25% 21% 220UAM1-209 20.900 31.350 20 1/3 
31% 21% 400 TheRusseilFlowTemiDUnit Cooler was firstintroducedUAM2-329 32.900 49.350 20 1/3 76% 
fUAM2-390'' ;39.000 ,20„ /1/3 t8% 31% 21> 42S''' ' to the refrigerahon industry in 1964 to answer the manyji - .. 
J.UAM2-441 ;^.100 66.150' 20-' "^1/3 76% 31%' 21%: requests for reduced velocity applications. It is especially 
C^AM3-S83 r 68.300 -■87.450 20 1/3 106% 31% 21% 685 designed fpr high humidity applications where meat 
UAM3-662 66.200 99.300 20 1/3 106% 31% 21% 620 shrinkage in cutting and storage rooms is a factor.It has 
,UAM4-780 78.000 117.000 20 1/3 136% 31% 21% 675 an extremely comfortable sound level. Thousands have 
UAM4^^^ 88,^ 132,^ 20, 1/3 136% 31% 21% 726 beeninuseinmeat cutting,holdingandpackagingroOms, 
Ssibbb T^.obb 24-. :3/4 135%; fruit and vegetablestorage roomsand florist boxes.Flow­
^AM4-1656' 'ij65,6(»; 2^*400. ;3/4 136%, j49% 23^ Temps come with a white baked polyester coating on the24 ■: 
housing.
8 Fine per theti 42S* Eeep Tenipereture—Air Oelroet 
18.200 27,300 20 1/3 ,46% 25% 21%UAH1-182 210 All of theaboveUnit Coolers areULlistedandare made 
UAH1-232 23.200 34.800 20 1/3 46% 25% 21% 230 for standard air defrost as well aS electric defrost. 
UAH2-365 36.500 54.750 20 1/3 76% 31% 21% 
^.3b6: >64.IW 4i/3 51% • 21W 
dl%j TESTING: 
^j80o:^97^ 20"' ■f>1/3 i6b% SlS^ SfH'i Wa Each Russ Pak systemisassembled under strict quality 
UAH3i736 73.600 110.40b 20 1/3 106% 31% 21% 635 control.Thecortdensing unit ispressurized for leak detec 
UAH4-866 86.600 129.900 2b 1/3 136% tion. then fully evacuated to 200 fnicrons pressure: The31% 21% 690 
UAH4-980_ 98.W 147.009 20 1/3 136% 31% 21% 746 electrical circuit is given a full dielectric test prior to the 
teA.H4ri452j 3«j200' .24;; '^3/4 136% ^9%. unit being given acompleterun test. The unit is prepared
Cd/4 ^ i^% i9%:; m- for shipment with a holding charge of dry nitrogen.few­
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Name:
AIRC 10
 
Date:
Prefect37
 
Solving for BlowerRPM Based
 
on Invierse Proportion
 
Purpose:	 The purpose ofthis projectisto apply the principle ofinverse
 
proportion in Order to predict theRPM ofa blowerfan in an air
 
distribution system.
 
Procedure:
 
minute(RPM^ofthe mOtor oii a belt drive blower assembly. Based on
 
thedata,the^oup will determine theRPM ofthe driven pulley from
 
the inverse proportion:
 
:;Oi/D.=lU'M./RPMb ^ ^
 
WhereDa=the diameter ofpuUey A,Dlf^edj pulleyB,RPMa=the Rptatibhs perihinute of
 
Name plate Diameter Diameter Predicted RPM ActualRPM 
RPM Pulley A PulleyB PulleyB PulleyB 
1725 :-:v: 10" 
■ :'1725-::v:" y 10­
1725 lor 
3450 10" 
3450( 57:7-:^ ■ ■ ■:;•­
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AIRC 10 	 Class Session 17
 
Objective: After successfiilly completing this lesson,each student should be able to:
 
1. 	Apply proportionsto solutionsfor air distribution problems
 
2. 	Interpret the functions ofexponents
 
3. 	Solve air sideHVAC problems that require the multiplication ofnumbersin
 
exponentialform.
 
Information:Basic vocational-technical mathematics by Olivo& Olivo,Unit64
 
Essential Concepts:
 
1. 	BlowerRPM and air volume vary directly
 
2. 	Horse-power requirementsfor an electric motor increase exponentially per unit
 
increase ofblowerRPM.
 
3. A simplified method ofstating that a quantity isto be multiplied by itselfmany times is
 
to write the number in exponentialform.
 
Structure:
 
The instructor will discuss the essential concepts ofthe lesson. To reinforce the essential
 
concepts,the instructor will illustrate proportions based onthefan laws. When no further
 
questions aboutthe essential concepts or processes are observed,the students will be
 
assigned two projects
 
1. 	 Solving for Air Volume and Motor Horse-power Requirements
 
Each lab group will be assigned an air handling unit with a belt drive blower. The
 
group will check out the necessary instrumentation and measure the air volume
 
traveling through the duct work. Once the volume is determined the group will
 
be asked to increase or decrease the volume by a percentage. The solution will
 
require determining new pulley diameters and proving the horse-power capacity
 
is sufificient to meetthe new air volume. This project is located at 17.01
 
Evaluation:
 
There are six points possible for both projects. Each student completing the
 
projects will receive full credit. Students who do notcome prepared,do not
 
participate,or fail to complete a project will loosetwo pointsfor each project they
 
fail to complete.
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17.01 
AIRCIO	 Name:
 
Projeet38	 Date:
 
Solvingfor Air Volume and
 
Motor Horse-Power
 
Purpose: 	 The purpose ofthis project is to apply the principle ofinverse
 
Procedure: 	 Each lab group will be assigned an mr h^dling unit with a belt drive
 
blower assembly Thegroup will check outthe necessaiy
 
Oncethe volume ofmrflow is determined,the group will be asked to
 
increase or decrease the volume by a percentage. The rulefor adjusting
 
air volumethrough a duct is asfollows;
 
Where:RPhiBi==H>riginalRPM ofpiUeyB,I^MB2==TequiredRPM ofpulieyB,
 
CFMi-original air voliune,and GFM2=desired air volume
 
Referring to project 38,the diameter ofpuU^Acan be adjusted to
 
achieve the newRPM ofpulley B.
 
D^.=RPM./RPMb
 
Where:Da=the diameter ofisilley A DlFthe diameter ofpulley B,RPMa=the Rotations per
 
is adjusted. The relaticaiship between RPM and hp requirements is:
 
hps=lipiX
 
Where:
 
RPMa RPMb Diaa Diab CFM hp
 
Existing
 
New
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APPENDIXB
 
V 
'Mi 
1946-1996 YEAR 
1100 North Grand Avenue 
Walnut, CA 91789-1 599 JUBILEE 
January 15,1996
 
Dr. Allen D.Truell
 
M.A.Program Coordinator
 
Department ofSecondary and Vocational Education
 
California State University San Bernardino
 
5500 University Parkway
 
San Bernardino,CA.
 
Dear Dr. Truell,
 
The Office ofInstruaional Services at Mount San Antonio College solidly supports Mr.Darrow
 
Soares in developing his masters project to integrate mathematics with air conditioning and
 
refrigeration.
 
In discussing the project with Mr.Soares,it is clear that the curriculum he proposes will enhance
 
the relevance ofhis program to the workplace. The instructional strategies he offers will improve

critical thinking,problem solving,and academic skill attainment.
 
The College goal for 1996-1997 is to have the curriculum for targeted programs include the
 
integration ofacademic and career education as well as the inclusion ofprogram strategies that
 
reflect workforce needs. Since Mr.Soafes department falls into the targeted category of
 
Engineering and Related Technologies, his project will be very relevant to the goals ofthe college
 
and our community.
 
Hook foreword to working with Mr. Soares on this project
 
Ms.Barbara Crane
 
Dean ofInstructional Services
 
Mount San Antonio College
 
(909)594-561 1 • FAX(909)594-7661
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